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PREFACE
to the reader
RE FAC E is supposed to explain briefly
th regard to
the purpose of the pages that follow it. Wi
In writing
these sketches, such explanation is easy.
the beautithe m I have attempted to describe sorne of
traveller to Morocco,
ful and interesting things that await the
ound of history, the
adding to my ow n impressions the backgr
tion.
shadow of legend, and the high light of illustra
ny sources. Among
In the quest for information I have tapped ma
whose knowledge has
those from whose works I have quoted, and
es, I desire to thank
been the means of smoothing the stony plac
of Tlemcen, Algeria ;
M. Alfred Bel, Director of the Medersa
and Conservator of the
M. Pro spe r Ricard, Inspector of Native Art
rck, the well-known
Mu seu m of Fez ; and Dr. Edw ard Westerma
superstitions.
writer on Moroccan marriage ceremonies and
ector of the DepartTo M. Tra nch ant de Lunel, unt illa tely Dir
s in Morocco, 1 owe
me nt of Fin e Arts and Historical Monument
as guide and mentor
a special debt of gratitude. No t only did he act
but without his aid 1
with unfailing judgment and artistic sense,
ugh the maze of the
should never have been able to wander thro
days in the fascinating
Da r El Makhzen at Fez, nor to spend ma ny
Morocco, he has done
courtyards of the medersas. A true lover of
strengthened but unmu ch to save its past, and to send it down,
changed, to a more careful future.
and of thanks. lt is
But this is not only a preface of explanation
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PR EF AC E
mosques has ma de me
also the expression of a hope. W riting of
mo squ e will be counted
wo nde r if the day will ever come wh en a
thought ma y not have
among the mo num ent s of Lon don . Th e
is a very natural one.
occurred to ma ny people, but in reality it
, wh ich counts ma ny
Lon don is the capital of the British Em pire
jects. Y et it possesses
millions of Mo ham med ans amo ng its sub
ng, but W oking is not
no mosque. A very small one exists at W oki
shippers living there.
London, and is too distant for regular wor
n solved in a ma nne r
Across the Cha nne l the pro ble m has bee
y is a mo squ e bei ng
clearly indicating the attitude of France. No t onl
de a gift of the site to its
built in Paris, but the Fre nch State has ma
wit hin the obligations
Moslem subjects. Tho ugh it is obviously not
us com mu nity outside
of the British Gov ern men t to aid any religio
certain that official help,
the Chu rch of England, it is none the less
of the great desire of
in whatsoever form, towards the attainment
be appreciated, not by
Lon don 's Mo ham me dan citizens, wo uld
gionists thro ugh out the
the m alone, but by millions of their co-reli
world.
per hap s the bui lde rs
Should that desire ever be attained, the n
to the western out of the world's westernmost mo squ e ma y turn
architectural treasures of
post of their faith for inspiration, and the
e their builders never
Morocco ma y serve a new and glorious pur pos
drearned of.
JO HN HO RN E.
AROSA, SWITZERLAND,

]an uar y, rgzs.
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MO UL EY IDR IS
NCE upon a time .' lt has always been my wish to
begin a book with that time -hon oure d phrase, the
eloquent preface to so man y stories, long and short,
true and untrue, simple and adorned. Even now 1 should
A.D .
hesitate, did not the history books remi nd me that the year 787
ishing
in whic h this story opens, was in the mids t of the mos t flour
hs at
' Onc e upon a time ' period, a perio d whe n there were Calip
of love
Baghdad and story-tellers to tell them never ending tales
land
and adventure, and that the scene of its opening is laid in the
the last
of the Thou sand and One Nights. Before such credentials
to be
shreds of hesitation mus t vanish. The occasion is too lawful
missed.
near
Onc e upon a time, then, there was a great hattie at Fakh ,
of the
Mecca in Arabia. It was fought between the descendants
armies
Cali ph Ali, son- in-la w of the Prop het Moh amm ed, and the
predeof Al-H adi, Abbazid Cali ph of Baghdad and immediate
feud
cessor of the famous Haru n-Ar -Rac hid.* lt is said that the
Hou se
arose from the intem pera nce of sorne mem bers of the saintly
t their
of Ali, who for drink ing wine were para ded with halters abou

O

tic method used by most
*For the spelling of Arabie names I bave employed the phone
au thors.
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of Mecca and Medina,* but
necks in the streets of the Ho ly Cities
ring up on our story, and we
the causes of the conflict have no bea
fact that the followers of Ali
need only concern ourselves wit h the
but am ong the few survivors
were beaten. Th e slaughter was great,
ma n wh ose destiny it was
was a certain Idris Ben Ab d Allah, the
We st. Wi th the help of a
to found the new Islamic empire of the
his escape, and after nearly
faithful slave nam ed Ra chi d he ma de
uan , Tle mc en, and Ta ngi er,
iro
Ka
h
oug
thr
g
rin
nde
wa
of
rs
yea
two
, the Ro ma n Volubilis, in
reached the prosperous town of Oulili
the centre of N orthern Morocco.
lly taken to represent the
Although the arrivai of Idr is is genera
dan Morocco, he was by
beginning of the history of Mo ham me
gion into the country. Fo r
no means the fust to introduce that reli
hate had been represented in
over a hun dre d years the Eastern Calip
t of pow er was at Kairouan
Northern Africa by Em irs, whose sea
expeditions towards the We st
in Tunisia, and from that city various
certain Ok ba Be n Nafa was
had been undertaken. In A.D . 669 a
sta nda rd of Isla m to the
well received at Ceuta and carried the
Ea ste rn Caliphate, Moussa
Atlantic coast. Another governor of the
Tafilalet, and then returned
Ben Noceir, penetrated as far south as
st of Spain (A .D . 711). In
to Tangier, whence he began the conque
par t of the inhabitants of
consequence of these expeditions a
they left no lasting effect on
Morocco became Mohammedans, but
is rightly looked upo n as
the country, and Idris Be n Ab d All ah
sle m rulers.
the founder of the fust dynasty of Mo
ted Oulili, was one of those
No w the Aouraba tribe, wh ich inhabi
they found that Idr is was a
en
wh
and
m,
Isla
to
ted
ver
con
ady
alre
e chose him as their chief.
descendant of the Prophet, they at onc
ed Ka nza , and settled down
He married a wo ma n of the tribe, nam
varied by occasionaf warlike
to a life of patriarchal government,
* The Caliphate, by Sir Wm. Muir, K.C.S.I.
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episodes among the wild Berbers of the region. In the simplicity of
his new existence, he no doubt forgot the bitterness of family disputes
in Arabia, and perhaps even forgave the persecution of Harun Ar-Ra chid. But the redoubtable Caliph had neither forgotten nor
forgiven. By his order the master of posts and caravans in Cairo
had been beheaded for allowing the fugitive to escape from Egypt.
Thence Idris had been followed through Kairouan, Tlemcen, and
Tangier, till at last Oulili was reached. Poison was the means
decided upon by the Caliph to rid himself of his enemy, and a
certain Suleiman, a man both cunning and courageous, the emissary
charged to carry out his orders. ln the absence of the faithful Rachid,
Suleiman came to the king and conversed with him of the perfume
of the Y emen, till Idris was filled with the desire to have this
perfume. Where upon Suleiman offered him a phial and Idris died
as soon as he smelt the contents.* He had reigned only three years
and one month, and was childless ; but after his death Kanza bore
a son to carry on his house and uphold the standard of Islam in its
most western stronghold. Thus Idris 1, the National Saint of
Morocco, died and was buried in the Djebel Zerhoun, above the
ruins of Volubilis, at the place which now bears his name -Mouley
Idris. His son Idris II, brought up in the care of that same Rachid
who had aided his father's escape from Arabia, eventually founded
the city of Fez, whose special Patron Saint he is ; and at his death
in A.D. 828 he left an Empir e very similar in extent to the Morocco
of to-day.
This short account of sorne events in the early history of Morocco
will explain to the reader why the little village of Mouley Idris has
been chosen as the subject of the fust of these sketches. The ride
across the undulating plain that stretches north-west of Mequinez
to the Saint's resting-place in the blue and misty Djebel Zerhoun
* History of the K ings of

Tlemcen, translate d from the Arabie by Alfred Bel.
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was my fust real 'trek' in the country. The pasturage is considered
rich but trees were rare and continuai clumps of grey and thorny
bushes made for monotony. Furthe r on, however, came wild flow ers
in profusion, and with them the growing joy of space and horizon,
and the subùe spell that weaves its meshes sooner or later round
every traveller in what may weil be called ' the Land of Paradox.'
For there is much that is paradoxical in this strange country, much
that upsets ali preconceived ideas and for which one seeks an
explanation in vain.
The vegetation is not African. Palms are conspicuous by their
absence, and the ragged specimens that do appear seem to be making
a mute apology for their presence in a landscape where they have
no proper place. ln the colour of towns and villages brown and not
white predominates. The Eastern appearance of Algeria and Tunisia
finds no place in North ern Morocco. Mosques have the pointed
roofs of Europe, not gleaming dornes. Minarets are square and
thick, not round and tapering, and on every pinnacle and tower
unwieldy flapping storks in their monstrous nests are eloquent of
northern lands and Gothie spires and crowded chimney-tops.
Certainly the people look what is vaguely called 'Easte rn,' but
even they have a roughness in keeping with their Western surroundings. North and South, East and West, Europ e and Africa ;
it is in this strange jumble, so puzzling and yet so fascinating, that
lies the charm of Morocco.
Such musing made the time pass quickly, and by mid-d ay the
foothills began to rise, with little valleys and twisting ravines and
dried up streams furrowing their faces. Wild-looking peasants
appeared, seemingly from nowhere, offering 'labba n' or curdled
milk in wood en bowls. " Rest in the shade of our tents," they
begged, " till evening makes journeying pleasant." And when 1
replied that time was short and that 1 must reach Mouley Idris before
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sunset, there was a murmur of surprise. " Allah has given many
days," said an old shepherd, in mild protest against the uselessness
of hurry. For him the charm of Morocco was no secret to be discovered after much searching, and there was pity in his glanee as
he stood motionless while the stranger who had so much to learn
passed on his way. How well Morocco understands the uselessness
of hurry! Even the road seemed as if it would have liked to rest,
for it was a mere track that wound its way round the western end of
the range where the hills rose steeply, forming an amphitheatre
from which the plain stretched in graduai descent towards the
Aùantic, and where a few huts nestled among masses of half-buried
masonry-t he Volubilis of the Romans, the Oulili of Idris.
There is no need to describe the ruins of Volubilis. That has been
clone by more competent pens than mine. Suffice it to say that with
their unerring judgment the Romans had chosen an admirable site
for the town. Protected by the hills from north and east, and watered
by the Oued Faraoun, which twists its way round the spur on
which the Zaouia of Mouley Idris is perched, one feels that Volubilis has a future as well as a past. To one point concerning the ruins
1 should like, however, to draw attention, and that is the current
and mistaken opinion that marble columns were taken from Roman
ruins for the adornment of Moorish palaces and masques. The
few Roman towns in the country never possessed beautiful buildings with marble pillars. Roman setùements in Morocco were
purely military, and their public monument s were built of stone.
The abjects found up to the present at Volubilis are no more than
one would expect in a military colony, and the marble and bronze
statuettes were probably sent from Rome. ln Morocco marble
columns only began to be used under the Merinides, and were
brought from ltaly and perhaps Spain (1200 to 1470). The earlier
dynasties used stone, massively built, like the Tower of Hassanc

j
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a at Ma rra kes h. Since my
the ruins of She ila- -an d the Ko uto ubi
ert ake n at Volubilis, and a
visit mu ch excavation has been und
, and in theory comfortably,
idly
rap
rist
tou
the
ries
car
ad
-ro
tor
mo
in the pla in bel ow and to the
to the remains of Ro ma n civilisation
the height above. Per hap s
shrine of Morocco's Pat ron Saint on
passage of progress in the
the shepherds no longer wo nde r at the
e across the plain.
shape of motor-cars, but 1 am glad 1 rod
of the tow n stood outlined
On the crest of the hill the first houses
tur n of the road my servant
against the evening sky, and at every
ort ass um ed a mo re im por tand the soldier Ibr ahi m wh o acted as esc
the first Idr is wa s an event
ant air. A visit to the resting-place of
a thrill of excitement as we
d
nce
erie
exp
1
n
eve
and
s,
live
ir
the
in
ed into the lab yri nth of nar row
passed beneath a small gateway and div
s a different one. Fo r me the
wa
son
rea
the
e
cas
my
in
ugh
tho
ets,
stre
und , and 1 could only hope
sanctuary of the Saint was forbidden gro
ry of the place enveloped me
for a distant view of it; but the my ste
co's mo st ancient shr ine was
and 1 felt that my journey to Moroc
also something of a pilgrimage.
say a wo rd about Ibr ahi m,
He re let me digress for a mo me nt to
der does not yet sha re my
for 1 find myself forgetting that the rea
hou gh he was a pro mi nen t
Alt
.
age
son
per
t
tha
h
wit
nce
nta
uai
acq
ew hat elusive appearance is
figure in my Moroccan days, his som
ctly wh at Ibr ahi m wa s like,
exa
w
kne
er
nev
1
ed.
crib
des
ily
eas
not
great extent fictitious, and for
but 1 did kno w that his utility was to a
bet we en us wh ich we both
on
uni
of
d
bon
a
s
wa
re
the
son
rea
t
tha
soldier of the old style now
appreciated. He was sim ply a Mo roc can
cheerful representative of
fast disappearing, an una ssu mi ng and
nte d cap and tattered bro wn
Imperial power, dressed in a que er poi
en an enterprising infidel and
djellaba. His pri de at standing betwe
en wa s im me nse , partly on
the just wr ath of his fellow cou ntr ym
us feasts attached to the job,
account of the extra pay and num ero
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himself to be the fulcrum
but also because he seriously considered
the rôle of cicerone und erof protective power. 1 often wo nde red if
certainly sho we d an extramin ed lbr ahi m's religious scruples. He
den places, a proclivity
ordinary keenness to get me into forbid
1 thin k he looked upo n it
which, of course, 1 was the last to regret.
attained he wo uld become
as a kin d of game, because the goal once
d my desire to rem ain for
frankly bored and could nev er und ers tan
1 sho uld wis h to place my
long in a mosque or courtyard, or wh y
1 soon discovered that his
camera in the most difficult positions.
er failed to come wh en
rem edy for waiting was sleep, wh ich nev
ams we re of Paradise and
called, and one can only hope that his dre
esque figure Ibr ahi m, and
not of the He ll of unbelievers. A pictur
a pleasant memory.
ng. lts tum ble d mass of
Th e position of Mo ule y Idr is is imposi
n most Moroccan towns,
houses, mo re orderly and better built tha
nd the buildings of the
covers the whole hill-top, clustering rou
castle. W estward the plain
Zaouia like a mediœval city rou nd its
east the Ou ed Far aou n
stretches away to the horizon, south and
only on the nor th does
winds far below like a colossal moat, and
s. Fri end s had urg ed me
the ridge continue towards the higher hill
wo uld per mit no Christian
to take a tent, as the fanatical population
me ado w wh ere 1 was to
to sleep in the town, but on reaching the
became apparent. Situated
cam p a still better reason for its choice
view that brought back the
high above the town, it was a spot wit h a
ew ed insistence, like the
words of the Ber ber she phe rd wit h ren
a tranquil life, the refrain
refrain of sorne old song, the refrain of
en ma ny days.'
that Eur ope cannot learn, ' Allah has giv
looked like a plaque of
In the evening light the town at my feet
centre ; for, like all sacred
grey ename! with a great emerald in its
mo squ e and tom b were of
and Imp eria l buildings, the roofs of both
h wonderful effect to the
green tiles, a colour wh ich lends itself wit
C2
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general scheme of Moorish architecture. The fact that they were
the only pointed roofs in the town seemed peculiar, till I remembe red
that the difficulty of procuring beams of great length would restrict
their use to public buildings of importance. The wood most generally
employed is cedar, of which there is a good supply in the Atlas
mountains, but the trees seldom grow to any height, and long beams
are therefore rare. The pointed roof fascinated me, and as I watched,
it suddenly turned from green to dull purple, and the terraces round
it from grey to pink, as the flattened sun lost its hold on the sky and
vanished beyond the plain. At the same moment a figure appeared
in the gallery of the stumpy minaret at the corner of the mosque.
At first it stood motionless. Then, with arms outstretched and head
thrown back, it swayed gently from side to side as the fust words of
the evening cali to prayer went out over the silent town.
I turned away at last, and sought the tent which had been pitched
beside a group of mulberry trees with one great cypress in their
midst. Along the path from the town a procession of six white-ro bed
figures was approaching, headed by two lanterns that bobbed and
swayed and threw a fitful light on what looked like twin mountains
of silver behind them, while two bulky forms, walking a little apart,
brought up the rear. The mass of white and silver, with its gleaming
points of flame, resembled sorne strange reptile crawling up the
hillside out of the gathering darkness, like the dragons in those very
old pictures painted on wooden panels and hidden away in clark
corners of Florentine galleries. Just for a moment the scene was
strangely Tuscan, but the illusion did not last, and the white and
silver dragon soon assumed the more acceptable if less romantic
form of a feast and light whereby to eat it, carried by negro slaves
and accompanied by two officiais with friendly messages of welcome
from the Caïd of Mouley Idris. The complim ent had evidendy
been expected by my servant, who had prepared no food, and it

00
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was with a feeling of pleasant anticipation that 1 awaited the arrivai
of my fust really Moorish meal.
With a dignity that Europeans could never hope to attain, the
procession stopped before the tent. The lanterns were placed on the
ground with two large silver-plated trays arranged on a carpet
between them, and 1 found myself gravely returning the salaams
and greetings of the bulky officiais, who, to tell the truth, looked
far too imposing and patriarchal to be carrying hospitality to a mere
infidel. But the extent and sincerity of their hospitality 1 was soon
to find out, and none of the more sumptuous and lengthy banquets
since partaken of have left as happy a recollection as that simple
meal eaten under the stars at Mouley Idris. Gastronomie descriptions, however exotic, generally weary the reader, but in this case
the mann er of the thing was so delightful that 1 cannot refrain from
sorne account of the food and the ceremonial accompanying it.
After depositing their trays on the carpet, the black slaves had
vanished. They now reappeared from bchind the tent, one armed with
severa! native loaves like big pancakes, the other carrying a longnecked, metal jug. The loaves were placed against the side of the
covered tray, and 1 knew my part sufficiently weil to hold out my
hands towards the jug. Havin g duly cleansed them with a few drops
of water, the slave turned towards the two officiais, thus giving me
the eue 1 had been waiting for. Summ oning to my aid the most
complimentary phrases my Arabie could command 1 begged them
to join me in my evening meal.
Then began a combat of politeness, in which the fact that the food
was steadily getting colder played an entirely negligible part, and
which etiquette forbade should end too soon. Fortunately 1 was, if
not an expert performer, at least conversant enough with the rules
of the game not to disgrace myself by any glaring mistake, and in
spite of a growing desire to know what was hidden beneath the
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more I
migh t indu ce the ancients to change their mind s. Onc e
surprod uced my well -wor n formula of invitation, whic h to my
mur prise was now accepted, and a mom ent later I found myself mur
brea d
ing a second 'Bismillah,' while the ancients punc hed their
The ice
and dipped their belated sops into a fast congealing sauce.
t the
of etiquette was broken, and soon they were glowing with wha
ai ting
Fren ch call ' the communicative warm th of banq uets. ' W
a muc h
had sharpened their appetites to sorne purpose, and it was
peared
brok en and dimi nishe d mou ntain of food that finally disap
repast
behind the tent with its escort of ebony servitors. Duri ng the
aintance
we had drun k water only, but I was now to mak e the acqu
befitting
of that most impo rtant Mor occa n beverage, tea. With
be the
solemnity the eider of the anci ents -at least I took him to
the
elde r-sea ted himself before the second tray and removed
abjects,
white silken elath whic h covered it, revealing a quantity of
r, teaa silver-plated teapot and tea-caddy, a pointed loaf of suga
and last
glasses and spoons, such as one sees in Russ ia and Persia,
the four
but not least, a bunc h of fresh mint . At the same mom ent
whic h
black slaves reappeared, the first with a steaming samovar,
l, the
he placed on the tray, the second with wate r-jug and towe
fourth
third carrying a long-necked, silver scent-sprinkler, and the
while
a smok ing ince nse- burn er. Agai n my hands were cleansed,
filled
rose-water rained upon me and smou lderi ng aromatic roots
same
the air with their fragrance. The n the ancients received the
smoke
attentions, holding open their wide sleeves to the perfumed
mere
as if to absorb every particle of it beneath the voluminous cash
le-light
robes. Ther e was a growing weirdness in the uncertain cand
faces
that danced on the silent whit e-rob ed figures and mad e the
ravine,
of the black slaves gleam in the darkness, while, beyond the
clown
the rising moo n seemed like a great eye opening wide to peep
red
upon us. Apprehensively I watched the wisp of smok e that hove
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inover the incense-burner, but no djinn appeared. Possibly the
, but
cantations of my tea-making friend were not the right ones
mad e
the process was pedo rmed with a mysterious solemnity that
d the
it fascinating, nevertheless. Having warm ed the pot and adde
mint ,
requisite spoonfuls of tea, the ancient seized the bunc h of
only
drew it through his fingers, pulling off the stalks and holding
of
the leaves which he stuffed in after the tea. The n a large lump
while
sugar was' broken off and placed upon the open teapot, and
e mass
boiling water from the samovar pour ed over it, the whit
below.
wobbled, hesitated, and finally disappeared into the depths
Not
With the closing of the lid I thought the ceremony at an end.
teaso. After a mom ent's pause the ancient pour ed out a glass of
own in
one only. This he tasted with certain lingual noises unkn
look,
English drawing-rooms, tasted again, and with a satisfied
tea
emptied the remainder of his glass back into the teapot. The
envoy
was made, the tea was good, and the hono ur of the Gard' s
as a tea-maker was safe.
I
Glass after glass of the sweet, aromatic mixt ure we dran k, and
inly is.
cannot say that I found it disagreeable. Refreshing it certa
after a
Now, among the Moors animated conversation, especially
able
meal, is not encouraged. They mark the enjoyment of agree
refined and
s~nsations by a tranquillity whic h is cons idere d both
the
elegant. The polite rema rks whic h passed between us over
ce, but
tea-glasses were therefore divided by long periods of silen
e of
I gathered that there could be no question of a visit to the shrin
nearer
the holy Idris, and that even a nearer view was impossible. A
town
view, however, I did get, for when on my way throu gh the
Caïd,
next morn ing I paid a visit of cere mon y and thanks to the
s the
he received me in a room whose wind ow looked acros
red
intervening terraces to a deep quad rang le surro unde d by pilla
beyond
arcades with a great pointed roof of jade-green tiles rising
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it. * In vain I tried to keep from looking towards that window, for
the notables of the town had gathered to see the stranger, and a
dozen solemn pairs of eyes were watching me closely. The Caïd was
a benevolent old man and took no notice, and perhaps the ancients
had spoken in favour of an infidel who knew how to eat, and who
could drink the number of glass es of tea demanded by courtesy.
So the success of the dinner may have covered my indiscretion.
That memorable meal may worthily close this chapter, for its
departure was as fantastic as its arrivai. The same white and silver
procession, somewhat disordered and disjointed now, with but one
candie alight and that a guttering remnant, moved clown the hill
where the cactus hedges spread a web of shadow in the moonlight,
vanishing at length in a patch of blackness from which it did not
emerge. The breeze of midnight, rising from the plain, stirred the
branches of the mulberry trees above me : and faintly, as if
whispered from ever so far, I seemed to hear the words, ' Allah
has given many days,' that were to be the motto of my wanderings .
* Though 1 was unaware of it at

t he time, there is nothing of particular interest about the
shrine of Mouley Idris Zerhoun, which was completely rebuilt by Mouley Ismaïl. The decorated
ceiling and in fact most of the Zaouia, including the central green-tiled roof, have again been
restored during the last century.
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whereas I :first approached Fez on horseback, tired and dusty from
the innumerable tracks that lead along the broad plain of the Saïs.
An out-of-date method I admit, but possessed of what advantages
when the goal is the world's most mysterious and sinister city!
Motors and railway stations do not encourage a sense of mystery,
and in the case of Fez El Bali they have been mercifully kept at a
distance. There the word mysterious may still be used with justice.
As for the other adjective each must judge for himself, clown in the
depths where there are still saints and story-tellers, and masques
and shrines that no unbeliever may enter, and where magic still
lurks in the rushing water. The twentieth century has not penetrated far beyond the line of frowning ramparts and battlemented
gateways surrounding the ancient city. They remain the 'Edge o'
the Past,' the barrier between western civilisation and the mysteries
of Fez.
The city lies at the beginning of a deep cup-like valley, where the
river Fez lcaves the almost level plain of the Saïs and rushes steeply
downwards to join the Sebou two or three miles below. According
to the Roud El Qartas* it was along the plain of the Saïs that Omeir,
minister of Idris II, journeyed in search of a capital for his master's
newly formed state. The springs of Ras El Ma (Arabie 'Head of
the water '), source of the river about eight miles above Fez, fust
tempted him in favour of the well-watered plain and rich pasturage;
but continuing his way, a more protected position in the deeper
valley was finally chosen. Those whose motors now clash along the
excellent road to Mequinez may catch a distant glimpse of the ruined
minaret of Ras El Ma standing solitary in the middle of the plain,
the forerunner of the history of Fez. Coming from the Saïs, the town
remains invisible till one is quite close to it, thereby increasing the
sense of mystery. First appears the greyish line of batdemented
* Annals of the City of Fez, written in I326 by Abou Mohammed Salah Abd Elhalim.
D2
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always imposing,
ramparts, sometimes higher, sometimes lower, but
As one gets nearer,
that seem to bar the whole breadth of the valley.
ls towering first on
this barrier-like impression increases, the wal
of Bab Segma is
the right, then on both sides, till the triple arch
by this fust great
reached. No traveller could fail to be impressed
erent form, and the
gateway of Fez. Its three arches of slighdy diff
atening appearance
vast space of its walled approach, have a thre
is struck not only
weil in keeping with the might of Sultans. One
by the man ner of
by the strength of these Moorish ramparts, but
hou t a doubt, the
their construction for spectacular effect. For wit
ng height, and the
long approaches enclosed by walls of increasi
ending in massive
vast esplanades growing gradually nar row er and
, were intended to
gateways dominated by towers and bastions
to give them time to
impress and threaten friend and foe alike, and
ponder on the power behind the walls.
ead of a town in
Beyond Bab Segma cornes the first surprise. Inst
courts and passages
the usual sense, one enters a netw ork of vast
or the New Fez,
divided by fortified gates, kno wn as Fez Dje did
the wor d 'ne w'
the seat of government and military power. In case
Fez Dje did was
should prove misleading, I may men tion that
regards the original
founded in A.D . 1276, so that it is new only as
city of Fez El Bali in the valley below.
! W ails and gateWh at a strange place it is, like a gigantic maz e
es wit h batdemented
ways, gateways and walls, and again great spac
that one can only
towers and endless lines of ramparts, so hig h
pointed, green-tiled
catch an occasional glimpse of minarets and
s belong to, and
roofs somewhere behind them. Wh at do the roof
esplanade and gatehow does one reach the m? Mystery. At each
is the mo men t he
way Ibra him 's satisfaction visibly increases. It
n he should show
has been patiendy waiting for, the mo men t whe
t tow n," I remark.
the stranger the wonders of the capital. " A grea
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"A great town, " cornes the reply, and the tone is reverent. "By the
will of Allah and the Holy Idris, it is the greatest town in Morocco "
-and after a paus e-" perhaps in the world ." Such pride is
pardonable, and the more 1 look up at the walls of Fez the more 1
understand. Their immensity oppresses and repels, yet attracts with
an irresistible force. A strange sensation.
For a time the way remains broad, but at last it begins to narrow.
Another gatew ay-m odern this time- and the abrup t descent into
Fez El Bali begins. Gone the empty spaces, the vast distances.
The street is full of movement, and shops make their appearance
beneath the houses on either side. Fez the mysterious is calling,
but when 1 would hurry to answer the cali, Ibrah im intervenes.
lt is true, he explains, that Fez is clown there below us ; but fust 1
must turn as ide to the palace of Bou J eloud which is to be my
lodging. Bou Jeloud to-day, Fez to-morrow. There are many days.
And with a sweeping gesture, Ibrah im points to a narrow lane
facing me between blank walls.
Can that poor ailey lead to a palac e? Must 1 leave the crowd that
was growing thicker at every step, the living torrent drawing me
down, fascinated, into the depths of Fez ? ln the end the blank walls
win the day, for 1 have never lived in a palace, and a palace in Fez
must be the pinnacle of romance. So, with a last look of regret at
the tempting downward path, 1 follow Ibrah im along the lane.
At the time when the first Merinide Emir , Abou Youssef Yakoub
El Mansour, founded the new quarter of Fez Djedid, it was separated from the old city by open land of considerable extent. For
centuries gardens covered the intervening space, but eventually a
small palace was built there by the Sultan Mouley Hassan about
1886, forming a link between the two quarters. This p~lace the
French Government has taken for the official residence of 1ts representative, Marshal Lyautey. There have been many changes. Europe,
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nd a place in the narrow,
albeit with cha rm and discretion, has fou
w Bou Jel oud it was still
high-roofed rooms. But wh en I fust kne
had so often dre am ed- of
a typical Moorish palace, the dre am I
and strange pavilions, of
courtyards set with fountains, of gardens
It had nothing in common
terraces looking clown upo n tum ble d roofs.
greater beauty wh ich we
with the vast pile of buildings of less or
its Moorish garden at ali
would call a palace in Europe, nor did
er beds of the gardens of
resemble the green lawns and formai flow
ali one, a mingling of
England. Here, palace and garden were
planted wit h trees and
loggias inlaid with ancient tiles, of courts
cloister, into wh ich cool,
flowers, of fountains and canals. A deep
er court. Wi ndo ws were
clark rooms opened, surrounded the inn
ble doors rose almost to
small and high placed, but the great dou
the rooms. On ly in one
the roof, making the cloister really part of
storey, reached by a steep
part did the building boast of an upp er
t of the wo me n's quarters,
and narrow staircase. It once formed par
rful view of Fez, spread
and its windows commanded a wonde
h her e and there a pointed
like a patchwork of terraces and foliage, wit
low tiles. Fro m this inner
roof or a square minaret of blue and yel
per, a great oblong space
court a broad arch led to the garden pro
sides were occupied by
also surrounded by buildings. Th ree of its
on the fourth, still wilder
a raised loggia with more rooms, and
tched away to the green
ground, mo re orchard than anything, stre
roofs of the Imperial Palace.
between the inner and
Su ch was Bou J eloud. Fro m the loggia
ali Fe z-I use d to watch
outer cou rts- ass ure dly the coolest spot in
foliow the garden's everthe evening hours wo rk their speli, and
and fig trees, roses and
changing glories. Poplars and elms, alm ond
nly trying to eclipse the
yellow jasmine, masses of geranium vai
wing things kept bringpomegranates beside them, the riot of gro
min d, though in austere
ing snatches of Om ar's quatrains to my
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oken
Morocco even the thought of wine were sinful, and Iran 's outsp
arance
poet anathema in this garden. Nevertheless, muc h in its appe
ed
was Persian. Raised stone walks intersected the beds and form
Fez
an evening promenade for the rich Fasis, as the inhabitants of
with
are called ; and beside the walks were water channels fitted
ian
many openings to regulate the flow, like the hose* of a Pers
riot.
garden. ln the orchard beyond the open gateway nature ran
with
Roses peeped from among the wild flowers and high grasses,
nels
cypresses looming black against the fading light, like senti
ge
arnong the mulberries and vines ; and there 1 found the stran
ure of
pavilions of my dreams, filled, not with the forgotten treas
ld
sorne Sultan, but with great trays of golden cocoons that wou
this
sorne day yield silk to adorn the fair ones of Fez. Even sleep in
ed
Moorish palace brought its surprises. One afternoon 1 was rous
confrom my siesta by the sound of man y voices, a vast hum of
sight
versation outside my room. Peeping out cautiously, a strange
seated
met my gaze. Whi te-ro bed figures filled the courtyard,
tain.
beneath the high cloisters and in the open space round the foun
1
Sorne weighty question was evidently unde r discussion, and
ce.
wondered if the fate of an enterprising infidel hung in the balan
lave
The reality was reassuring, if unromantic, for the solemn conc
questurned out to be simply a meeting of priests to decide various
rish
tions concerning the H abous or property of the church. A Moo
too
ecclesiastical council at my very door 1 The occasion was
gh
picturesque to be missed, and 1 at once took advantage of it, thou
being
needless to say the ecclesiastics did not know they were
photographed.
its
Bou Jeloud was an ideal place in which to linger, but not for
s
charrns alone had 1 come to Morocco, and the call of the mysteriou
so
city soon brought me back to the descending street that had
* Persian word meaning a tank or reservoir of an enclosed garden.
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as the Talaa, one
tempted me on the day of my arrivai. It is kno wn
and at first seemed
of the main arteries of the pulsating life of Fez,
patches of sun and
nothing but a series of arches, with alternating
ance. On the high,
shadow leading downwards into the dim dist
y from the brick
windowless walls large pieces of stucco hun g awa
above the hurrybehind them, like swords of Damocles suspended
l be bro ken and the
ing crowd. Sorne day they will fall and heads wil
ter. Such things are
holy Idris thanked that the damage is not grea
the will of Allah.
famous ' House
Before long my attention was arrested by the
st building in Fez.
of the Magician,' to my min d quite the strange
niya, beside one of
It stands just opposite the medersa El Bouana
An ordinary shop
the numerous archways spanning the street.
it are the remains
occupies the lower part of the bouse, but above
nine small windows
of a very beautiful façade, consisting of a row of
richly decorated
( there were originally thirteen) surr oun ded by
sup por t a projecting
plaster work, over whi ch carved cedar corbeis
proportion of the
roof with tiles of bluish green. The detail and
element of strangefaçade are beautiful in themselves, but it is the
earance. Jus t below
ness that gives to the bnilding its uni que app
den consoles, each
the windows a row of thirteen carved woo
shape, projects over
supporting a bronze bowl of curious flattish
ed me, not only on
the street. The effect is most bizarre. It impress
e it is mo st unusual
account of the scheme of decoration, but becaus
rior of a Moorish
to find so many windows opening upo n the exte
d street proved no
bouse. To photograph the façade from the crowde
the own er of the
easy task, and it was days before I could induce
his window. The
opposite house tole t me get a detailed picture from
ouraged me to face
result, however, was wor th the trouble, and enc
future difficulties.
At the time I had
Tha t was my first impression of the building.
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no idea of the wonderment and speculation it has caused and still
causes, nor could I imagine that its bowls and carved corbeis are
the remains of a machine for marking the hours, with spells and
legends woven in its history. Such, however, is the case, and it is
the strange interest of this history that makes me leave the House
of the Magician for the present, and describe it in the chapter
entitled ' Clocks and Magic.'
After such an architectural thrill I continued my way along the
Talaa with growing interest. The street grew steeper and steeper,
tunnelling under whole clusters of houses till at last, after a
particularly long and clark passage filled with the rush of hidden
waters, it came to an end in a small open space with a monumental
gateway on its further side. For a moment I stood rubbing my eyes.
The transition from darkness to brilliant sunshine was so sudden
and the vision so unexpected. Before this massive, nail-studded
door, in its wonderful frame, one seemed transported to a palace of
the Arabian Nights. Its glory might be gone, its colours faded,
but time had not effaced the beauty of its lines nor destroyed the
proportion of the arcades of perforated stucco, wrought cedarwood,
and inlaid tiles, mounting upwards to the deep canopy of carving
beneath the green-tiled roof. And as if to show at doser quarters
what such work is like, a perfect little fountain, with green and
yellow mosaic and beams black with age, stood beside the ·gate.
The archway led to the fondak En Nejjarin, or caravanserai of the
Guild of Carpenters, a place in which travellers might lodge and
merchants transact their business. Of the eleven caravanserais
still existing in Fez it is the oldest and the most famous, and the
carpenters may weil be proud of it. The glimmer of flowered
stucco in the shadows tempted me to enter and explore the courtyard, a narrow place of everlasting twilight, filled with remnants
of former splendour. It was surrounded by deep galleries rising
E
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light touched the walls ;
to the patch of blue sky where the sun
t and carving and decay.
and ali the rest was cobwebs and dus
entrance, for merchants
An enormous pair of scales hun g in the
t at daw n from its gate.
still use the fondak, and caravans still star
ient ma n who approached
" Ho w old are the scales ? " I asked an anc
d and sixty years old,"
and gave me greeting. " I am two hun dre
d three hun dre d years.
he answered slowly, "an d my father live
ging there." An d before 1
In his youth the scales were already han
t we re kno wn to him, he
could ask if a certain English playwrigh
had vanished into the darkness.
rocco's equivalent of the
In the centre of Fez is the Kaiseria, Mo
Stock Exchange rolled
Caledonian Market, Bond Street, and the
nar row shop-lined streets
into one. It consists of a num ber of
magnates meet to discuss
grouped rou nd a tiny square, wh ere city
and everything are held.
their affairs, and auction sales of anything
quite a num ber have had
Th e Fasis are good business me n, and
ester or in France. U p
commercial experience abr oad -in Manch
was also a ban ker, as no
to a few years ago almost every merchant
growth of foreign institubanks existed in Mo roc co; but with the
out. Ha ppi ly the auction
tions that branch of their activity is dying
e will continue unchanged.
sales of the Kaiseria still remain, and I hop
e joy, though the object
To huy something at one of them is a pur
en something tempting
offered is rarely what one wants. Bu t wh
ugh for examination, as
does appear there are opportunities eno
a ma n holding it up for
the 'lo t' is carried through the crowd by
oun t of the last bid. Th e
ali to see, at the same time shouting the am
ps, cupboard-like places
Kaiseria is also the home of 'an tiq ue' sho
, among wh ich ma y be a
filled with a variety of unexpected objects
ne lucky infidel. Though
pearl of priee awaiting discovery by sor
the treasure is, he watches
the silent merchant knows exacdy wh ere
am ong ma ny worthless
unmoved while the infidel rum ma ges
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things. If Allah wills, the infidel will find the treasure, and mentally
he raises its priee threefold.
While wandering through the tortuous lanes in the centre of
Fez I made a discovery that brought with it a thrill of home in the
midst of ail this strangeness. No mosque or gateway or fondak this
time, but simply the British post office, two rooms in an ancient
house unadorned by stucco or mosaic and with no carving on its
beams ; a prosaic fact in the city of mystery. Knowing the duty of
every good citizen towards a post office, I entered and demanded
stamps. And while the clerk-a native of sorne Eastern landproduced them, the question rose in my mind, How long had there
been a British post office in the heart of Morocco ? I was about to
voice my thought when the clerk's eye met mine and made me
stop. " Six hundred years, " it said, so plainly that I seized my
stamps and beat a hasty retreat. Questions of age are indiscreet in Fez.
Beyond the post office the labyrinth of alleys grew less confusing.
Traffic seemed to be concentrated in one fairly straight street
leading away from the centre, and the houses were less closely
built and not so high. Soon the ground began to rise, and walls and
bastions towered on the hillside, with the ruined Merinide tombs
against the sky line. Open spaces crowded with mules and donkeys
made their appearance. Baies of merchandise and loads of grass
littered the ground, while hardy-looking countrymen came and
went, bargaining and disputing and calling upon the holy Idris to
witness the lowness of their priees. Business moves slowly in
Morocco, but at last bargains were setded to mutual satisfaction
and animais safely stabled in the numerous fondaks which abound
in this quarter, and the men moved away in twos and threes
towards a massive gateway in the grey line of the wall, disappearing
under its arch. From the position of the Merinide tombs on the
hill, I knew that this was Bab El Gisa, the northern gate of Fez and
E2
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was chiefly populated
one of the most important. On ce the qua rter
rty to live where they
by Jews, in the days when they wer e at libe
Mellah.* Since then it
liked and had not y et been confined to the
y building of importhas remained unk em pt and squalid, the onl
bui lt by Sidi Mohamance being the deserted and ruinous me der sa
procession towards the
me d Ben Abdullah in 1760. Meanwhile the
nde ring wh at attraction
gate kept increasing, and 1 followed, wo
was clone. The riddle
could lie behind it for tired me n whose wo rk
cemetery covered the
was soon answered. Outside the walls a
g motionless and silent
hillside, with dozens of hooded figures lyin
mid st, somewhat raised
on the grass between the tombs. ln the ir
of strange rhy thm in a
above the others, an old ma n recited verses
unperceived by the
high pitched droning voice. 1 dre w nearer,
the greybeard in his
crowd whose whole attention centred on
s, the story-teller by
white djellaba. For he was the ma n of tale
ica have been carried
wh om the legend and history of Asia and Afr
paused for a moment,
clown ever since there was anything to tell. He
ien ce- a deep throated
and a guttural sigh rose from the aud
enture of sorne hero of
'Ah r-r -r' of appreciation. Wa s it the adv
listeners spellbound ?
the Tho usa nd and On e Nights that held the
Qu een Zobeida whose
Or the exploits of Saladin ? Or the tale of
lt mattered litde. The
tomb stands by the Tig ris at Baghdad ?
me d lived in Mecca,
voice went on, as it has clone ever since Mo ham
em pire among the barbefore even the holy Idri s came to found an
n's eye fell upo n the
barians of the West. Suddenly the old ma
the faithful, and its look
infidel who dared to come and listen am ong
has begun to penetrate
was full of scorn for that strange life wh ich
me d to ask, would you
into the western outpost of Islam. Wh y, it see
so ma ny centuries ?
seek to alter wh at has bee n unc han ged for
k towards the city.
And having no answer to give, 1 turn ed bac
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CHAPTER

III

ROLY PLACES
HERE is a tale of a man who had never heard of
Mouley Idris. He was prompùy made a saint, for
such ignorance could only mean madness and madness
is holy. But I think that man would be hard to :find in
Fez to-day, even among the unbelievers who come in motor-cars
and for three days desecrate the city with their presence. To the
Fasi the shrine or zaouia of Mouley Idris is the centre of life. From
birth to death the Saint is connected with every event in his
existence. N othing is undertaken without the benediction of Mouley
Idris. People swear by him. Beggars demand alms in his name.
His personality pervades the city to such an extent that the numerous
other saints of Fez have to be content with an honourable place in
the shadow of his fame. The Zaouia of Mouley Idris stands in the
centre of Fez El Bali and has been repaired on severa! occasions.
When one considers the veneration in which it is held, it seems
incredible that it was ever allowed to fall to ruin. Such, nevertheless,
was the case during the centuries following the downfall of the
Idrisite dynasty, and it was not until 1437 that the Merinide Emir
Mohammed undertook its reconstruction. The actual building is,
however, of mu ch more recent date, being due to that famous :figure
in Moroccan history Mouley Ismaïl. In another chapter I shall
touch upon this Sultan's hatred of Fez, and the probable reason why

T
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nstruction of the
he endowed it with no mon ume nts. The reco
it is certain that
venerated shrine is his one wor k in the city, and
him to undertake
only the greatest sense of piety could have indu ced
add ed stilllater.
it. The new mosque and its graceful min aret wer e
Mouley Ismaïl's
The y date from the early part of the last century,
and the enlargewor k having been restricted to the purc hase of land
ered pall covers
men t of the existing buildings. A richly emb roid
of carved cedar
the actual tomb, whi ch stands und er a canopy
on either side by
inlaid with gold and other metals, and is flanked
and a special
the old and new mosques. Hou ses for the priests,
in the sacred
lodging for those who used to seek sanctuary with
sanctuary is of
precincts, complete the zaouia. Thi s question of
of the customs
the greatest interest. Up to a few years ago it was one
. ln Fez there
whi ch seemed as if they wou ld never be modified
refuge to all sorts
were numerous tombs of saints whi ch served as
urite, and those
of delinquents, though Mouley Idri s was the favo
themselves under
who were not too hard pressed preferred to place
a criminal has
his protection. To quote Eug ène Aub in, ' Wh en
whe n an official
committed a crime, whe n a debtor goes ban krup t,
a cald feels that
has dissipated the government's mon ey, or whe n
fly to this refuge.'
the mom ent of his dis grace is at han d, one and all
for the imperial
The procedure, in cases of civil law, was then
gee with a view
authority or the creditors to negotiate with the refu
other crime had
to sorne arra nge men t; but whe re mur der, theft, or
ter could end.
been committed, it is difficult to see whe re the mat
rem aine d intact,
U ntil lately the system has by co mmon consent
their turn might
tor even the mos t highly placed never kne w whe n
occo of more
come to be persecuted. But with the advent in Mor
could not long
mod ern ideas of government, such a state of things
evildoers in the
remain possible, and the right of sanctuary for
. The opening
Zaouia of Mouley Idri s has now been clone away with
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to unbelievers of the street beside the shrine was also a necessity,
for the forbidden zone eut the city in two, makin g access from the
upper quarters to the souks and the Kaiseria impossible for Chris tians without a long detour. Soto- day we may walk in places where,
but a few years ago, instant death would have been our fate. What
effect, one may ask, does such a drastic measure have upon the
native mind ? When one remem bers all that Mouley Idris means
to the Fasis, and the past centuries of custom and prejudice, one
would expect a pessimistic reply. But as a matte r of fact the attitude
towards unbelievers, even of the fanatical population of Fez, has
undergone a change. The practice of tolerance is beginning to make
progress amon g them, thoug h 1 doubt wheth er as yet it means
anything more than submission to force majeure. One thing is
certain. The successful growt h of tolerance must depend upon the
manner in which it is imposed. ln that respect the example of Fez
will no doubt prove instructive.
Of course 1 have never actually seen the tomb of Mouley Idris,
unless the hasty glanee towards the open door of the shrine, which is
all that discretion and safety allow, can be called seeing. A windo w
decorated with a screen of wroug ht iron and carved wood, in the
ailey at the side of the koubba, is as near as one can hope to approach,
and even there it is not good to loiter, though the temptation to watch
the crowd is almost irresistible. The windo w is a specially interesting
spot. There are always people about it, sorne kissing the mosaic
wall with signs of deep veneration, others touching the wooden
screen with their fingers, or dropp ing coins through a hole in the
centre of the carved wood work. As to the front door of Mouley
Idris, the hasty glanee mentioned above reveals but litùe, though
what it do es show is unexpected and incongruous. Beyond the
entrance with its great chandeliers, a row of gleaming objects
looms in the darkness. Anoth er hasty glanee and their identity is
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grandfather docks,
disdosed. Against the wall of the mos que stand
oun d faces shining
high on their polished pedestals, their brass-b
indeed ? The docks
doubtfully as if to ask why they are there. Wh y
mar k the days that
of Mouley Idris tell no hours and minutes, nor
hands are still, their
make the Saint ever holier as they pass. The ir
e is a reas on. Not
pendulums have forgotten how to swing. But ther
ks of Fez stopped
long ago a distinguished writer said that the doc
rocco docks have
three centuries ago. 1 think he was wrong. ln Mo
e taught us their
never been mere timekeepers. The Moors hav
n shortened by so
real use. Not to repeat each day that life has bee
wou ld cease and be
much, being wound to fresh efforts whe n they
ame nt of existence
silent ; but to prove that time is simply an orn
s of Allah need no
and that if we know the hours of prayer the day
counting.
ing was told me
An anecdote of close observation and deep feel
Shrine of Mouley
by an American lady. "A s we hur ried past the
the open door of the
Idri s," she said, "1 naturally kept my eyes on
in the doorway
mosque. 1 could see nothing inside, but standing
scorn, then turned
was a very old man. He eyed me wit h bitter
h the most dignified
away and leaned his head against the wall wit
appeal against the
gesture of sorrow 1 have ever seen, a silent
you, it made me
desecration of the holy places of his faith. 1 tell
feel ashamed of being there."
cannot penetrate,
lt is weil that there are sorne places whe re we
wor ld holds so few
sorne things that we may not see. To- day the
ously guarded. Let
secrets that those remaining should be jeal
omes familiar and
Mouley Idris be one of them ; a nam e that bec
a nam e of benedic rings in our ears long after the picture has faded,
tion -the litany of Fez.
•
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mosques in the
lt is a curious fact that the two most famous
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Moroccan capital should have been founded by wome n, whose
position, from the religious as well as the social point of view, has
always been one of inferiority in Mosle m countries. It proves that
on the rare occasions when wome n did emerge from the state of
seclusion and ignorance to which climate and custo m had consigned
them, they showed a capability for greatness which must have given
their husbands furiously to think, and probably caused the hareem
doors to be guarded more jealously than ever. Their public
activities had in nearly every case the same objec t-an object which
could only be approved and praised by all-na mely , religion. It
would have been difficult to conde mn religious ardou r in beings
whose possession of a soul was considered doubtful and whose
chances of attaining Paradise were practically nil. Any holy act on
their part could only be a step in the right direction, however
distant the goal. But to return to our mosques. In the early days of
its existence the City of Fez was populated to a great extent by
immigrants from the province of Andalusia in Southern Spain
and from the town of Kairo uan in Tunis ia. The two groups made
their settlements beside the river, the Andalusians on the southern
bank, the people of Kairo uan on the north. N ow amon g the latter,
we are told, was a certain wealthy man, Moha mmed Elfeheri by
name, who, with his daughters Fatm a and Miria m, had paved sorne
small part of the road to Parad ise by following the holy Idris on his
journey to the West. The influence of the ladies was not long in
asserting itself, for on the death of Elfeheri they announced their
intention of endowing the city with two mosques, to be built one
on either side of the Oued Fez and name d after their respective
quarters. Thus, in the year 245 of the Regir a (A.D . 859), the two
great mosques of Fez were founded, Fatm a undertaking the construction of El Karouiyin, and Miria m of El Andalous.
So runs the legend, and I am assured that in what concerns El
F
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e of sym me try so prevaAndalous it is nothing but legend. Th e lov
doubtless tem pt the m to
lent among historians of the time wo uld
sques to the piety of two
attribute the foundation of the two mo
established fact that they
sisters, so we mu st be content wit h the
hon our is naturally held
date from the same epoch. Th e place of
the largest mo squ e in Fez,
by El Karouiyin, which, besicles being
rocco. Wi th the numerous
is practically the only seat of learning in Mo
town, it forms a univermedersas or colleges scattered thr oug h the
Az har in Cairo (founded
sity second only in importance to El
bequeathed by a glorious
A.D . 971), and still enjoys the prestige
e com e clown to us. No t
past. Curious details of its building hav
d pro cur ed fro m a quarry
only were the necessary stones and san
of the pious Fat ma a weil
situated on its ow n ground, but by ord er
wo rk and wo rkm en with .
was dug in the courtyard to sup ply bot h
materials that we re pure
water, thus ensuring for the sacred edifice
e historians of those days
and untouched by the wo rld outside. Th
effective tha n the statement
were true artists. Wh at could be mo re
till its completion Fatma
that from the beginning of the wo rk
a! sacrifice necessary to the
fasted ? It gives just that hint of person
sake that in the Morocco
tale, and one can only hop e for the lady's
ulate the pace of labour.
of A.D . 859 there we re no unions to reg
des t size, measuring not
Th e original building was of very mo
th, and possessing but four
mo re than ninety feet fro m nor th to sou
mihrab or niche indicating
naves or aisles, a tiny courtyard and a
e stood abo ut the centre of
the direction of Mecca, wh ich mu st hav
d, but soon the growing
the present mosque. For a tim e it suffice
imperative. Th e Roud El
population of Fez ma de enlargement
er the Almoravid dynasty,
Qartas tells us that about A.D . 1100, und
ght the bouses and lands
the Cad i Mo ham me d Ben Da oud bou
tain Jews wh o refused to
on the south and east of the mosque, cer
h compensation. To the
give up their property being expelled wit
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original gateway were added Bab El Fakharin (the Potters' Gate),
and Bab El Echemaïn (Gate of the Wax-sellers). Last, but not
least, the building of the minaret was undertaken, and though one
cannot but admire its simplicity and strength, it is far from possessing the elegance so characteristic of later Moorish work. But when
ancient buildings lack beauty, legend often steps in and makes us
look again. In this case tradition has it that when the minaret was
finished the descendants of Idris quarrelled over the ownership of
his sword. In arder to solve the difficulty the Imam of the masque,
a certain Ahmed Ben Boubeker, bought it and placed it on the
summit of the tower, thus satisfying all parties. So to-day we can
raise our eyes above the square minaret with its green-tiled cupola
to where a silver shaft points proudly up to heaven-the sword of
Idris.
Added to and embellished by the piety of successive generations,
the sacred edifice now assumed its present dimensions and appearance. The people of Fez may well have been proud of their masque,
for no less than 22,000 people can worship beneath the aisles that
stretch, clark and mysterious, beyond the great open courtyard.
But if the size of Karouiyin is remarkable, its architecture is disappointing. The rows of low arches supported by square pillars
give an impression · of heaviness to the building which, with the
exception of the two pavilions described later, is somewhat lacking
in ornament. Colour there is, for through its eighteen doors flows
a continuai stream of worshippers and students. No Christian may
enter, but it is possible as one hurries by to catch a fleeting glimpse
of the vast rectangular space, bounded by a single cloister on north
and west, with the portion known as the Library on the south, and
to the east the masque proper. It appears that up to the reign of
Abou Inan Farés (1348), a personage of whom one hears a great
deal in Fez, the masque of Karouiyin possessed very few books,
F2
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and certainly no realli brary . As we shall see later on, Abou Inan
was a great patron of ali learning, and it is not surprising to find
that the important collection of books upon religion, language,
medicine and other sciences, which the library of Karouiyin at one
time possessed, was primarily due to him. There were numerous
copies of the Koran, and a librarian was paid to keep the books in
order and to help the public in any researches they wished to undertake. Books were lent out, just as in our public libraries, and special
registers arranged for the purpose. Later on a notable addition arrived
in the shape of the thirteen mule-loads of books sent from Spain,
which had been kept in the medersa Es Seffarin. But in spite of ail
these precautions the library of Karouiyin was doomed to disappear.
In course of time the librarians became less careful and the readers
less honest. Books were lost, or sold by needy students, till, to use
the words of one of the leading oulema* of Fez, the library was
absolutely pillaged. An inventory made in 1916 disclosed the fact
that, of the wonderful collection of the time of Abou Inan, only
about 1,500 manuscripts remained, indu ding the copies of the
Koran.
The lighting of such a vast building must have been a difficult
and dangerous undertaking, and it has often been a source of wonder
to me that the masques were not more frequently destroyed by
fire. Quantities of carpets, miles of matting, carved wooden screens
and cedarwood ceilings thick with paint and gilding, ali these things
formed an inflammable mass ready for the least drop of burning
oil from the numerous chandeliers. The use of ' chandelier ' instead
of lamp may appear strange, but it is the only word exactly describing
a construction which is really a stand for a numb er of lamps.
Karouiyin, we are told, contained one hundr ed and thirty such
chandeliers, of which ten hung in the central nave. The largest of
• Ecclesiastical authorities.
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these cost seven hund red and seventeen silver dinars, or about
!400 of our money. lt weighed nearly three quarters of a ton, and
was fitted with five hund red and twenty lamp s-six more than the
famous chandelier at Taza whic h will be described in another
chapter. The total numb er of lamps in the mosque must have been
weil over two thousand, of whic h seventy were in use every night
.
At one time it was customary for the lamps of the great chandelier
to burn from the beginning to the end of the mont h of Ramadan*,
but the cost becam e so great that eventually they were lit only on
the twenty-seventh night of the fast. So wonderful was the illumination of Karo uiyin that it even inspired the poets. 'The chandelier,
'
writes one, ' is like the soul of a true believer, humb ly trembling
before God in the night.' Anot her makes an interesting reference to
magic. ' By the grace of the Mas ter of the W orld may 1 protect
these lamp s against the unkn own dangers of the Evil Eye,' is his
pious prayer. 1 cannot resist mentioning a third word-painter,
evidently a modernist, who compares the :fl.ames to "vipe rs' tongues
dancing in the mid- day sun," certainly the truest and most picturesque
simile of ali. ln spite of the presence of so many lamps no organisation seems to have existed against the obvious danger of fire. Ther e
was water and to spare, but after ali such things were best left in the
hands of Allah.
Thre e fountains stand withi n the courtyard of Karouiyin. That
in the centre boasts of no special features. Its copious stream is
supposed to be draw n from Fatm a's weil, but even saintly origin
has to give way before the masterpieces of Moorish art placed at
either extremity. They are identical, and consist of a marble basin
raised upon a single colum n about three feet in height, protected by
a pavilion abutting on the lateral arches of the cloister. So beautiful
"' The month in the Mohammedan year in which absolute fasting from
dawn to sunset is
required.
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ellers and writers is
are these pavilions that the admiration of trav
ing eaves with their
not to be won dere d at. Alt hou gh the project
somewhat top-heavy,
high, pointed roofs of green tiles at first see m
changing colour and
this impression is removed by the sch eme of
eath them, leading
gradually increasing lightness of material ben
cedarwood beams,
downwards from the black of richly carved
flowered stucco, to
through white stalactite arches and panels of
sup por t the whole.
the eight reed-like, mar ble colu mns whi ch
the mosque, and at
Such grace makes one forget the squ at pillars of
of the Alh amb ra to
once brings the kiosque in the Cou rt of Lions
son. Resemblance
the mind. But another glanee stops compari
tains of Karouiyin
there is, no doubt, but that is all, for the foun
have a cha rm Gre na da never kne w.
chanting prayers
A curious custom prevails at El Kar oui yin of
night. The story tells
from the minaret dur ing the last five hou rs of
the famous mosque
how a wealthy mer cha nt who lived close by
the monotony and
once lay on a bed of sickness. W earied by
to found a brothersolitude of the hours of darkness, he dete rmi ned
of the call to prayer,
hood consisting of ten mueddins or chanters
of their voices. They
who should break the stillness by the sou nd
,' hereditary posts,
were given the title of ' Com pan ions of the Sick
e family for hundreds
whi ch in sorne cases have rem aine d in the sam
prayers for half an
of years. Eac h mueddin in turn chants certain
lantern whi ch heralds
hour, the last at the end of his time lighting the
kno wn, and so surely
the approach of dawn.* The ir names are well
anyone waking in
do the Fasis distinguish the different voices that
hesitation. Chanting
the night can tell the hou r by them without
three half-hours of
also takes place at El Andalous, for the last
clone elsewhere.
night only, but 1 have never hea rd of it being
d Fez, the mosque
Situated on the high gro und bey ond the Oue
at dayb reak are included in the chanting.
*The ordinary prayers one hour before and just
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supposed to have been founded by Miriam dominates that part of
the city once occupied by the immigrants from southern Spain.
To reach it one must follow clark souks and streets that twist and
turn seemingly in every direction till the bridge over the river is
reached. It is known as Bein El Moudoun, ' Between the cities,'
a busy spot, for in Fez bridges are rare, and its cobbles resound
with the datter of men and animais hurrying to and from the centre
of the town. Hither and thither they sway and scatter, and though
at first sight the scene appears to be the usual Eastern medley of
colour and dirt, there is a difference, a roughness in both buildings
and people that is of the West.
On either side of the steep arch vendors of sweetmeats and other
luxuries call their wares, vying with each other to tempt the purse
of the simple country-folk while the townsmen smile and whisper
knowingly. Perhaps sorne pilgrims will stop to huy as they pass
from the darkness of the tunnel-like streets into the glare of the
afternoon sun. N ow a group approaches, slowly making its way
through the chattering throng, but the merchants cry out in vain.
Pious zeal flashes from the pilgrims' eyes, but their wallets are
empty. Allah will give. Their tattered robes are caked with dirt,
but what matter ? Is not a pure soul better than a dean djellaba?
The holy sanctuary of Mouley Idris has been visited, and beneath
the cool arches of El Karouiyin they have heard dignified discourse
on the interpretation of sorne verse of the Koran. And now, before
passing to other shrines, the sister mosque daims these simple
countrymen of Morocco for the evening prayer. Beyond the bridge
the dusty figures toil up the street leading to the north gate of El
Andalous, and disappear beneath its imposing arch. This gate was
built by the Emir Ennaser of the Almohade dynasty, one of the
greatest beautifiers of Fez. The superstructure, almost as high again
as the actual gateway, with its penthouse of green tiles supported by
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the usual arcade of carved cedarwood, is of a form and decoration
peculiar to Fez, and to this period of its history. Originally the mosque
of El Andalous was a simple chapel or oratory, consisting of but
six rows of columns and a small courtyard shaded by a few trees.
It was enlarged, and the minaret added, about the same time as
that of El Karouiyin, with, unfortunately, the same architectural
plainness. ln the tenth century Moroccan art was still in its infancy, and one cannot but regret that each mosque should possess its
later maste rpiece -the pair of fountain pavilions in the one case, the
monumental gateway in the other- in a setting of so little beauty.
Evening has come, and the pilgrims appear once more in the
lengthening shadow of the arch. They pause for a mome nt on its
threshold as if in doubt, th en turn to the left along a narrow lane
beside which is a small canal of swiftly flowing water. At a distance
of a few yards a ruined doorway pierces the blank wall facing the
stream. lt stands ajar, and its rusty hinges creak with the age of
centuries as the pilgrims push it open and pass within. The vaulted
entrance is almost in darkness, only a faint shaft of light coming
from the half-fallen screen of latticed cedarwood that leans across
the inner opening. Throu gh it one steps into another world, a world
of tranquillity and forgetfulness, a haven from the stress and storm
witho ut-wh ose ruined beauty is rendered ali the more striking by
the sudden stillness of the place. lt is the medersa El Sahridj, one
of the famous religious colieges of Fez, within whose precincts,
until a few years ago, no unbeliever might penetrate. Beneath its
crumbling roof are still a few poor rooms, and doubtless sorne friend
in the neighbouring mosque has told the weary pilgrims that here
they would find shelter for the night. Like nearly ali medersas, it
consists of a deep rectangular courtyard surrou nded by arcades or
cloisters half hidden by carved wooden screens, above which are
narrow corridors leading to the students' tiny rooms. Founded in
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the fourteenth century (721 of the Hegira) by the Sultan Abou El
Hassan Ali, El Sahridj, 'the School of the Fountain ,' took its name
from the canal carried by its builder from Bab Djedid (the New
Gate) to the mosque of El Andalous, to which the medersa was
attached. This canal still supplies water to the small bubbling
fountain before the entrance archway of the courtyard, from which
a marble gutter carries it to the central basin. In the growing clarkness only the upper part of the grey walls with their peeling plaster
and carved cedarwood beams stands out with distinctness. Beneath
is a sea of shadow, broken by glints of light where the fountain's
trickling stream moves the black surface of the water, or where the
green and yellow of the mosaic pavement bursts into fitful glow, as
if an emerald set in gold had dropped upon it from heaven. At the
further end of the courtyard something else is visible ; a great black
archway framed in white, and in the midst of the blackness a tiny
flickering light, beneath which grey figures sit motionless. The
pilgrims have reached another holy place, for this is the chapel of
the medersa, a lofty, whitewashed room, roofed with cedar beams
and spread with matting. Its high opening, whose simple lines are
but enhanced by the richness of the stalactite stucco-work, looks
across the intervening water to where the entrance archway, still
intact and perfect, seems to mourn the tottering wooden screen
that has been spared by time but conquered by neglect.
Small wonder that the courtyard of El Sahridj is considered one
of the gems of Fez. A place of contemplation and repose, in which
the pilgrims, silent beneath the mosque lamp, may think the deep
thoughts of men of litùe learning but much faith. And when the
silence has become too great, a voice is beard chanting words of
comfort in the distance. Glory to God, Mas ter of the W orld l There
is no loneliness in the night, for the Companions of the Sick keep
watch over the city, and but five hours remain before the dawn.
G

CHAPTE R

IV

CLOCKS AND MAGIC*
FEAR that in the foregoing chapter 1 have dismissed the
docks of Mouley Idris with seant ceremony. 1 apologise
for such want of respect towards the Saint, and to the docks
of Fez in general, for they are worthy of more than a passing
word. There is also the famous dock of Abou Inan Farés-the
so-called House of the Magician- awaiting an explanation if 1 can
find a satisfactory one. So 1 will ask the reader to devote a few
moments to the question of time, for though in Morocco the days
need no counting, time has another and unexpected importance.
Throughou t Islam the determination of the appointed moment
for praying has a great influence on the efficacy of the prayer. This
is not a dissertation upon religious questions, so there is no necessity
to enter further into the matter. The important point is that,
admitting the necessity for exactitude, the need for sorne means of
knowing the time at once becomes apparent. N ow sundials, which
were the earliest instruments employed for marking the hours in
the mosques of Fez, and of which a number still exist, had the great
disadvantage of only working during the day and in sunshine.
Another timekeeper had to be found, and for centuries various kinds
of depsydras and docks of complicated mechanism have been in

1

• For ~uch infonnation concerning the docks of Fez, and especially the dock of Ah?u
Inan, .I am ~debted to l\1. Alfred Bel, who has kindly pennitted me to quote from his most mterestmg articles on' Les Inscriptions Arabes de Fés' in the jou.mal Asiatique.
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use. From the old records it appears that these machines were
particularly numero us in Fez, and especially in the mosque of
El Karouiyin. A certain Ali Bey who visited the city at the
beginning of the last century tells us that in a fine house close to
the mosque of Mouley Idris he saw a great collection of docks, and
adds that he was actually employed to regulate the numero us docks
of the zaouia and set them to the canonical hour of prayer. * 1 have
no precise information concerning Ali Bey, but at ali events he was
lucky in his employment. 1 wish that 1 too could regulate the docks
of Mouley Idris and examine their ancient works, pausing by each
dial to :find the maker and the date, or to search within the dusty
case for the key that will make the wheels whirr and perhaps even
ring the chimes, while the sun and the moon rise and wane in their
little enamel windows. What wonderful secrets the docks must
know 1 What tales of the French Court could be squeaked out by
that gilded fellow in the corner with his fat cupids that have no
business here. What disdain of Fez after Versailles ! Perhap s this
big one of simple mahogany and brass, was journeying from
Plymouth to New York in sorne stout mercha ntman when the
Sallee pirates seized the ship with its crew and passengers. Aye,
there were women on board, and children too ; and the Moors
laughed when they wept, and took them as slaves.
The visit of the mechanically minded Ali Bey was badly needed,
for apparently he found the docks in a most unsatisfactory state.
ln his description of the mosque of El Karouiy in he remarks that 'the
priests have there very bad docks in the tower for regulating the
hours of prayer. The two small sundials on the terrace used for
marking mid-da y are so wrongly placed that they show the hour
* Captain Braithwaite, whose accounts are otherwise wonderfully exact, says in his J ournal
(1729) that the Moors ' have neither Belis, Clocks or Dials.' He mentions that ail the other
masques got their time from the ' Marabou of the greatest Mosque,' but does not seem to have
enquired how it was calculated.
G2
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five minutes too soon.' The terrace he refers to is, of course, the flat
open space surrounding the cupola on the top of the minaret.
He goes on to say that ' in Karouiyin two mangana, * or docks,
were constructed by Abou lnan. Of one of them only the doors
remain; the other, dated 1348, still exists, but does not work, having
lost its accessories.' This dock was a regular clepsydra, or dock
worked by water running from a higher into a lower vessel. In the
lower vessel was a floater in connection with an indicator of the
hours marked on the exterior of the cedarwood dock-case. More
complicated machinery was added severa! years later, and sorne
Fasis declare that the cedarwood case with thirteen windows-the
same number as in the dock of Abou lnan-is still to be seen in
the minaret of Karouiyin. This dock was built by a man called
El Habbak, a native of Tlemcen, which at that time belonged to
the Empire of Morocco, but is now just across the Algerian frontier.
ln artistic treasures Tlemcen was a close competitor with Fez, for
it possessed several mosques, ali built by Merinide Emirs, and its
medersa was among the most famous. It is also remarkable that
the best dockmakers seem to have been natives of that town, which
must have possessed sorne wonderful and complicated machines,
if one may judge by the following partial description of one of
them.
' Among the wonders of the palace of Abu Hammou, Sultan of
Tlemcen,' relates the Abbé Bargès, a French scholar and Orientalist, ' was a dock ornamented with figures in solid silver. . . .
Ten doors, introduced in the fore part of the dock, represented the
ten hours of the night. At the end of each hour, one of these doors
cracked and shook. Two wider and higher doors occupied the lateral
extremities of the case, and when one of the smaller doors rattled,
* Mangana, or its deformation magana, is the Arabie word meaning a clepsydra or
water-clock. It is now commonly used in Fez to denote any watch or clock.
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an eagle swooped out of each of the bigger ones and settled on a
copper vase or basin placed in front of the machine, dropping into
it a piece of metal-al so copper-w hich it carried in its beak. These
weights, gliding into a cavity introduced at the bottom of the vase,
feil into the interior of the dock, subsequently rising again when
required. The dock was named in Arabie menganah, and was
first seen in 1358.'
Doors rattling and eagles swooping l What a triumph for the wild
N orthern Africa of the fourteenth century l Y et these were by no
means ali the complications, for the above is only part of the
description of the dock. W e may show marvellous precision and
reliability in our timepieces of to-day, but I cannot help feeling
that the art of dockmak ing is no longer ours ; and when I look up
at the plain, unadorned timepiece ticking above the fireplace with
smug precision, but with no hidden marvels to make one long for
the beginning or the end of an hour, I wonder what the Sultan Abu
Hammou would have thought of it.
Two things intrigue me in the Abbé Bargès' account. What was
the motive power of the dock? The Abbé is silent on the subject.
Water is a possible answer, though in view of the complicated nature
of the machine -rouch more complicated than Haroun- Ar-Rach id's
dock mentioned below- it seems an improbable one. True, the
mangana was originally a depsydra or water-do ck, but it soon
came to have a mu ch wider significance. Nor do the records of
Fez help us, for the writers on its docks, though they dwell on the
wonderful things that happened, omit to tell us what ' made the
wheels go round.' Another point. Why are only ten hours of night
mentioned ? W as daytime of so little importance in Tlemcen that
it need not be counted? In any case, if the night was supposed to
have but ten hours, then the day must be reckoned as containing
fourteen, a fact to be remembe red when we come to examine the
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dock of Abou lnan at Fez. But there were complicated Arab docks
further back than 1358, for in A.D. 809 we hear that Haroun -ArRachid, the celebrated Caliph of Baghdad and contemporary of the
fust Idris, sent an embassy to Charlem agne bearing presents,
among which was a dock set in motion by water. At the completion
of every hour a numbe r of brass halls droppe d upon a bell according
to the hour marked , and gave the require d sound.
So much for the Sultan of Tlemce n and Haroun -Ar-Ra chid.
Their docks are certainly a digression, but they both have a bearing
upon the dock of Abou lnan, which 1 am endeavouring to make the
pièce de résistance of this chapter. They also help to show that the
object of ancient Arab docks was twofold, namely, to determine
the exact hour of prayer in the mosqu es-Ali Bey speaks of the
continuai increase of large docks in the mosques of Northe rn Africa
-and to serve in palaces as mechanical toys for the amusement of
princes. In Morocco, therefore, docks do not merely keep time.
They prove rather that time is an orname nt of existence, and that
if a good Moslem knows the hour of prayer, the days of Allah need
no counting.
Up to the reign of Abou lnan Farés the call to prayer for the whole
of Fez had come from El Karouiyin, the signal being given by a
flag in the daytime and by a lamp at night. So long as only the old
city of Fez El Bali was concerned, all went well ; but with the
construction of the new town on the edge of the plain above, difficulties arose, because the mosque of Fez Djedid could not see the signal,
though all others could. Such was the situation when Abou Inan
built the Bouananiya in 1349. * He had good reas on to be proud
of his masterpiece. Was it not the largest and most sumptuous
medersa in Fez? Was it not the only one with a minbar or pulpit
for the Friday sermon -the only one with dependencies outside,
• The Bouananiya is described in the following chapter.
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such as the Place of Ablution ? lt even possessed a special school of
the Koran on its southern side, which to-day still serves the same
purpose, and, unique glory among medersas, it could boast of a
minaret. With so many points in its favour, it is hardly surprising
that the Sultan should have wished to transfer the prayer signal to
his beautiful new mosque medersa, from which it would be visible
everywhere. But even in those good old days Sultans could not
have everything their own way, and one can readily picture the
quarre! that ensued between the oulema of Karouiyin, jealous of
their ancient prerogatives, and the royal builder. The medersa
certainly had a minaret visible throughout the city, but Karouiyin
held the docks-bad orres when Ali Bey examined them four and a
half centuries later, but at that time probably in good working order,
one of them having been presented by Abou lnan himself only a
few years before. A way out of the difficulty had to be found, and the
Sultan found it by ordering the construction of a dock without its
equal in all Morocco.
The House of the Magician, whose acquaintance the reader has
already made, is what remains to-day of this famous machine, surely
one of the strangest deviees in existence for marking the hours.
M. Alfred Bel, writing on the Arab inscriptions of Fez,* gives the
following description of it. ' On the opposite side of the street on the
north of the medersa (the Talaa), is a ruined building which also
formed part of the establishment. lt is known as the magana, or
mechanical dock, and its thirteen bronze belis, like flat basins
placed upon carved wooden brackets, may be seen from the street.
Severa! metres above them are the carved supports of a fairly broad,
projecting roof or penthouse, to-day completely vanished, which
was probably continued to the other side of the street on a massive
arch supporting a passage from the medersa to the clock-house.
*Le journal Asiatique, Novernber- Decernber rgr8.
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Pointed windows pierce the wall slightly above and exacdy behind
each bell, and there is another row of smaller square windows
above the broad, projecting roof. These are protected in their turn
by a narrow penthouse of green tiles, and a third and final row of
windows cornes just beneath the roof.' There is one detail in which
M. Bel is mistaken. The pointed windows are not exactly behind
each bell, but between them. The photograph proves this conclusively. But to continue the description. ' With these remains to
guide us, it is easy to imagine that each bell was struck by a metal
weight let clown at the end of a cord passing through the supports
of the broad, projecting roof, and the fact that the outer ends of the
beams immediately above the bells are pierced by a hole, while
the others are not, lends colour to the theory. The weight carrying
cords would be set in motion by clockwork from the interior of the
house, and they seem to have been protected by wooden casing, of
which traces are visible on the interior walls between and under the
windows. The two upper rows of windows were most probably
part of the ornamental scheme, having no connection with the
machinery beneath them.' The best Arabie text describing the dock
is a short passage in a book on Fez by Abou El Hassan Ali Jaznai,
in which he says : ' Abou lnan- may Allah show mercy to himordered the construction of a magana adorned with bronze cups
and bowls. It stood opposite his new medersa in the Souk El
Kasr of Fez. To mark each hour, a weight feil into one of the bowls
and a window opened. May 6th, 1357 (758 of the Hegira).' The
opening of a window sounds like an additional attraction which
would present no great difficulties ; but the date is interesting, for
it proves that the dock was built two years after the completion of
the medersa in 1355, and confirms the Sultan's desire to transfer to
it the Karouiyin prayer signal. Did he succeed in his attempt to
dislodge custom and prerogative from their stronghold in Fez El
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Bali ? I admit that my sources of information have failed to give an
answer to the question, and it remains in the mysterious uncertainty
that shrouds so many things in Morocco.
There is no lack of legends to help out the scarcity of facts concerning the fate of the dock. Thoug h the inhabitants of Fez ignore how
it worked and why and when it ceased working, they are always
ready with a tale of sorne sort. Here is one of the most popular.
When the belis rang the noise was very great. One day a J ewess
who was about to become a mothe r passed that way for the first
time. As she came near the dock the belis began to ring very
suddenly and loudly, with disastrous consequences so far as the
baby's birth was concerned. Now the woma n's husban d was a
Jewish doctor and sorcerer, for in those days the two professions
were generally combined. He took vengeance by casting a spell
upon the machine which silenced its belis for ever. M. Ricard , an
authority on the ancient monum ents of Fez, made enquiries on the
subject among the J ews of the Mellah, and discovered the interesting fact that the dock occupies the exact site of the house of a certain
famous Rabbi named Sidi Mimo un, who lived there in the twelfth
century. As the J ews were not restricted to the Mellah till over a
hundre d years later, and as the dock was not built tilll35 7, there is
no dashin g of dates and no reason to doubt this information.
Now the transition from these simple facts to the tale given above,
orto others still more wonderful, is easy. Soon we hear that a Jewish
sorcerer actually owned the machi ne and rang its belis from the
town of Mequinez, thirty miles away, till they were silenced by
another Jewish sorcerer of superior power. A Jew is always the
moving spirit. After all, there may be something in it. Perhaps one
day a J ew did go along the street wh en neglect and old age had already
made the pullies creak and the weights hesitate. He looked up with
a scowl at the magana of the hated Moslems, and passed on his way.
H
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N ext day the poor old machine broke clown altogether. " Allah
kerim," cried the seller of candies and spi ces opposite. " I saw a
Jew turn the Evil Eye upon it yesterday. The son of a burnt mother!
May Sheitan take him ! " Thus the spell was cast, and the dock
never went again. It is ali very simple, and also very charming, because
the legends of history are its only really satisfying ingredients. Over
battles and treaties the historians are free to dispute as they please,
but concerning legend they cannot but agree, and are forced to hand
it clown with secret respect at the end of their pens.
The critical may protest that ali these legends lead nowhere, and
that the question of what made the dock go and why it stopped
still confronts us. So it does, and I will continue the game by asking
another riddle. Why should there be thirteen belis on the façade
of the clock-h ouse? Sir Martin Conwa y in his book, Palestine and
Morocco, apparently thought that they formed part of a decorative
scheme extending to the opposite side of the street- a sort of forecourt of the meders a-but there is no evidence in support of this
theory. None of the authorities on the ancient buildings of Fez
can offer any explanation of the unlucky numbe r, and it is therefore
with trepidation that I advance the following idea. If as the Arab
1
text assures us, a weight feil into one of the bowls to mark each hour,
then the total of counted hours must have been thirteen. As the
clock-house would only be visible during the daytime, and as from
nightfall till daybreak there are no obligatory calls to prayer, one is
likewise led to the conclusion that the machin e only worked during
the day, just as the Sultan of Tlemce n's dock, which was a toy with
no religious obligations, only marked the ten hours of night. According to the Treatise on the Astronomical Instruments of the Arabs,
written by the same Abou El Hassan Ali, I found that the greatest
length of the solar day in the latitude of Southern: Morocco, was
between thirteen and fourteen hours. May we take it, then, that
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thirteen complete hours was considered the approximate time to
be accounted for in Fez ? I fe el that the explanation is inadequate,
but it points in a new direction.
So ends the story of the dock of Abou Inan. If it makes the
traveller pause to look up at the thirteen belis on their carved cedar
brackets before passing clown the sunflecked Talaa, it will at least
have served sorne purpose.
The transition from docks to magic needs no explanation. In
fa ct, the process can hardly be called transition, for magic is everywhere in Morocco, even in docks, as we have just seen. The Jew
cast a spell, in other words turned the Evil Eye-the commonest of
ali forms of magic-upon the dock. Now the Evil Eye is a power
which has given rise to many strange customs. Take, for instance,
the bread marked in the form of a cross before eating, mentioned
in the fust chapter of this book. The marks have nothing to do with
the Christian sign of the Cross, though they happen to take that
form. They simply represent the human hand, the most universal
means of protection against the Evil Eye.
The gesture of the hand * is of very remo te origin, mu ch older
than Nloslem or even Jewish times, and is to be found in ali southern
countries as a guard against the Evil Eye and other sinister influences.
Hand amulets of various forms have been found in Etruscan tombs,
and I have an idea that the hand is sometimes represented in
Egyptian hieroglyphics. In the Moslem times with which we are
concerned the usual form is a more or less rough representation of
the hand, either drawn, or worked in metal as an amulet, or (more
rarely) woven in carpets and embroideries. Travellers in any Arab
country must have noticed the imprint of a hand, in red or black,
repeated on walls and doorways, and the little silver hands sold
* Much of the following information is derived from the works of Dr. Edward Westermarck.
H2
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by native jewellers as brooches and pendants are familiar to everybody as the ' Hand of Fatima.' I do not know what legend is
responsible for making Mohammed's daughter the owner of the
hand. The chorfa or religious nobility of Morocco-thos e who may
use the title of ' Mouley '-consider themselves to be descended
from Fatima, but they were not the originators of the tradition. It
was simply the desire to attribute sorne beneficent power to a
favourite historical personage that made the choice fall upon Fatima,
and in dispelling the myth one is consoled by the certitude that the
· hand will continue to belong to the beautiful wife of Ali in spite
of all proof to the contrary. A curious instance of the protective
gesture is the large upright hand sculptured on the keystone of the
outer Moorish arch of the great gate of the Alhambra called the
Tower of Justice (La Torre de la Justicia), in defiance of the strict
objection of Moslems to images representing the human body.
Still commoner, however, are the designs where the actual representation of the hand is dispensed with and only the five fingers are indicated by five lines or dots. Sometimes the lines spring from a
single stem, thus retaining sorne resemblance to a hand, but the
arrangement more often employed consists of four marks of any
kind with a fifth in the centre, in other words a cross. So the holes
in the bread that so intrigued me that night at Mouley Idris were
simply the Rand of Fatima to protect the feast from the Evil Bye,
and-who knows-to guard the envoys of the Caïd from the spells
of the Infidel. It is very important that the sign should be made on
the bread with the right and not the left hand, the latter being considered unclean. To sum up, we have the actual representation of
the right hand, followed by the simpler lines or dots. Then five
marks arranged in the form of a cross, of which examples are to
be found in any Moroccan embroidery ; and finally the number
five in every possible combination. Five is the magic number on
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amulets. The :fifth day of the week-Thursday-is considered
especially lucky, and for that reason has always been the holiday of
the ladies of the Imperial Hareem. Even among the Jews the number
five seems at one time to have had a peculiar significance, for the
so-called Seal of Solomon consisted of a five-pointed star. With
such an array of protective charms one naturally asks the question,
'What was this Evil Eye against which they were necessary?'
Again we are taken back to the beginning of things. Volumes have
been written on the subject, but so far as the inhabitants of Morocco
are concerned, it is sufficient to know that there is magic efficacy
in the look, and that, paradoxical though it may appear, the eye has
a protective as well as an evil influence. Thus, besicles the sign of
the hand and the number five, an eye or a pair of eyes are used as
a charm against the Evil Eye, and for that reason certain Berber
tribes wear a cloak with an enormous eye woven on the back of it.
On the other hand, the glanee of evil eyes, such as those that are
deep set, or with the eyebrows meeting over the bridge of the nose,
is most dangerous. Even without these visible signs to give warning
the Evil Eye may be exercising its power. The danger is ever present,
and one cannot be too careful. It is bad to be looked upon while
eating. The property of another should not be praised without a
word of blessing, such as ' May it be productive of enjoyment,' to
counteract the desire implied. When fruit trees are ripe, something
conspicuous should be hung near them to attract the attention of
passers-by and avert the Evil Eye. In ail such cases it is good to
make the protective gesture with the right hand and say, 'Hamsa ala
ainak,' ' five on your eye.' Sometimes the left hand may be used as
well, as a sort of extra aid, and its gesture is known by the name of
' hamisa ' or ' litde five,' clearly indicating its lesser importance.
There were also various protective amulets, which in certain cases
resembled the evil thing against which they were used. In its very
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early days the mosque of El Karouiyin possessed charms of this
kind against rats, scorpions, and snakes. They were fixed on spikes
above one of the cupolas of the mosque, and took the form of images
of a rat, of a bird holding a scorpion's tail in its mouth, and of halls
of copper-this last against serpents. The presence of serpents was
particularly to be guarded against, for it was a form which the
djinns or evil spirits were constantly assuming. The appearance of
these amulets in El Karouiyin proves that Islam, which forbade the
representation of any living thing, was forced for a time to allow the
old Berber superstitions to have a place in the mosque. Such tolerance
did not last long, however, and in the fourteenth century the amulets
had already been removed.
Now these examples have been leading imperceptibly towards
woman, the dominant factor in ali magic and legend, the greatest
weaver of spells since the first act of Back ta Methuselah. W omen
are not only in danger from the Evil Eye like other people, but they
themselves are considered a source of danger, and their eyes can
exercise a most baneful influence upon men. This belief is not
confined to any particular religion, and can be found in the legends
of every country. Have we not Ciree and the comrades of Ulysses ?
Did not Queen Guinevere bewitch Sir Launcelot ? ln Morocco the
fear of a woman's eye is so great that at feasts they are often allowed
to eat fust in order to protect the men from the danger of their hungry
glanees. One can only hope that on such occasions the food is
plentiful and the men in no hurry, otherwise an evil ending to the
feast would seem inevitable.
To complete these notes on magic, that begin with bread and
end with the eternal feminine-two of the three things which,
according to the Persian poet, can turn the desert of life into paradise
-a word about the veiling of women in Moslem countries may be
of interest. There is no doubt that the custom is not altogether an
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affair of male jealousy, though such may be the declared reason.
The wom en's own reluctance to show their faces to a stranger eloquently proclaims the real one, whic h is simp ly fear of the malevolent influence of sorne Evil Eye. No doubt huma n jealousy does
enter into the question, but only to a small extent. How often have
I surprised unveiled wom en draw ing water at a well or engaged in
sorne other occupation outside their bouses l They at once covered
their faces, not throu gh fear of their husb and's anger, but in order to
avoid drawing upon themselves a possibly dangerous glanee. Need less to say these rema rks do not apply to the mode rn ladies of Cairo
and Constantinople, still less of Angora. In the whir l of revolution
and self-determination, veils are soon throw n off, and the Evil Eye
is confined to the representatives of foreign governments, against
whom the Hand of Fatim a woul d be waved in vain. But Morocco
is a country whic h still preserves its dignity and its traditions, and
in which spells may still be cast without causing laughter. And who
shall say that spells are not need ed? Factories are here, and companies limited and unlimited. Powe r stations are building. Wire less has come, and there are aeroplanes in the air, and motors on the
land. Quick then, the Hand of Fatim a! The Sign of Five t The Eye !
to keep the good and counteract evil in the Emp ire of His Shereefian
Majesty Mouley Yous sef-m ay Allah make his reign profitable I
And if in the bled* anyone shou ld seek to test Oma r's quatrain
Here with a loaf of bread beneat h the bough,
A flask of wine, a book of verse- and thou
Beside me singing in the wilder nessAnd wilderness is Paradise enow,

let him reme mber that there is still magic in Morocco. Mark the
sign of five on the loaf with the right band, and see to it that the
lady's hunger is fust appe ased; lest singing lead to no Paradise,
but to the deepest Gehe nna.
• Bled: contrac tion of bilad, meaning country .
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CHAPT ER

V

THE UNIVE RSITY OF FEZ
AND THE MEDE RSAS
HAD not been long in Fez when the Director of Fine Arts
and Historical Monuments proposed that I should photograph
the medersas. It may not be out of place to repeat here
what I have already written in the preface to this book, namely,
that without the help and advice of M. Trancha nt de Lunel I
should never have been able to spend severa! weeks in studying these most interesting monuments. As will be seen from the
following description, difficulties were not wanting ; and if danger
was not actually present, there always existed the possibility that
a faux pas on my part, or the action of sorne fanatic priest or student,
might render further work impossible. Now, though I knew that
the Arabie word madresseh means a school, and that a medersa is a
building in which the tho/ba* or students, are given food, lodging,
and instructi on-in other words a coliege-I was entirely ignorant
of the part these colleges had played in the artistic history of Fez,
and of the reason why they should be specially worth photographing.
My enlightenment forms the subject of this chapter.
In conservative Moslem countries education means in the first
place ' religious education,' the Koran forming the basis of ali
learning. Ali students may therefore be counted as theological
* Tholba : plural of Arabie thaleb, a pupil or student.
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students, and their classes invariably take place withi n the precincts
of a mosque. Whe re the wisd om of its teachers has become famous,
the mosq ue gradually forms what we should term a university,
drawing to itself pupils from far and near. By far the best know n
example of this is the great mosq ue of El Azha r at Cairo, the
principal seat of learning of the East, whic h has about twelve hund red
students, and unde r whose arcades everything deem ed worthy of
the name of science, or considered necessary to be know n by Moslems
is taught. In the case of the university of Fez, its growth was to a
great extent due to the decline in Spain of Mosl em power, whic h
had reached its height in the reign of Abd El Mou men Ben Ali of
the Almohade dynasty (1121 - 1163). The conquests of this Emir
included the principal towns of north ern Africa and of Mosl em
Spain, still held by his predecessors the Almoravids. Oran and
Tlem cen, Marrakesh, Tang ier and Algeceiras, Algiers and Constantine, Seville, Grenada, Badajos, and Toled o, fell successively
into his power, forming the greatest Mosl em Emp ire of the West
that has ever existed. It was, however, of but short duration, for at
the beginning of the thirteenth century it had already begu n to
crumble, and finally came to an end abou t 1230.
The Merinides, or Beni Meri n, who succeeded the Almohades,
came from that part of the Sahara extending to the west of Biskra,
and of the various rulers of Morocco, theirs is the only name that
has come to be weil know n in Euro pe, throu gh the fine-fleeced
sheep bred by their tribe and called 'mer inos. ' Prob ably few people
are aware of the origin of the word . For a time the Merinides acted
as allies of the Almohades, but turne d against them at the first sign
of their downfall, and by the midd le of the thirteenth century succeeded in overthrowing them completely. Morocco owes to the
Merinides the foundation of Fez Djed id, and to them are also due
the medersas in the older part of the city, those marvels of Moorish
1
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art whose beauty rivais that of the most famous monuments of
Southern Spain. Und er Merinide rule Fez reached the height of
its magnificence, and became the fixed residence of the Emirs,
who, seeing Spain gradually slip from their power, made every
effort to reconstruct in Morocco the glories of Islam in Andalusia.
In this they were not entirely successful, for though the numerous
medersas they built attracted many students to Fez and added to
the fame of its university, they were faced with the fact that whereas
the upward trend of European learning was just beginning, Moslem
education had already reached the highest point in its history, and
was now destined to fall by slow degrees to the narrowness and
intolerance of the present day. Thus, although many scholars of
note professed in the mosque of El Karouiyin, they never attained
the brilliancy of their predecessors in Spain.
U ntil the beginning of the Merinide dynasty no mention is made
by Moroccan historians of the existence of medersas at Fez, but
this does not imply that the city possessed no centre of learning prior
to that date. For sorne time already men of letters had held classes
both at El Karouiyin and El Andalous, but it was left to the Merinide
sovereigns to complete, by the addition of the medersas, the
university as it exists to-day. Before proceeding to a detailed description of these colleges, a few points common to them ali may be
mentioned. The medersas were intended for poor Mohammedan
students from outside the town. Fasis, and those who had money,
generally lived with their families, or in the fondaks which were
always to be found in the vicinity of the medersas. There the young
bloods enjoyed much greater liberty, and could amuse themselves
with dancers and singers, in a manner impossible within the
cloistered schools, where no feminine element was permitted to
penetrate. In return they were expected to contribute towards the
expenses of their poorer companions, an arrangement which shows
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that the life of a student in Fez was not such a very austere affair
after all, and that the university authorities had business capacity
even if they did not worry much about the care of the young. It
appears that life in the fondaks was often very frivolous indeed, and
one feels rather sorry for the poor students who had to live ' in ' and
be content with a daily ration of bread from the Habous. Fees for
instruction have never existed, and in the old days one might remain
ten years a student without being asked to leave ; but now three
years is the limit. The revenue necessary for the upkeep of the
medersas was derived from shops and other property, presented
to them by their royal builders. In the case of El Bouananiya, which
stood on land almost outside the city, the shops were probably
built at the same time as the medersa. Very often the shops mentioned
in the inscriptions of foundation are still the property of the Habous.
All medersas were constructed upon the same plan. With the
exception of the very beautiful bronze doors, which nearly all
possessed, there was little or no outward decoration. The interior
consisted of a rectangular courtyard of varying size, surrounded by
arcades or cloisters, above which were the students' rooms. Sornetimes larger rooms for study and contemplation opened into the
courtyard, but its eastern side was invariably occupied by a mosque,
the equivalent of our college chapel, while a fountain or basin always
stood in the centre. Medersas are by no means special to Fez, nor
indeed to Morocco. Abou Youssef Yakoub El Mansour, the first
Merinide Emir and builder of the medersa Es Seffarin, also constructed one at Marrake sh about the end of the thirteenth century.
Another, at Sallee, was due to Abou El Hassan Ali in 1331, while
Rabat also had its medersa, and Mequinez counts three or four,
of which El Bouananiya (the work of Abou Inan Farés) is the
finest. At one time Tlemcen in Algeria possessed no less than five,
and in Persia the college of Sultan Hussein at Isfahan is famous.
12
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At Fez the medersas, like ali other religious edifices, were horm,
that is to say that unbelievers might not enter them ; and so fanatical
was the attitude of the population that, not many years ago, it was
impossible for foreigners even to approach these holy places. This
explains the fact that no writers have given an account of their
beautiful courtyards.
Concerning the present accessibility of the medersas to Christians
sorne explanation seems necessary. While preparing this chapter
my attention was drawn to Sir Martin Conway's recent book Palestine and Morocco. ln it he says, ' Even Christian students were
admitted ( to the medersas), and that is why the infidel traveller may
enter medersas though he is excluded from mosques.' Knowing
weil that the medersas were horm, such a statement seemed to me
very extraordinary, and, if wrong, most misleading in a book on
Morocco by so distinguished an author. 1 therefore made every
possible enquiry on the subject, and found no evidence whatever
to support it. ln none of the Arab texts concerning the city of Fez
and its medersas, is there any mention of Christian students. In
order to make doubly sure 1 consulted M. Alfred Bel, Director of
the medersa of Tlemcen, and a distinguished Arab scholar and
authority on Fez and its monuments. This is what he says : 'No
text with which 1 am acquainted mentions Christian students in
the medersas of Fez or anywhere else. lt is true that in the fourteenth century, when the medersas were at the height of their glory
in Northern Africa, Islam was very liberal in its ideas. Christians,
merchants and soldiers, lived in the various Mohammedan capitals,
and practised their religion freely, the one interdiction being the use
of belis. The hatred of Christians only began at the end of the fourteenth and especially in the fifteenth century, when reasons, both
political and mystical, brought about the foundation of fanatical
religious sects. But in spite of this great tolerance, there could never
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have been any abdication of the religious principles of Islam, and
of the ideas which gave birth to the medersas. One must bear in
mind that the Merinide sovereigns founded the medersas for the
lodging of Moslem students ,-future doctors of law, future officers of
the State,-an d would never have tolerated the presence of Christians
in them. lt would have been contrary to the spirit of the acts of
foundation, which may still be seen engraved in marble on the walls
of these colleges of Islamic science.'
The reason why the infidel traveller may now enter the medersas
is a very different one. When the French Protectorate undertook
the care of the historical monuments of Morocco, a sum of money
was voted for that purpose. The medersas were mostly in ruins,
and the Habous asked for aid towards their upkeep. The natural
reply was that if money was to be spent, the French officiais must
at least be allowed to see the buildings concerned. Whereupon, in
the Spring of 1914, an official visit was arranged, and Marshal
Lyautey, M. Trancha nt de Lunel, and a few others entered the
medersas, until then forbidden ground to non-Moslems. My photographs, reproduced here, were taken a few weeks later, and constituted the fust work of this description undertaken within these
sacred colleges. * Time passed, and gradually the visits of privileged
persans became more frequent, tilllately an arrangement was come
to by which permits are issued and the tourist is allowed to enter
the courtyards, but not the chapels of the medersas. ln that respect
1 was lucky, for 1 have spent hours in all the chapels, even wandering at will through the mosque of El Bouananiya. The fact is that
although a medersa is sacred ground, it is not considered so sacred
as a mosque ; hence the one remains impenetrable while the other
stretches a point, though 1 may say that it is a point strongly
disapproved of by many Fasis. The continuance of the present
*It is now forbidden to take photographs in the medersas.
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arrangement must depend to a great extent upon the attitude and
behaviour of foreigners. A certain fanaticism will always exist on the
one hand, while on the other, tactlessness is unfortunately only too
common. My experience has been that a reverent bearing does
much to smooth over religious difficulties.
There were altogether ten medersas in Fez. The following list
gives them in chronological order with the approximate dates of
their foundation and the names of their builders.
1. Es Seffarin

about 1270

2. El Attarin
3. El Mesbahiya
} about 1321
4. Es Sahridj
S. Es Sebbain
(in reality an annexe
of Es Sahridj)
about 1321
6. El Mcchouar
(in the government
buildings, or Dar El
Makhzen, at Fez
Djedid)
7. Abou Inan
1349
(Bouananiya)
1670
8. Es Cheratin
9. Medersa Bab El Gis a 1760

10. Medersa El Oued
(at Fez Djedid)

1795

Abou Youssef Yakoub
El Mansour
Abou El Hassan Ali

ditto

Abou Inan Farés
Mouley Er Rachid
~
Sidi Mohamm ed Ben 5
j
Abdullah
<
Mouley Suleiman

Four may be dismissed in a few words. Medersa El Mechouar.
In consequence of enlargements made by the Sultan Mouley El
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Hassan in 1886, this medersa became part of the government buildings and was abandoned by the tho/ba. It is, however, still used
by the state engineers for classes of geometry and measurement.
Medersa El Oued. Of this medersa only the masque remains.
The school was clone away with about 1886 on account of the
turbulence of its students.
Medersa Bab El Gisa. The building still exists in a ruined condition, but has been abandoned for many years, and contains nothing
of architectural or artistic interest.
Medersa Es Sebbain, an annexe of Es Sahridj, is now disaffected.
lt was called ' sebbain ' because of the seven manners of reading
the Koran which were taught in it.
Having gleaned the above preliminary knowledge from various
sources, I started out early one June morning on the fust of my
numerous visits to the remaining six medersas. 1 was accompanied,
as usual, by the soldier Ibrahim , whose assiduity often proved
more of a hindrance than an aid, and whom 1 ended by openly
encouraging to slumbe r in any shady corner. A boy of the illustrious
name of Farés carried my camera and helped to put it up, which
feat invariably attracted a crowd of enormous dimensions and varying amiability whenever it was performed in the streets of Fez.
Making our way clown the sun-flecked Talaa, past the fondak En
N ejjarin and through the busy Kaiseria, we reached at last the clark
souk of the coppersmiths, smoky and hot, and ringing with the
clatter of many hamme rs. Half-naked figures, bent beneath their
burdens like the dwarfs of Niebelheim, ran to and fro between the
shops ; and instinctively one listened for the ' labour ' motif of a
Moroccan Alberich, or at least the crack of his whip, to rise out of
the din. lt seemed strange that anything so austere as a theological
school should exist in the midst of such clamour, but perhaps the
students of the oldest college in Fez drew inspiration from the
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symphony of brass at their door, and found it easier to master the
holy texts to the beat of the hamme rs. At that time it was simply
' the medersa ' because no other school existed ; but later the name
of Es Seffarin, or ' the Coppersmiths ' (really meanin g those who
work the yellow copper, or asfar as it is called at Fez), was chosen
to distinguish it from the other medersas.
Throug h a small doorway leading from the souk one enters an
irregularly shaped courtyard about thirty feet square, surrounded
on three sides by buildings whose doors and window s pierce the
walls in the most unexpected places, while, higher up, parts of the
original cornice and green-tiled roof protrud e from under a house
which has been planted upon them. Mosaic of green and yellow and
black covers the floor of the courtyard and the rim of its rectangular
basin of clear water; and from a little patch of earth in a corner, a
vine, perhaps as ancient as the meders a itself, has spread its branches
over a rough wooden pergola, forming a crown of green and yellow
that repeats the mosaic of the pavement and turns the water of the
pool into a dancing mirror of colour. The archway of the chapel of
medersa occupies the fourth side of the courtyard. It is very simple,
with only slight stucco decoration on the upper part ; but above it
are the remains of a projecting wooden roof, once covered with
tiles, and very likely an early attempt at the superpo sed arcades to
be found above many of the later gateways. A plain wooden screen
with an opening in the centre fills the lower part of the archway,
remnant perhaps of something more ornate, though it would seem
that Es Seffarin never received much decoration. It had the
simplicity and dignity of very early buildings. Completed about
1270 by Abou Youssef Yakoub El Mansour, it was not only the
first medersa, but for a time possessed the only library in the capital.
ln the peace treaty concluded in 1274 with Don Sancho, King of
Castille, the Emir stipulated that a large numbe r of manuscripts
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which had fallen into the hands of the Christia
ns at Seville and
Cor dov a-ex acd y thirteen mul e loads accordin
g to the Roud El
Qar tas- sho uld be returned to the Moslems.
The manuscripts
duly reached Es Seffarin, but were eventually
removed to the great
mas que of El Karouiyin, and no medersa has
since possessed a
library.
If Es Seffarin is lacking in ornate decoration the
same cannot be
said of the next medersa 1 visited. The way to
it lay through clark
and narrow streets, filled wit h crowds of pale
-faced Fasis whose
glanees grew mor e and mor e hostile as we app
roached our destination. But though the way was unpleasant the
goal was wor th it,
for it was here that 1 stepped from the cold wor
ld of history into
that fairyland of Moorish art whe re 1 was to pass
so man y interesting hours. The step was not taken without opp
osition on the part
of the scent-makers of Fez, for as its nam e implies
, El Attarin stands
in the souk of perfumes and spices, whose
people showed such
ope n hostility that 1 was har d put to it to pres
erve a dignified or
at least an indifferent attitude while Ibra him exp
lained my intentions
to the authorities of the medersa. The enforced
wait had one advantage. It gave me amp le tim e to watch the crowd,
and to rem ark upo n
the countenances of these Fasis the very com
bination of dignity
and indifference whi ch 1 was trying so har d
to attain, wit h the
add itio n-fo r my special benefit 1 sup pos e-o
f the most infinite
scorn. 1 came to the conclusion that we Europe
ans have no idea
how to look scornful : in fact, by over-cultivatin
g a tolerance whi ch
kills expression, we are rapidly losing the pow
er of looking anything
in particular. The proof of this was all aro und
me, and 1 was just
beginning to enjoy an interesting lesson in
physiognomy whe n
Ibra him returned triumphant. " Com e at once,"
he said, and disappeared through a wonderful bronze-covered
door on the opp osite side of the street. 1 followed as quickly as pos
sible, with, 1 fear,
K
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but little dignity and no scorn at ali, and found myself in total clarkness as the door closed behin d me and was carefully barred and
bolted. A mome nt later, with the scraping of ancient hinges, another
door opened, and then 1 understood why 1 had been encouraged
to photograph the medersas.
The fust impression made by the courtyard of the medersa El
Attarin is hard to describe. No photograph can convey it. The doorway where 1 stood was in deep shadow, but the golden light of the
afternoon sun struck full on the upper part of the wall opposite,
changing the greyish white of the stucco almost to orange, and just
reaching far enough downwards to penetrate the archway of the
mosque and turn the great brass lamp withi n it to a hall of fire glowing in the darkness. The courtyard was small and well-like, certainly
not more than twelve yards long, and in the cool shadow it was
sorne moments before its details became apparent. Then 1 saw that
the flooring was of tiles, in small squares of jade-green and yellow.
ln the centre a simple eup of white marbl e poure d water from its
broke n edge into a square basin of blue mosaic, and its splash was
the only sound to break the stillness. Along the walls on either side
ran a shallow arcade, supporting the floor above, where the carved
and shuttered windows of the students' tiny room s opened over the
centre of each arch. It was the minut e and variegated work of these
arcades that fust revealed to me what El Attarin must have been at
the height of its glory. The lower part of the walls was covered
with many-coloured mosaic, ending in a line of green tiles with
verses from the Koran in black runni ng along their whole length.
Above these came panels of worke d stucco, whose bands of Cufic
characters and geon1etrical patterns of infinite design filled every
inch of space, till the clark cedar of the arches gave relief to their
whiteness and repeated their splendour in the deeper carving of
its beams. Before passing to other things a word may be said about
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this stucco-work, so universally employed to decorate Moo
rish
buildings. Above the tiles and mosaic it covers walls, arcades,
and
arches with a diversity that seems endless. The patterns are seldo
m
alike, though at fust sight they may appear to be so, and whe
n the
impression of won der has passed, one is irresistibly drawn to
dose r
examination of the labyrinth of scrolls and bands and panels.
The
method of working is as simple as the results are complicated.
The
plaster, which is composed of a mixt ure of lime, haïr, sand,
plaster
of Paris, and various cements, is applied directly upon the
brick
in a thickness of about an inch. No laths are used, and the comp
osition is worked while it is fresh. The artist begins by trans
ferring
the main design to the plaster from a pape r upon whic h it has
been
worked in red. He then traces a rapid sketch with a small
knife,
keeping the plaster wet the while by blowing water upon it
from
his mou th.* Whe n the sketch is finished, he cuts out and deep
ens,
to a varying extent, the parts between the lines of his draw
ing,
beginning with the original pattern and gradually working
in the
minute and complicated background. (A particularly fine exam
ple
of stucco panelling is show n in the description of the mede
rsa
Bouananiya.)
Apart from the perfection attained by the plaster work itself
, the
art with which the three principal elements of decoration-mo
saic,
plaster, and carved woo d-w ere combined, cannot fail to
arouse
admiration. This is especially apparent in the photographs
of El
Attarin. The lace-like appearance of the stucco panel repro
duced,
which repeats in finer and lighter detail the design of the mosa
ic,
and gives fresh vigour to the motif of the cedarwood arch sprin
ging
from it, is proof of the genius that these old craftsmen had in
them.
At the same time one is forced to adm it that, with all their deco
rative
*The details conceming plaster work are drawn from Le Maroc
d'aujourdhui, byEugène
Aubin.
K2
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lders. Th e courtyard
skill, the Merinides were not really good bui
evident that the original
of Attarin gives ample proof of this fact. It is
supported entirely by
intention was to sur rou nd it wit h an arcade
square, stucco-covered
the slim marble columns, and that the
y introduced when it
pillars, wit h which they alternate, wer e onl
ve would be too great.
was found that the weight of the building abo
miscalculation has been
The illustration shows how admirably this
. 1 thought it worth
hidden in the general scheme of decoration
umns wit h its shaft of
while to give a ' close up ' of one of the col
ital, from which rise
white marble, and its somewhat plain cap
d arcades of shell-like
pierced plaster panels ending in superpose
itself. Thi s is of stone,
form. The real point of interest is the capital
in workmanship from
and of very ancient design, totally different
nat fail to remind one
anything surrounding it. Th e lower par t can
temples, but the scrollof the open lotus capitals in sorne Egyptian
in character, probably
like wo rk above it is of a form quite archaic
ering. As regards the
of Phœnician origin wit h added Arabie lett
hanging in the chapel,
brass chandelier which 1 have mentioned as
e (Se pte mb er- October
M. A. Bel, writing in the Journal Asiatiqu
e of Ara b metal-work,
1918), says that it is a particularly fine piec
e of the founder of the
and mentions inscriptions, giving the nam
e of the layers of dirt
medersa, which he could not decipher becaus
for if M. Bel has relied
and oil covering them. Thi s is unfortunate,
inscriptions are simply
on hearsay alone, it is possible that the
s, prosperity, fulfilment
complimentary phrases such as 'Ha ppi nes
Wi ll of God, there is
of desire,' or religious texts like ' Thi s is the
ication of the founder,
no power but in Allah,' and not the ded
chandelier was not the
Ab ou Saïd Otm an, in 1321. But even if the
end of the fourteenth
gift of that prince, it cannat be later than the
dome-shaped form of
century. lt is interesting to note how the
anything in Egypt or
Moroccan ma squ e chandeliers differs from
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the East. ln the Arab Muse um in Cairo nothing is to be found at
aU resembling it. The largest and perhaps, in point of decoration,
the :finest example, hangs in the Great Mosque of Taza. Few works
of Moslem art have acquired greater fame, and its antiquity and
artistic value are know n and commented upon by every Moroccan
sage, while even now the comm on folk never tire of singing its
praises with that exaggeration which gives such charm to Arab
tales. W ere no other sources of information available, the literature
of the country could supply us with every detail concerning this
masterpiece, of which a full record was kept from the beginning.
El Salaoui, author of the Kitab El Istiqsa, gives the following description : 'In the year 693 of the Regir a (A.D . 1294) the Sultan
Youssef completed the Great Mosque of Taza. ln it he hung a
chandelier of pure copper, weighing thirty-two kantars (about
H tons) and :fitted with 514 lights. The Sultan spent no less than
8,000 gold dinars (roughly !4,00 0) on the building of the mosque
and the construction of the chandelier.' Another historical record,
the Roud El Qartas, mentions it in very similar terms. ' In the year
693 the Emir Yakoub Youssef completed the building of the Great
Mosque of Taza, and placed within it a chandelier whose weight
was thirty-two kantars of copper, and the numb er of its lights 514.
The sum spent was 8,000 gold dinars.'
Thus, for 630 years the chandelier has hung in the centre of the
main transept of the mosque. lt consists of an enormous cone of
chased and pierced copper, eight fe et in diameter and about :five
feet high, from the top of which rises a metal tube supporting a hall
and a small lantern-shaped ornament, the whole being suspended
from the roof by a heavy chain. In the interior of the cone is a domeshaped space formed by sixteen curved panels of pierced copper,
rising to a central point, while its exterior consists of ten circular
steps about :five inches in height, which diminish in size as they
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held the 514 lights
approach the sum mit . The se steps originally
nately the movable
mentioned by the Ara b historians, but unfortu
, wit h the excepholders containing the oil lam ps have disappeared
est step. Gradually,
tion of one whi ch was found bro ken on the low
dre d years the glass
neglect did its work, and now for quite a hun
directly on the steps,
wick-containers and candies have been placed
oration disappeared
with the result that soon every detail of dec
end, however, this
beneath a thick layer of grease and dirt. In the
Fre nch Fin e Arts
very dirt served a good purpose, for whe n the
ey on restoring the
Dep artm ent undertook to spend a sum of mon
chandelier should
interior of the mosque, it was stipulated that the
uni que opportunity
be taken clown and cleaned, thus creating a
artist has surpassed
for its examination. The wor k is sup erb. The
the records give his
himself, and one can only regret that none of
ion recording the
name. Besicles engraving a very fine inscript
ira (A. D. 1295),
presentation of the chandelier in 694 of the Heg
el, with verses from
he has covered each step, and framed each pan
ugh whi ch twine
the Kor an in rectangular Cufic lettering, thro
art. On every surface,
leaves and flowers, interwoven wit h adm irab le
to run riot, and nohowever small, imagination has bee n allowed
whe re has a design been repeated.
ed interior, any
Has this step-like construction, wit h its dom
el, one of the rare
particular significance ? M. Tra nch ant de Lun
great mosque of El
and hap py mortals who have entered the
is to be found in the
Karouiyin, thinks that the ans wer to the ridd le
y kno wn as Bab El
twin chandeliers hanging wit hin the doorwa
lers. One of these is
Koutoubiyin, opposite the souk of the booksel
to present no special
plainly visible from the street and appeared
of nothing less than
features, till examination showed it to consist
feet high, to which
a Christian chu rch bell about two and a half
stages placed at
the Moslems had add ed four step-like circular
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equal distances from the base upwards, and fitted with spike
s for
holding candies. The two bells are identical and intact, and
the
records mention that at one time no less than ten of them hung
in
the mosque. They were brought from Andalusia by the Meri
nides,
but those remaining bear no dates or inscriptions to give a furth
er
clue to their history. ln his book, The Moors in Spain, Lane
Poole
says of the great mosque of Cordova that ' hund reds of brass lante
rns
made of Christian belis iliumined it at nigh t ' ; thou gh surely
belis
were never made of brass. As the mos que of Cord ova was com
pleted
with the proceeds of the sacking of Narb onne in A.D . 793,
the
provenance of the bells seems pretty clear, but to find such thing
s in
Fez is more surprising. They prove, in any case, that Christian
ity
has had an unexpected and interesting influence upon the form
of
the mosque lamps of Wes tern Islam. An idea of the value of
such
work may be formed from the fact that a copy of the chandelie
r of
El Attarin now being mad e for the Exhibition of Decorativ
e Art,
to be held at Paris in 1925, will cost 7,000 francs, or about :6100
.
But to return to El Attarin ; the mihrab in the chapel is particular
ly
noticeable, on account of the two octagonal, black marb le colu
mns
with yeliow capitals, which stand on either side of it. Thei r form
is
rare, and although 1 have no proof in the matter, they most prob
ably
came from Tarragona or Almeria, whe re there were impo
rtant
quarnes.
It was from the chapel that 1 took the photograph of the entra
nce
side of the courtyard (Plat e No. 19) showing the complete sche
me of
decoration, with its wonderful proportion and simplicity of
line.
The wooden screen is interesting. Such screens are a feature
of ali
the medersas. Besicles masking the doorway, they are often
placed
between the pillars of the cloisters surro undi ng the courtyards,
as in
El Mesbahiya, El Sahridj and El Bouananiya, which latter
shows
the best examples of this style of work . I was told that the scree
ns

..
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s of colour
were originally painted, and was able to discover trace
urite form
on several of them. Painted wood was and still is a favo
of the most
of decoration, and the painters have always been one
to the
important guilds of Fez. For generations they belonged
executed
family of the Oul ed-E l-Qa bbad j, and ali their designs are
r. Another
from very ancient models, popularised by cuttings in pape
of Moorish
corporation which played an important part in the his tory
masons had
art is that of the mosaic-workers. To them, whe n the
of the lower
carried out the plan, feil the task of decorating the whole
forming,
part of the building, a most important item in the scheme,
-brown and
as it did, the coloured base from whi ch rose the clark
onsible for
white of cedarwood and stucco. The y were also resp
tain. Now,
that invariable adjunct to any Moorish building, the foun
to that beston looking at El Attarin, one's thoughts naturally turn
lopment,
known specimen of Moorish art in its final European deve
itable, for
the Alhambra of Grenada. Comparison of detail is inev
the former
in date the Alhambra and El Attarin are not very far apart,
r in 1321.
having been built between 1248 and 1354, and the latte
immense
Both have been restored, but El Attarin possesses the
No vandal
advantage of having undergone the process only once.
has worked
hands have ever touched it, and no Phil ip V of Spain
his will in its tiny courtyard.
Attarin,
It is said that Abou Saïd Otm an, the founder of El
every other
determined that it should surpass in magnificence
to-day,
building in Fez ; and if one may judge by wha t remains
he certainly succeeded.
rt official,
One point in its importance was that the highest Cou
k. Such an
Mezwar Abdullah Ben Qasim, was in charge of the wor
the other
honour is explained by the fact that, as in the case of
encourage
medersas, the intention of the Merinide sovereign was to
ious science
students from outside, who would later carry the relig
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of Isla m throughout the land. The plan was not
very successful,
and we kno w that in the Ber ber country learning
only spread after
descending to the level of the people thro ugh the
mysticism of
religious societies. Attarin was considered a marvel,
not because of
its size, but because of its beauty. N ever had anyt
hing been built
like it. M. Bel says, ' After studying the remains
of the Merinide
medersas at Fez, 1 share that opinion. Non e of the
later medersas
can equal the fineness of its decoration, the
harm ony of its
proportions.'
According to the Kitab El Istiqsa, the sovereign,
surr oun ded by
the highest dignitaries and men of learning of the
city, was present
at its inauguration on the first of the mon th of Cha
aban in the year
721 of the Reg ira (A.D . 1321). ln imagination the
scene lives once
mor e in the newly finished medersa, perfect in ever
y detail, from the
green tiles of its roof to the last cube of mosaic in the
pavement, and
from the web of creamy stucco, with its oft repeated
scrolls of praise
and thanksgiving, to the scented beams of freshly
carved cedar.
Fro m the open door in the screened entrance a proc
ession of richly
robed sages moves slowly past the mar ble fountain
in its turquoise
basin. Und er the arch beh ind them appears a figu
re robe d in pure
white. lt is the Emi r, come with ali his Cou rt to dedi
cate the most
magnificent edifice in his capital ' to the glory
of God and of
Moh amm ed His Pro phe t ' ; and , facing the mos que
with its twin
black pillars that show whe re Mecca lies, rule r and
courtiers join
in the prayer of dedication. Suddenly someone look
s roun d. The re
is a cry of " lnfidel, lnfi del ! " and priests and
scholars rush to
destroy the intruder. Wit h a start 1 open my eyes
to reality. lt is
almost clark and the courtyard of Attarin seems enve
loped in purple
mist. Ibra him stands beside me. "Th e street is emp
ty," he says.
"If Allah wills, we can go in safety."
Outside the great mosque of El Karouiyin runs
a particularly
L
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e entrances to the courtdeep and tunnel-like alley in wh ich are thre
-covered doorway, that
yard. Jus t opposite one of these a bronze
s to El Mesbahiya. It
almost inevitable prelude to a medersa, lead
and after my experience
was the fust inhabited medersa I had visited,
giving. Diffi.culties with
at El Attarin, I entered it wit h sorne mis
at wo uld hap pen in a
people outside were bad enough, but wh
they wo uld ali be listenbuilding full of fanatical stu den ts? Per hap s
squ e across the street ;
ing to sorne famous professor in the great mo
a thing existed at the
or possibly it was vacation time, if suc h
red, but in every respect
University of Fez. Thu s I hoped and wonde
hiya solved the problem
I was wrong, for the students of El Mesba
es till they discovered
by taking no notice whatever of my activiti
g machine. The n they
what I was doing wit h my strange lookin
fortunately not before
simply disappeared like frightened rabbits, but
w, I fear, their innocence
I had taken several photographs of them. No
is gone for ever.
the Em ir Abou Saïd
Th e medersa El Mes bahiya was bui lt by
and sorne sixty students
Otm an about the same date as El Attarin,
I entered the courtyard,
still find lodging wit hin its walls. As soon as
and unk em pt figures
they crowded the cloisters as if by magic,
n little avalanches of
craned from the rotting balconies, sending clow
of cobwebs filled the
plaster wit h every movement. Thi ck masses
ast o ma ke one wonder
corners, covering the stucco-work so thickly
away in the protection
if sorne specially fine piece wer e not hid den
ive about this lodgingof the spiders. The re is something impress
inates the squalor of
house of learning, whose past glory still dom
the strange silence that
the present, and something unc ann y in
of people. The graceful
reigns in spite of the fact that the place is full
general decay, a thing
double arch of the chapel stands out from the
um n and finely worked
of airy lightness, with a reed-like central col
ce there wei-e columns
capital to rem ind one of former splendour. On
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at the sides of the arch, of which unfortunately none have survived ;
but the repaired central one gives sorne idea of the original
appearance.
El Mes bahiya has the most insignificant looking fountain of any
medersa, nevertheless it is really the most important of them ail.
Cut out of a single block of marble, it measures nine feet by three,
and eighteen inches deep, and is sunk almost level with the floor of
the courtyard. Durin g the reign of the Saadian Sultan Abou El
Mansour, the medersa Es Sahridj was presented with this basin,
brought from Almer ia in Spain, with what difficulty may be
imagined. For a time it remained there, but for sorne unknown
reason was transported later to its present position. It goes without
saying that a thing of such impor tance- it weighed 143 quintals,
or about 4! tons-c ould not escape the Arab love of the marvellous.
Nothing would satisfy them but to make the basin disappear during
one of the numerous restorations of the medersa, or so at any rate
runs the story, leaving in its place a comparatively modern intruder
of identical appearance. How an object of that size and weight,
which had needed whole levies from the tribes for its transport,
could be made to vanish into thin air without leaving a trace- and
why it should thus behav e-is a mystery no Fasi attempts to solve;
so infidels like us need not hope for enlightenment.
Here I must apologise for a certain irregularity of method. The
next medersa, Es Sahridj, has been described with the mosque of
El Andalous. I had sorne hesitation about doing this, but the two
are so intimately connected that it seemed more appropriate to
place them together. So we will pass on to the medersa of Abou Inan,
commonly called El Bouananiya, one of the most remarkable of
these monuments. Many of my days in Morocco had passed, and
I had become better known and perhaps less hated by the population, when early one morni ng towards the end of June I entered
L2
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at the top of the
the courtyard of El Bouananiya. Standing almost
ician, which,
Talaa, exactly opposite the famous Hou se of the Mag
nging to it, the
as we have seen, was one of the buildings belo
est decoration
Bouananiya is certainly the medersa in whi ch the rich
is a little less
has rem aine d; and if the feeling of tranquil cha rm
the large size of
apparent than in its smaller and older neighbours,
founded by the
the courtyard mus t alone be blam ed for that. lt was
medersa of the
Em ir Abo u lnan Farés in 1349, and was the last
its own beautiful
Merinide dynasty. lt is the only medersa possessing
khotbeh, or State
minaret, and the only one in whose mos que the
ties making it
prayer, is recited on Fridays, these two peculiari
in the whole of
unique in Morocco, and if 1 am not mistaken,
iya itself, there
N orthern Africa. But before describing the Bouanan
which appear
are details concerning its foundation and its founder
eding chapter we
to me both interesting and hum orou s. ln the prec
signal transferred
have seen how Abo u lnan tried to get the pray er
built the famous
from Karouiyin to his mosque-medersa, and how he
explain how the
doc k as its sup rem e attraction. lt remains for me to
medersa came to be built at all.
lted against his
In typical Moroccan fashion Abo u lnan had revo
s, he thought, no
father, Abo u El Has san Ali. Being very ambitiou
s of State better
doubt, that young shoulders could carry the care
se for his unfilial
than old, but that is only a reason and not an excu
roua n in 1348,
conduct. On hearing of his father's defeat before Kai
cen , and even
he did not hesitate to proclaim himself Sultan at Tlem
ths the wretched
furnished the ene my with Mer inid e troops. For mon
, vainly seeking
Abo u El Hassan was driven from pillar to post
he at last chose
refuge at Marrakesh and other places. ln despair,
at the same time
the only possible course and pard one d his son,
e his peace with
handing over the royal pow er to him . Hav ing mad
, and proceeded
his father, the young Sultan came in triu mph to Fez
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to arrange matters with his conscience. As a sign of sorrow he
decided to build a mosque -meder sa, and consulted the wise men
concerning a suitable site. Whereu pon, with that humou r which so
often peeps through the sternest religions, they advised the town
rubbish -heap close to the citadel, remark ing that even the vilest and
most evil things could be cleansed by such a pious act. Abou Inan
grasped their meanin g. The ground was duly purified by the
construction of the sacred buildin g, and the Sultan's conscience
became as good as new by the same progress. To judge by
the laudatory terms employ ed in the inscription of foundation
of the meders a, one would imagine Abou Inan to have been
the most virtuous of men ; but that is often the way with official
inscriptions.
While on the subject, I may mentio n that the actual inscription
of foundation of the Bouana niya is on a marble slab in the wall of
the mosque . It gives the exact date and all details, even to the name
of the nadir in whose care it was, and includes a curious list of the
various buildings from which it derived revenue. The inscription
on majolica tiles in the courtyard, mention ed further on, is incomplete, though it also gives the date and similar details.
There is one other point of interest about Abou Inan, especially
as the matter in questio n has attracted much attention of late. The
Moroccan sovereigns had already attempted to take for themselves
the tiùe of Caliph. The young prince understood very well its
signification, as his father had contested it with the Hafsides of
Tunis, though he does not appear to have used it. Abou Inan,
however, did not hesitate to take the title when he had himself
proclaimed Sultan at Tlemce n, and it duly appears amongst others
in the Bouananiya inscription. He wished to make it hereditary,
but his successors were content to relinqu ish it, and the daim never
seems to have been recognised outside Morocco.
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Like most of the medersas, El Bouananiya boasts of a beautiful
pair of bronze doors. 1 had often admi red them when passing along
the Talaa, and had even bestowed alms upon the old beggar who
squatted beside the doorway, hoping by charity to gain in reputation.
But though the beggar always accepted the infidel's gift, 1 never
knew whether his mum bled words were a benediction or a curse.
The enormous door-knockers specially attracted me. They are
roun d and perfectly flat, pierced with an intricate geometrical
design matching the decoration of the door, every available space
of which has been chased till not a single corner remains unadorned.
One can imagine how the artist, grown very old, looked upon his
completed work. Then , at last, he raised the knoc ker and knocked
at the door he had beautified, and was allowed, may be, to end his
days in the calm seclusion of the medersa. The knockers could tell
much, if they could only speak. For centuries they have watched the
turbulent life of Fez flow through the narro w streets. They have seen
the crowds fling themselves in impotent rage against the bronze
panels. They have been seized by panting fugitives and drenched
with blood a mom ent later. Mad men have rattled them and been
admitted, for madness is something very holy ; and now an infidel
has moved them to and fro, and they seem ed to shiver and shrink,
though there was only admiration in the touch.
From the street a flight of steps lead up to a sort of high entrancehall, with the usual screened doorway to the courtyard and a staircase to the students rooms above. lt was here that 1 photographed
the panel mentioned on page 67, a matte r of no small difficulty,
as it had to be clone from the wind ow of a narro w passage on the
uppe r floor. The illustration shows the result. The courtyard of El
Bouananiya is wonderfully imposing, and its great size can easily
bear the complicated decoration that covers the walls. To the east
is the mosque, of whic h 1 shall speak presently, and a deep cloister,
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half hidden by carved wooden screens, surrounds the
remainder.
This cloister is divided in the centre of its north and sout
h sides by
halls for study and contemplation, and on the west by the
entrance.
An incomplete inscription on very fine majolica tiles,
skirting the
walls, gives the sam e date and details of the foundation of
the medersa
as the tablet in the mosque, and the broad band of blac
k lettering
on a white grou nd, above the panels of many-colour
ed mosaic,
forms a striking feature of the building. Above the
inscription
begins a riot of plas ter-w ork and carving of every conceiva
ble design,
marvellous in its richness and in its wonderful state of pres
ervation,
but the chief glory of El Bouananiya lies in the doors of
its halls of
study. Non e are to be found in the other medersas, thou
gh every
chapel once possessed them , nor could I hear of any in the
mosques.
The pierced geometrical designs were originally filled
in with
various kinds of wood, thou gh nothing could be mor
e charming
than the effect of their present ruin ed condition in the
wonderful
setting of the courtyard.
The mosque of El Bouananiya is by far the largest of thos
e belonging to the medersas and, as I have already mentioned, it
is the only
one in whi ch the khotbeh is recited at Frid ay prayers. Its
five arches
take up the whole eastern side of the courtyard, from
which it is
divided by a sma ll stream, brid ged by steps of wor n mos
aic. This
swiftly runn ing strea m gives a special char m to El Bou
ananiya.
Far more than the fountains with whi ch other medersa
s mus t be
content, it seems to dem and purification of the worshipp
ers who
pass it. Its clear wate r invites that contemplation, that
loss of self,
that oblivion in whi ch we of the Wes t can have no part ; and
when we
watch with wou ld-b e scorn sorne motionless figure
beside the
stream, I often won der if there is not just a grain of envy
in our
hearts.
The mosque itself is a simple place compared with the
ornate
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ity. Five
courtyard outside, but the contrast only adds to its dign
of the same
pillars divide it into two lateral aisles. The ir capitals are
e primitive
type as those of El Attarin, but lower in form and mor
extending
in decoration. Besicles a beautiful frame of plaster-work
in the very
to the ceiling, the mihrab possesses a curious feature
the right
high and narrow doors on either side of it. The door on
, an object
leads to the sacristy where the minbar, or pulpit, is kept
and whose
which is only produced just before the Frid ay sermon,
isty is also
step-like form necessitates the high opening. ln the sacr
, and there
kept the staff which the preacher holds while speaking
n men of
he leaves the lebda, or felt carpet, carried by ali Morocca
leads on
letters to serve as a seat. The door on the left of the mihrab
, and has
to a terrace overlooking the street behi nd the medersa
y.
been made correspondingly high for reasons of symmetr
shoes,
While working in the mosque 1 was careful to remove my
more so
but the rare worshippers proved extremely host ile-f ar
ined amid
than in any other med ersa -and photographs were obta
something
muttered imprecations which might weil have become
more deadly had 1 lingered.
sion and
Tho ugh the medersas were primarily places of seclu
t not be
aloofness from the turbulent life around them, it mus
ance. The
imagined that their history is entirely wanting in rom
n, and the
tho/ba always formed a turbulent element of the populatio
d many a
crumbling walls of the courtyards mus t have witnesse
d. ln most
scene of intrigue and rebe llion -per haps even of bloodshe
ain at least
cases the records are vague and meagre, but they cont
an of the
one story beloved of every Fasi, the story of the Sult
tho/ba.
t of the
Let us visit yet another medersa. This time it is in the hear
which
town, with one entrance in the street of the ropemakers, from
souk of
it takes its name, ' Es Cheratin,' and another in the dark
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the bookbinders, to my min d one of the mo
st attractive spots in Fez.
Th e very wo rd conjures up visions of bea
utiful things, bindings in
red and blue and green leather, tooled
and gilded wit h curious
designs, that lie on the shelves of the tiny
shops. Th ey are for the
most par t new bindings, but in sorne dusty
cor ner one ma y still come
across a treasure, tattered and ancient, tha
t is a joy to contemplate ;
and the designs of all are probably the
sam e that ado rne d the
students' books in the days wh en Ch era
tin first opened its doors.
Wh at splendid doors they are, rivallin
g El Bouananiya and El
Attarin in the beauty of their bro nze pan
els and the massive grace
of knockers that seem ma de for giants.
Th rou gh the doors one
passes to a fairly large courtyard of different
style to the other medersas,
wh ich at first gives an imp res sio n of pla
inness in spite of the richly
decorated passages and cloisters sur rou
ndi ng it. Th is simplicity
of the courtyard ma y be accounted for by
the lateness of the period,
the medersa having bee n bui lt by Moule
y Ra chi d in 1670 to replace
an earlier one destroyed by fire. Tra diti
on wo uld have us belicve
that the bur nin g was ord ere d by the Sul
tan as pun ish me nt for the
excesses of the students, but that is a dou
btful question.
Ab out 1664 disorder and anarchy reig
ned in Morocco. Th e
Saadian dynasty had come to an end, but
the Alaouits, wh o have
ruled the country ever since, had not yet
become powerful. ln the
turmoil of th ose years a certain Jew nam
ed Ben Machaal held the
town of Taza, between Fez and Algeria
, fro m wh ich he terrorised
the whole region and even threatened the
capital. So great was Ben
Machaal's power that he gave himself
the title of Sultan and did
not hesitate to levy a yearly hedia, or trib
ute, from Fez, consisting
of grain and merchandise, and last but not
least, the most beautiful
ma iden of the city to ado rn his hareem
. N ow, according to the
legend, Mouley Er Rac hid , ancestor of
the Alaouit Sultans, was at
that tim ea simple student at Fez . It also
happened that the beautiful
M
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girl chosen that year for the hedia of Ben Machaal was a certain
cherija, or descendant of the Proph et, whom he wished to marry.
Implo red by the weeping mothe r of the victim, he determined to
avenge the insult to his religion and to save the maide n from the
shame of a Jewish hareem. Being still beardless, he took her place,
enveloped in the veils and haik of a Mosle m woma n, on the gaily
decked camel that was to carry the weepi ng bride to Taza. The
caravan was numerous, and the hedia of great richness, including
no less than forty coffers with the dowry of the future princess. On
its arrivai at Taza, Ben Machaal, delighted and flattered by such
servile recognition of his power, had the forty coffers placed within
his palace, for the safer guard of their contents. The supposed maiden
followed, but while Ben Machaal's eyes sought to pierce her veils,
forty students sprang from the coffers, killed the tyrant and took
possession of the city. Mouley Er Rachi d was proclaimed Sultan
by his comrades, and return ed to Fez amid the acclamations of the
populace he had delivered. Of course there is an epilog ue-a vision
of another bridai procession, with its accompanying hedia, making
its way to the palace of the new Sultan -but this time the coffers
contain no students, and a real bride reclines in the gaily decked
litter.
So runs the tale, or at least one of its numer ous variants, grown
from a few simple facts that the Moors can make so picturesque
in the telling, and which ever find applause as each new thread is
added to the web of romance. It is roman ce that has become something concrete, for not only did Moule y Er Rachi d build the medersa
Es Cheratin, but to comm emora te the adventure of Taza he declared
that there should be a Sultan of the students, a sovereignty of a day,
set up in Fez at the beginning of April every year. It is something
like the Carnival of Latin countries, full of quaint and amusing
customs. First the tho/ba ask the Sultan's permission to celebrate
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the festival, and thei r Sultanate is put up to auc
tion. Subscriptions
are also collected from the prin cipa l citizens of Fez
, and if the students,
requests are not com plie d with, they threaten
to send armies of
fleas and other pugnacious animais against the
recalcitrant, 'wh ich
will keep you from eating at you r table or slee
ping in you r bed .'
Wh en sufficient mon ey has bee n collected, the
tho/ba prepare for
a nzaha, or holiday, of a wee k. The real Sultan
sends ali the insignia
of sovereign pow er to his colleague ; an esco
rt of soldiers, rich
costumes, one of his own guards, a saddled hor
se, lance-bearers,
and men wit h silk scarves to disperse the flies. On
the Frid ay following the election of the stud ents ' Sultan, begins
wha t one may cali
the festival proper. On that day he leaves his med
ersa in great pom p
to celebrate pra yer at the mos que of El Andalou
s, and also visits
the koubba of Sidi Ali Ben Har aze m, Mo uley
Rac hid 's favourite
saint, outside Bab Fet ouh . The following day
, after the mid -da y
prayer, he again leaves the city, this time by
Bab Mahrouq, and
gains the banks of the rive r Fez whe re his cam
p has been pitched.
Here ail is gaiety and feasting. The Fasis mak e
a point of picnicking
in the meadows full of wil d flowers, and soon
a sort of fair springs
up, with its crowds of idlers, its fortune-tellers
and hawkers of
sweetmeats, and its vendors of tea and sherbet.
On the seventh day
the real Sultan sends a gift to his student ' cou
sin.' lt is generally
escorted by his sons or brothers, wit h great cere
mony, and vizirs
bestow the traditional money, sheep, sugar-l
oaves, butter, tea,
candies, bread and semolina for the cous-cous. Exc
ept for the sheep,
the list reads mor e like an Eng lish wor kho use
treat than a feast of
Moorish students, but Morocco is the land
of paradox. At last
cornes the visit of the real Sultan to the cam p, the
culminating point
of the festival. The scene is mos t impressive. The
Sultan, mounted
on a white horse wit h saddle and trappings of pale
green, is wra ppe d
in a burnous of white cloth the hood of his djell
aba fastened rou nd
M2
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is bor ne the imperial
his head by a white silken cord. Above him
a golden bull, while in
parasol of clark red satin, sur mo unt ed by
ing lon g silken scarves.
front of his horse wal k negro slaves wav
inst it one har dly notices
Ov er all is a whiteness so dazzling that aga
of the rich garments
the delicate tints of the harness, the colour
or even the note of red
beneath their thin covering of fine linen,
tholba is also mounted,
stru ck by the royal parasol. Th e Sultan of the
y mie n, but after sorne
and rides towards his visitor wit h hau ght
himself upo n the ground
jesting between the two royalties, he throws
o the n grants certain
and kisses the stir rup of his sovereign, wh
gs the feast to an end,
favours to him and to his family. * Thi s brin
its tran qui l course once
and next day life in the medersas takes up
the tho/ba. Tha t unformore, tranquil for all- exc ept the Sultan of
y early in the morning,
tunate ex-royalty has to flee from the cam p ver
lest his comrades remind
and gain his tiny student's roo m unnoticed,
s that his glory is gone
him in various mo re or less unpleasant way
and his pow er a thing of yesterday.
a poor-looking little
1 paid a visit to the Sultan of the tho/ba,
ed that year to belong
ma n of about thirty from Algeria, wh o hap pen
nothing except a mat, a
to Es Cheratin. His tiny roo m contained
tea pot -th e out:fit of an
folded bur nou s for a bed , two books and a
rmu rin g the customary
ascetic. He received me wit h dignity, mu
in wh ich he had played
polite phrases ; but reference to the festival
lips, and 1 wondered
so imp orta nt a par t bro ugh t no smi le to his
in cam p by the river.
if he had been as sole mn dur ing the wee k
the medersas, gems
Wi th Es Che rati n ends the description of
t, sacred places hidden
of Moorish art, ruins of a glorious pas
of Fez. Repairs and
for centuries from foreign eyes in the depths
eno rmo us difficulties;
restoration have been completed in spite of
suc h as :finding the old
difficulties of cost, difficulties of material,
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colours for the mosaic, difficulties in disc
overing wo rkm en with
the knowledge of old me tho ds and old design
s. All these have been
faced and overcome by the very efficient Fre
nch Service des Beaux
Arts et Mo num ent s His tori que s, and the peo
ple of Fez have mu ch
to thank the m for.
Late one evening, wh en my ma ny days wer
e drawing to an end,
I returned to the me der sa El Bouananiya.
Th e deserted courtyard
lay silent in the moonlight, but sud den ly the
stillness was broken,
and from sorne adjacent terrace cam e the sou
nd of mu sic -th e one
indispensable orn am ent of life, say the Mo
ors. Tre mu lou s and
somewhat harsh, it rose and fell in waves of
strange melody, punctuated by the monotonous tap pin g of the tiny Mo
roccan dru m. Gra dually the magic of the singing wo rke d its spe
ll. Mingled with the
splash of the fountain, the wo rds told of the
me mo ry of Southern
Spain, the hom e of Mo oris h pow er and civilisa
tion, and of the hatred
that will ever rem ain against the Spanish con
querors.
The voice ceased and the courtyard was silc
nt once more. Even
the water of the fountain see me d to hold its
breath, and quickly I
slipped away, lest the spell sho uld bre ak
and the medersa fall in
ruins upo n the infidel wh o had stolen the like
ness of its splendour.
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VI

DA R EL MA KH ZE N
with
HE subject of royal palaces is to be approached
it that
circumspection. A good journalist does not adm
. He
he was allowed to visit a palace with out difficulty
correemphasises the prel imin ary negociations, the
He is cunning.
spondence with Cou rt dignitaries, the final permit.
d various magHe reserves his effect till the end. Hav ing describe
before a certain
nificent halls and galleries, he pauses significantly
ope ns-n ot wide
closed door. The reader holds his breath. The door
e an ordinary
and not for long, but just sufficiently to disclose quit
e littered with
room, with ordinary furniture and a large writing-tabl
is astounded to
papers and books, among whi ch the journalist
The sanctum of
perceive an A.B .C. and a Wh itak er's Alm ana ck.
useless detail.
sorne rule r has bee n revealed to a pub lic hun gry for
present Sultan
Had I been allowed to see the apartments of the
ng just as simple
of Morocco, I should doubtless have found somethi
in this respect
and disappointing as did the ima gina ry journalist. But
red a failure,
my visit to the Dar El Mak hze n mus t be conside
room is still his
because in uncivilised Morocco the sovereign's bed
own, and not a min e of journalistic copy.
an parallels.
In Fez one mus t ban ish from one's min d ali Eur ope
e as sorne sort
The description I have given of Bou J eloud will serv
hzen , or Imp eria l Palace of Fez
of preparation for the Dar El Mak
8:z
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Djedid. But whereas the length and bre adth of Bou
Jeloud are easily
measurable, one har dly dares to give dimensions
of its big brother
for fear of erring on the side of modesty. The mos
t ardent fisherman
might have wan der ed thro ugh the place and
told his tale with a
clear conscience. Eve n he wou ld surely have hesi
tated to go beyond
half a mile in length, whi ch is, I believe, about
the distance covered
by the maze of buildings and courtyards.
Royal palaces are always attractive. Eve n whe
n newly built
there is something mysterious abo ut them , and
something fascinatingly uncomfortable, whi ch one knows the chie
f inmates do ail they
can to escape. ln Eur ope , comfort for rulers
is a comparatively
recent innovation. U p to the mid dle of the eighteen
th century persona!
ease was unk now n at Cou rt. Tak e the Palace
of Versailles as a
typical illustration. Its gilded halls were a less
on in publicity. In
them monarchs dressed and undressed, ate
and slept, lived and
died, amid a cro wd of staring courtiers. Onl y und
er Louis XV I did
an attempt at privacy com e in the shape of a mod
est suite of apartments overlooking an inn er courtyard ; and
Marie Antoinette
marked an epoch by the intr odu ctio n of a bath
room.
Among the Moors, however, the Sultan alway
s possessed his
hareem, a wor d whi ch sim ply mea ns ' the
reserved, or private
place,' whe re he cou ld retire to enjoy the soci
ety of his women,
and dispense entirely wit h cere mon y and etiq
uette. The hareem
has a wonderful attraction for non -Mo slem s,
and in spite of what
anyone may say to the contrary, the chief inte
rest of a European
visitor to a Mo slem hou se invariably centres
rou nd this paradise,
into which, if he be a male, no pow er can mak
e him enter. I certainly felt the cha rm of the forbidden, and whe
n at last the day of
my visit to the Imp eria l Palace arrived, the idea
of exploring the
residence of a descendant of the great Mouley
Ismaïl, the size of
whose hareem was legendary, held a certain
hopeful anticipation
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see of the
of adventure. Had 1 kno wn ail that 1 was destined to
ht have felt
feminine gender behi nd those high brow n walls, 1 mig
se.
less arde nt-b ut that incident will be related in due cour
t 1 can
As we approached the chief entrance of the palace, wha
travellers in
only describe as the ' wall feeling,' a phra se whi ch
g. 1 have
Morocco will readily understand, beca me overwhelmin
the popular
already mentioned this sensation, rath er rese mbl ing
everything
nightmare in whic h the sleeper is microscopie and
one repetielse enormous. Doubtless 1 shall do so again, for it is the
rish cities
tion that needs no apology, the unvarying keynote of Moo
and casties that never fails in its effect.
, into two
The Dar El Mak hzen is divided, roug hly speaking
eria l Palace,
parts, the various administrative buildings and the Imp
Fez Djedid.
the whole occupying a space almost as large as the rest of
battlemented
From Bab Segma a vast esplanade, shut in by high
coloured
walls and towers, leads thro ugh a gateway decorated with
e the various
tiles to an enclosure kno wn as the Old Mechouar. Her
business of
vizirs, surr ound ed by thei r secretaries, transact the
an can keep
state, while from the balcony of a lofty pavilion the Sult
t the public
an eye on the activities of his ministers. Up to this poin
of the palace
has free access, but beyond it lies the maz e of buildings
Europeans
proper, an imperial residence whi ch comparatively few
peans of
have entered, and then- with the exception of the Euro
construction
Abd El Azi z-on ly as far as the Blue Pavilion, a
. Thu s the
of recent date whe re ambassadors were received
rture for the
court of the 0 Id Mec houa r was our real poin t of depa
unk now n.
, flanked
At the end of it stood a high and rath er narr ow gateway
n tiles, a
by arched arcades and roofed with the inevitable gree
its imposing
modest approach perhaps, but effective because of
were to
surroundings. Her e we were met by the officiais who
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accompany us, all except on e-t he mo
st powerful servant in the
household of any Mo sle m pot ent ate -w
ho onl y put in an appearance
later. ln his absence, these makhzen
officiais ma de an interesting
study. At first sight ali seemed alike, shr
oud ed in voluminous white
bur nou s, wit h white socks and yellow
slippers. Un der each hood
appeared a bearded face. Th e ski n was
fair, and the eyes bro wn and
somnolent, wit h the sm oul der ing fire
of cruelty close beneath the
surface. After the greetings and compli
ments of cer em ony a mo ve
was ma de towards the nearest buildin
gs, and 1 began to wa tch the
strange procession of contrasts, com edy
and tragedy, old and new,
care and neglect that for m the Im per
ial Palace of Fez. Co urt yar d
followed courtyard, sometimes impres
sive and well kept, sornetimes covered wit h masses of weeds and
grass. Th ere was generally
a high, balconied building over the gat
eway, and beneath the arcades
mysterious doors led into the ma ze of
roo ms one guessed mu st lie
beh ind them. Sometimes we passed stra
ight fro m one courtyard to
another. Sometimes the way led thr oug
h clark passages that wo und
serpent-like till all sense of direction van
ished, and it was on issuing
from suc h darkness that the greatest sur
prises generally lay in store.
Once, the sud den opening of a doo r
revealed a vast walled space,
formerly sur rou nde d by dwellings, but
now a desert of weeds and
bushes, wit h here and there bro ken
pillars of brick, like sorne
Po mp eia n market-place. In the corner
the green-tiled min are t of
a small mosque see me d to invite the
grasshoppers and lizards to
praise Allah, if me n there we re non e
in this desolation to hear the
call to prayer. By a nar row staircase wh
ose steps trembled ominously,
as if to say, " Co me bac k a little later,
infidel, and we shall per ish
together," 1 mo unt ed to the roof and
tried to get sorne idea of the
topography of the amazing constellat
ion of buildings and ope n
spaces. lt seemed a hopeless task, for
the mo re one gazed the mo re
confusing became the puzzle. ln every
direction rose walls of greater
N
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or lesser height, turning and twisting round invisible enclosures.
Above them two minarets- one of which was particularly modernlooking and ugly- rose skywards from flat and green-tiled roofs,
sometimes adorned with low white cupolas ; while beyond a
particularly straight stretch of wall clustered the close-bui lt houses
of the mellah, or Jewish quarter, the only spot that showed where
palace ended and town began.
Among the jumble of conflicting elements two things specially
held my attention. One was a large unfinished building of severa!
storeys, standing apart in its enclosure, its walls pierced by yawning
holes where doors and windows should be ; the other a bandstand
in the middle of a garden-like space, an unmistak able bandstand
of the type to be met with in any seaside resort. There was something irresistible about the two objects. They reminde d me of the
masks of Comedy and Tragedy , on either side of the stage of a
theatre, that one stares at in the vain hope of discovering why the
smile of Comedy lacks sincerity and why Tragedy is always funny
if seen from a certain angle. But 1 digress. A bandstan d meant a
band-pe rhaps even music ; imperial music executed by imperial
musicians. The Sultan Abd El Aziz, 1 knew, had possessed such a
luxury, and 1 felt apprehensive.
"An interesting view," said M. Trancha nt de Lunel, emerging
from the staircase. " Ah, that," he went on, as I pointed in silence
to the unfinished building, "was built by Mouley Hafid as his
special dwelling, but he had to retire to Tangier before it could be
completed. Another time we may perhaps go over it, but to-day
there is only time for sorne of the inhabited palaces." It seemed
strange to hear the word used deliberately in the plural, but later
1 understood the reason. As Sultan followed Sultan, each constructed
for himself new buildings and courtyards. Fez was not always the
chosen spot. The Saadians preferred Marrake sh ; Mouley Ismaïl,
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who hated Fez and wa s hat ed by the Fas
is, chose Me qui nez ; Mouley
Youssef, the pre sen t Sultan, has ma de
Ra bat his favourite residence.
In all circumstances superstition rul ed
it mo st unl uck y to inhabit
the house of one 's pre dec ess or; bu t
superstition is often ma de to
serve as a cloak for sim ple and unplea
sant reasons. In the history
of Moroccan sovereigns suc h reasons
are not, as a rule, far to seek.
Where reigns fre que ndy end ed in vio
lence, the state apartments
seldom escaped wit hou t bloodstains ;
and if actual gore could be
easily removed, me mo ry and bad con
science we re mo re tenacious.
Change of scene bec am e, therefore, the
first prescription ordered by
superstition for each new im per ial pat
ient, and the very natural
des ire -to wh ich mo st Sultans gave ful
l scope in at least one of their
capitals-of out shi nin g in spl end our one
wh o had probably been a
hated rival, com ple ted the cure. Wi th
two suc h good reasons for
growth, it is not sur pri sin g tha t the pal
ace kep t on throwing out new
constructions, sornetimes ma kin g use
of the old ones, sometimes
deserting the m altogether. Th e rui ned
building of Mouley Hafid
is an excellent exarnple. Hi s successor
wo uld not touch it, preferring
to leave the ernpty she ll as it was, rat
her tha n finish or destroy it.
But the change of a rul er often bro ugh t
wit h it oth er tragedies besicles
assassination and deserted buildings. Wi
th the new Sultan came new
people, and especially a new hareem ;
and as, in Morocco, ' once a
lady of the hareem, always a lady of the
hareem ' is not only a popular
saying, but an unfortunate fact, the re
rem ain ed courtyards filled
with the beauties of oth er reigns, gro wn
old in neglect and oblivion,
but still as jealously gua rde d as ever. If
the Co urt had to fly at short
not ice -an event by no me ans un com
rno n-t hey were sometimes
even faced wit h starvation and rar e ind
eed we re those lucky enough
to pass from the favour of' one lor d to
another. Wh at an exi.stence·
And yet it was envied by ma ny. Th e lad
ies often arrived in the guise
of presents, and the ir families we re nat
urally pro ud of the honour
N2
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about his person. Th e tragedies of the
past seemed to fill the empty
room. Was it here that El Ro gh i Bou
Ha ma ra was brought, doubled
up in his wooden cage, to pay, at las
t, the priee of years of rev oit ?
W as it in that clark cor ner that certai
n great ones rolled in anguish
under the indifferent eye of their Su
ltan, while the palms of their
hands were slashed wi th knives, and
the wounds salted and bound
tightly with raw -hi de tho ng s? A sin
ister pla ce; yet in it were the
only two ancient works of art 1 saw
in the whole palace. On e was
a large marble panel in the doorway,
covered with beautiful carved
arabesques ; the other a triple ma rbl
e pillar with decorated capital
and base, the whole hew n from a sin
gle block, that reminded me
of pillars seen somewhere in ltaly,
probably at Venice. As 1 have
pointed ou t elsewhere, Ro ma n pillar
s are very rare in Morocco,
those found in masques, medersas
, and palaces being generally
the later product of Ca rra ra or other
lta lia n quarries.
A movement among the gro up of
officiais roused me from my
reverie. Th e chief eun uch gave certai
n orders to one of his satellites,
who immediately disappeared thr ou
gh a doorway, and a moment
later we made a move in the sam e
direction. " He has sent ahead
to get the ladies ou t of the wa y," wh
ispered a voice in my ear, as
we passed into the open. Such ma
y have been the intention of
the ' Guardian of Beauteous Ones,'
bu t for once his orders were
not carried out swiftly enough, and
1 was favoured with a fleeting
glimpse of the ladies of the im per ial
hareem scuttling away like
frightened rabbits from the masculin
e invasion of their sanctuary.
lnstinctively my eyes sought among
the m the lovely queen of the
desert or the starry-eyed Circassian
wh o could account for such
precautions. Alas that 1 should have
sw orn to tell the truth in this
book l Th ere were only a few old wo
me n of vanished charm, and
sorne grinning negresses wh o chattered
as they ran, like the monkeys
of their native jungle. On ce the pro
perty of a former Sultan, they
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undhad been left to exist as best they could in the tiny houses surro
places
ing this great courtyard. lt was certainly one of the strangest
ed
in the palace. On one side rose high buildings in the half- finish
ed
state 1 had already rema rked , while graceful pavilions, with arcad
pied
loggias and batdemented walls crowned with stork s' nests, occu
of two
the ends. But it was the central piece of water, about the size
with
tennis courts placed end to end, and planted on either side
seen.
trees, that riveted my attention more than anything 1 had yet
rim,
Not only were ornate electric-light standards dotted about its
rated,
but at one end fl.oated a very large mo tor-boat, once richly deco
from
but now in sad need of a coat of paint, and probably suffering
did
a very rusty interior. 1 could not help adm iring such a splen
try
example of what George Sand cailed ' le désir accompli ' in a coun
and no
which, at the time of the boat's arrivai, possessed no roads
re the
transport save the backs of camels and men . One can pictu
iers,
fust voyage of the strange vessel ; the won der and fear of the court
s now
the thinly veiled disapproval of the oulema. Perh aps the ladie
nd its
safely hidd en in the little houses of the courtyard sat behi
surely
throbbing motor as it skim med bravely roun d the tank ; for
once.
a motor-boat that could reach Fez mus t have navigated at least
size of
Perhaps. But whe n 1 looked at the area of the wate r and the
er, the
the boat with its powerful motor, 1 had my doubts. No matt
had
imperial desire to have such a plaything in the palace of Fez
were
been satisfied. A motor-boat and electric light ! Decidedly we
yard
moving with the times. Wha t surp rise wou ld the next court
cont ain?
the
Here let me digress for a mom ent and say something of
of
mania for Euro pean playthings that formed the chief weakness
are
the Sultan Abd El Aziz, own er of the motor-boat. The facts
recall
weil known, but in view of wha t follows it may be weil to
n, who
them here. Duri ng the fust years of his reign the young Sulta
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had succeeded at the age of fourteen, was enti
rely in the pow er of
Ba Achmed, the Gra nd Vizir, a man of extr
aordinary force of
character and great cunning, who saw to it that
his charge lived in
the state of impenetrable seclusion dem and ed by
cus tom and religion.
After the death of Ba Ach med , Abd El Aziz grad
ually came und er
the influence of certain Eur ope ans who for
years had awaited
permission to fulfil his mos t fantastic wishes and
at the sam e time
to line their own pockets. The Sultan's love of
every Eur ope an toy
that could bewilder or amu se soon bec ame a mat
ter of international
competition, and adventurous spirits from vari
ous countries vied
in their efforts to obtain orders. Am ong thes
e the nam e of Caï d
MacLean, reorganiser of the Shereefian army,
is perhaps the best
known ; but France, Ger man y and Italy wer e
ali ably represented.
Thus it came about that caravans of strange-loo
king objects began
to wend their way from the coast towards the
Dar El Makhzen,
leaving the imp eria l min d no thought save for the
marvels unp ack ed
and admired one day, forgotten the next. Stat
e business became a
fatigue to be red uce d to a min imu m. Conven
tion was thro wn to
the winds, prejudice ruthlessly tram pled upo
n, and the Sultan
continued his experiments in mo der n civilisa
tion in the face of
growing criticism.
The first place in point of value was naturally
held by the orders
for jewellery, on whi ch large sum s of mon ey wer
e spent and large
profits made. But mer e beauty and rarity soon
had to give way to
things more spectacular in appearance and mor e
exciting of man ipu lation. Buildings wer e set apart as workshops in
a courtyard whi ch
already lodged the imp eria l menagerie (a Ger
man contribution to
the home-life of the palace), and before long
a bill iard -roo m
complete with full-sized table mad e its appeara
nce, ready to reveal
the mysteries of pool and snooker whe n His Maj
esty was tired of
feeding the lions. The transport of this billiard
-table and of the

•
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motor-boat must rank as the most glorious achievements of a
glorious epoch. Beside them, the state carriage, severa! motor-cars
and bicycles, a hansom cab and a minia ture railway were easy ;
while ice machines, balloons, photographie and wireless outfits,
cinematographs and boxes of conjuring tricks hardl y deserve
mention. Ther e is no need to follow any further the vagaries of
Abd El Aziz. His days are past, but the moto r-boa t still floats on
the narro w waters of its prison, and in the darkness of deserted
rooms there are still silver-bound coffers withi n whos e plush-lined
depths lie dozens of photographie came ras-a li alike -row s of
magic lanterns, cages of mechanical nightingales that have forgotten
how to warble, in a word the whole gamu t of playthings of an
exotic potentate. With out a doub t this unort hodo x intimacy with
Europeans contributed in no small meas ure to the downfall of
Abd El Aziz ; for it must be reme mber ed that the Sultan of Morocco
is also the sacred head of the comm unity , and that behaviour in any
way affecting his reputation for sanctity can only be regarded with
disapproval. ln his villa at Tang ier, Abd El Aziz has had time to
reflect on these things, and thoug h many of his toys accompanied
him into exile, perhaps he no longer plays with them . One object he
left behind, no cloubt with a sly hint to his successor as to the manner
of its use. lt is an ornate tricycle, fitted with two tande m seats beneath
a large umbrella. The Sultan reclined in the richly upholstered back
seat, while the pedalling was clone from the front one. Abd El Aziz,
it is said, found great joy in forcing his Prim e Minister to furnish
the motive power, and woul d career roun d the palace gardens,
beating the old man heartily if he did not work fast enough.
Amo ng Oriental rulers such treatment of Prim e Ministers was not
unfrequent, and sometimes took a more unpleasant form than mere
blows. Ther e is the case of a certain Shah of Persia, who, when
shown the place of execution in an Engl ish prison, requested that
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an exhibition should forthwith be
given. " Bu t we have nobody
un der sentence of death at pre sen
t," protested the official. " No
ma tte r," rem ark ed the Shah, " my
Pri me Minis ter is here ; he will
do very we ll." So one hopes that
ou r Eu rop ean Pre mi ers -C on servative or oth erw ise -un der sta nd
ho w mu ch they have to be
thankful for.
Fro m the courtyards of Mouley Ab d
El Aziz we cam e ou t up on a
vast terrace flanked by constructions
of mo re recent date, overlooking
a very large rectangular space in
wh ich an attempt at a formai
garden bad been made. At one time it
ma y have bee n quite a success,
for there we re regular flow er- beds
and tiled paths and a nu mb er
of small trees ; bu t it no w presented
an un kep t appearance, wi th
none of the cha rm of the small enclos
ed gardens 1 bad seen elsewhere
-a t Bou Jeloud for example. 1 was
told that am on g the importations
of the pal my days above me nti on
ed was an English gardener ;
bu t 1 prefer to believe that he hailed
fro m Scoùand, the only country
capable of pro du cin g the combin
ation of contemplative ardour,
self-will, and slowness that spells per
fection in that particular wa lk
of life. No do ub t he ten ded his bed
s wi th care, and managed to get
his ow n wa y as easily as if Fe z had
bee n Inv ern ess ; and did his
imperial master not see eye to eye wi
th him in the matter of potting
and planting, he wo uld certainly hav
e argued the point, if the Sultan's
lamentable ignorance of En gli sh had
not proved an ins urm oun tab le
barrier to conversation. On e can im
agine him muttering over sorne
freshly im por ted 'ra mb ler ' :
Oh, gin my Love were yon red rose,
Tha t grows upon the castle wa',

oblivious of the consequences we re
the chief eun uch to overhear
him . Th e flowers still bloom in the
palace garden, bu t the gardener
has departed wi th the other Eu rop ean
adventurers. Mo re's the pity,
for his was wo rk that could only bri
ng happiness.
0
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Beyond ali these buildings came the aguedal, or park, with its
plantations and wall-enclosed distances- a foretaste of the sadness
of Mequinez -that marked the end of the Sultan's palace. How far
had we come ? What area did it ali cover ? One seemed to have
walked miles, and yet there was much still unseen, places that no
European would ever be permitted to visit. As 1 mentioned at the
beginning of the chapter, the apartments of Mouley Youssef, the
present ruler of Morocco, came under this category, so in spite of
various details that were given me concerning them, 1 shall attempt
no description of what 1 did not actually see. But it appears that
the Sultan generally inhabited a large central chamber in which
he both ate and slept. Surroundin g it were the quarters of his four
legitimate wives and their attendants, and beyond these the hareem
proper. lnto this holy of holies no male save the Sultan ever penetrated, the whole of his personal service being carried out by women,
with the exception of the cooking, which was done by negroes. I do
not know if the arrangeme nt still subsists, but in a conservative
country like Morocco it is unlikely to have undergone any important
change.
Slowly we retraced our steps towards the distant gateway.
" Might 1 have another view from the roof ? " 1 asked. A staircase
was found, and once more 1 looked upon the panorama of palace,
city, and mo un tain, and watched how the mid- day heat made the
terraces shiver and the minarets hang suspended between heaven
and earth. From somewhere beneath my feet came the muffied
roar of wild animais. "The menagerie ," said the chief eunuch,
smiling with the benevolence of a Grand lnquisitor. "There are
lions and tigers-and sometimes even J ews- -" " J ews ! " I
echoed, horrified ; and everybody laughed. " Y es," continued the
great man, " once we put Jews into the empty cages, beside the
other beasts. They were very frightened." And again laughter
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greeted wh at was evidently considere
d a good joke. Th en 1
remembered how, dur ing the massacre of
1912, the Sultan had given
refuge to num ero us fugitives fro m the
mellah, and lodged them
behind the bars of the imp eria l menagerie
. It seemed strange to
find J ews specially protected by the rep
resentative of Islam ; yet
such, for centuries, had bee n their positio
n in Morocco. Fro m the
earliest times there was a He bre w eleme
nt in the population. On e
hears tales of the Ro ma ns finding the m alre
ady established, and they
were certainly in the cou ntr y on the arri
vai of the fust Mohammedans. Th e restriction to a special qua
rter and the wearing of a
special costume seem to have been im pos
ed- in Fez at lea st-u nde r
the fust Merinide Em ir, Ab ou Youssef
Yakoub El Mansour, the
founder of Fez Dje did . Pri or to that tim
e the Jews had lived in a
state of comparative freedom nea r Bab
El Gisa, and even in the
centre of the city, for one hears of their ho
uses being taken over at a
valuation to ma ke roo m for enlargements
of the Karouiyin mosque
in 1065. According to tradition, the princi
pal reason for the change
in their treatment was that their great rich
es had gradually brought
the whole government of the city into
their hands, forcing the
Moslem population to rise in self-defen
ce and overthrow them.
That may be so, but the fact that the mel
lah is to be found beside
the palace or fortress of every Moroccan
town proves that Emirs
and Sultans looked upo n the J ews as a nec
essary and lucrative evil,
not to be exposed to unnecessary danger
s.
Very different was their treatment in Tu
rke y at a slightly later
date. Th ere they we re not only tolerated,
but actually encouraged.
After the taking Q{ Constantinople, Sultan
Mo ham me d Fatik invited
the J ewish communities fro m Asia to com
e and settle in the city'
as he knew that he could dep end upo n the
ir loyalty, with the result
that Jews came even fro m Ge rm any to
take up their residence in
Turkey. Also, wh en over 200,000 Jew s we
re driven from Spain hy
02
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Ferdinand and Isabella, a special firman was issued by Sultan
Bayazid II to the effect that they were to be weil received, and before
long they held an important position in the Ottoman Empire,
working as surgeons, interpreters, and artillerymen, and teaching
the Turks how to manufacture gunpowder. Not only were they
protected within the empire, but on several occasions Jewish
communities in other countries were saved by the action of the
Sultans, as, for example, on the attempted confiscation of their
property in Ancona by Pope Paul IV in 1555, when the massacre
of ali Chris tians in Turkey was threatened as a repris al. N eedless to
say the Pope gave way. Towards the end of the sixteenth century a
change took place, and the wealth of the J ews began to excite the
cupidity of the authorities and the rapacity of the Sultans. From that
moment their history followed much the same course in Turkey
as it did in Morocco, though it was not until 1700 that restrictions
of costume, residence, and so forth were imposed upon them in
Constantinople, nearly 400 years later than in Fez. Looking through
an amusing old book of travel in Morocco, written by a certain
Cap tain Braithwaite, * I found the following description of the Jews
of Tetuan.
'They are counted in this Town abo1t 5,000 souls and live
in ISO houses, several families live in a house. They are richer
here than in any part of the Emperor of Morocco's Dominions,
yet by reason of their great Taxes are miserably poor. They are
Brokers between the Moors and Christians and generally cheat
both without good looking after.'
Good looking after 1 The three words spoke volumes, and 1
/

* History of the Revolutions in the Empire of Morocco, upon the Death of the late Emperor
M ouley I shmaïl. 1729.
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wo nd ere d-h ad the chief eun uch had his
wa y-i f only empty lions'
cages would have received the fugitives
of 1912 ?
With mu rm ure d salutations and com
pliments from our guides,
we reached the sam e hig h archway thr
ough wh ich we had entered
the palace. Th e gate opened, and once
mo re the expanse of the Old
Mechouar stretched before us, em pty
and dazzling in the heat.
No, not quite empty. Alm ost invisible in
the nar row band of shadow
cast by the wall, mo ved the lean, blackrobed figure of a Jew. Fo r
a moment it stopped, glancing over its
shoulder as if in fear of being
followed, then scuttled rou nd the cor
ner in the direction of the
mellah.

CHAPTER

VII

DRIFTING
F ail the quarters of Fez, Karou iyin has the greatest
fascination. Charm is everywhere in the great city, but
its true life seems to be concentrated in the labyrinth
of streets and lanes that lie betwee n the famous mosque
and the Oued Fez, like a rare essence that will evaporate on contact
with the outer air. Fez Djedid has its grande ur and its terrifying
vastness ; Bou Jeloud weaves the spell in its gard ens and patios ;
the descending streets draw the meshes tighter, burrow ing beneath
n1asses that seem ever higher ; but, once at the botton1 of the
maelstrom, the bonds are taut and knotted and the magic of Fez
works at full strength. It is magic against which no protective
talisman is necessary, for its one comm and is to drift spellbound
while time passes slowly in the semi-d arknes s.
No other streets are like the streets round Karou iyin. 1 have
wande red throug h the bazaar of Damas cus while it still breathed
the spirit of the East, and the wares of Europ e had not quite
conquered its merchants. The city lay softly among the verdure,
where the mountains ended and the plain began ; and from its
narrow valley came the Barada, swift at fust, then flowing gently
through a hundr ed channels that led to gardens and courts and
coffee-houses. At night there was silence in the gardens, but the
lights from the coffee-houses danced in the stream, and music
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rose from the patios, an enc han tme nt of light
and air and laughter
with no clark secret hid den in its depths. 1 hav
e crossed the bridge
of boats at Baghdad, whe n it alone spa nne d the
river and no great
ope n way had been pierced thro ugh the city.
The tunnelled bazaar
held the com mer ce of Ara bia and Per sia and
Tur kes tan. lts clark
recesses crad led fortunes destined to grow in
the hothouse air of
Bom bay and flourish amo ng the mists of Eng
land. At one end of
the bridge of boats stood an Ara bian café wit h
floor of beaten earth
and high settees. The re the merchants loved to
congregate, and the
youth of Baghdad, in silken abbas, swept by the
blin d beggar at the
door, placing a coin in the outstretched hand for
joy at the mu rmu red
blessing, or for fear of a curse on him who
should give no alms.
Has san was often there, arguing with the carp
et mer cha nt from
Shiraz abo ut the lamentable faults in his designs
, or the poor texture
of his wool. ln a clark corner, whe re the red
charcoal gleamed on
rows of glass nargilehs han ging ben eath their
sna ke-l ike tubes, the
mak er of coffee ben t over his pots of brass and
copper, for ail the
wor ld like an Eas tern alchemist amo ng his alem
bics. The sou nd of
music rose in the nigh t from the ope n terr
ace above the river,
whe re singers swayed to and fro, wit h hands
upo n ears and heads
thro wn back to wai l the quavering notes ; for
only mus ic can help
those who sit alone and gaze at the swirling Tigris.
Tha t was Baghdad
of other days ; splendid, from the tom b of Zob
eida to the golden
dom e of Kaz imi n ; the pageant of Arabia, with
no haunting mystery
beneath the surface to min gle fear wit h love.
Cairo was also a city of the Eas t-no t so long ago
-an d the Mu ski
still held treasures in its amb er-s cen ted shops, for
those who showed
no haste and could talk of other things. Ma
squ es and temples
possessed something of their old glamour, and
the past still mingled
with the present. Tra ged y was not lacking in Cai
ro's past, bloodshed
and intrigue and Caliphs going to their doom.
One life at !east was
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how Ha run -Ar -Ra chi d,
given for Morocco, for we have seen
ste r of caravans beheaded.
furious at the escape of Idris, had the ma
had the poo r wretch been
Th e act was surely the will of Allah, for
Mo ule y Idr is and perhaps
mo re watchful, there would have bee n no
Pha rao hs and Mameluks
no Karouiyin. Bu t to-day the iniquity of
is too sun -so ake d to be
seems to lack depth, and their history
ces. Th e twentieth century
terrifying. Eastern Isla m no longer convin
and rob bed the m of their
has reached the heart of its great cities,
of mystery survived ; only
magic. On ly in Morocco has the sense
in Fez have the centuries stood still.
nd Ka rou iyin there was
ln the eternal half-light of these streets rou
market, or rather what was
mu ch to see and linger over. Th e slaveattraction for me . No t that
once the slave-market, held a particular
courtyard whose dingy
there was any beauty in the tum ble -do wn
did it ma tter that to-day
porticoes had seen so mu ch mis ery ; nor
past. My pleasure was to
the public sale of slaves is a thing of the
how the num ero us negro
mu se on what had been, and to wo nde r
wa y to Fez. Th ere is no
slaves, both male and female, find their
kes h the gay still supplies
official answer, but 1 imagine that Ma rra
m the southern tribes. Long
the country's needs by secret channels fro
wh om mu st have known
ago there were Christian slaves, ma ny of
place, tho ugh according to
the fust horrors of captivity in this very
e bee n taken in the time
history, most of the Christians see m to hav
for the tireless builder of
of Mouley lsmaïl, and were kep t to wo rk
in this gri m market-place.
Mequinez instead of being put up for sale
resting to note that in the
Wh ile on the subject of slavery, it is inte
very rare. Tw o explanatowns of Morocco polygamy is bec om ing
economy among the poor,
tions are given for this : the nee d for
households of the rich.
and the num ero us negresses kep t in the
suppression of legitimate
Th e latter unedifying fact ma kes for the
divorce temptingly simple
wives, although Islamic law has ma de
100
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for hus ban ds with mon ey to spend. I do not kno
w if, in Morocco,
the deterrent clause exists, forcing a divorced wife
to mar ry and be
divorced a second time before her first hus ban d
may take her back.
It is certainly practised in other Mo slem countri
es, but the following
tale shows that even so far-reaching a precauti
on sometimes fails to
attain its object. Tha t there are Leïlahs in Fez
goes without saying.
For the rest, no doubt the souk of the shoema
kers can answer the
riddle.
A certain mer cha nt of Algiers once found
himself in a sore
dilemma. Tra de was bad and taxes so high that
he could see no
way of paying them, and unfortunately the taxgatherer was none
other than Ach med Ben Abd ulla h, the feared
and flattered Dey of
Algiers, whose appetite for mon ey was as grea
t as his dungeons
wer e deep and his tortures exquisite. N ow
the mer cha nt had a
daughter, and it was natural that in such a diff
iculty his thoughts
should turn to her. She was very beautiful, and
her name, Leïlah,
mea nt ' of the night ' ; and should she find favo
ur with the Dey
perhaps he mig ht redu ce the taxes. So the grea
t man was ind uce d
to look at Leïlah thro ugh a convenient lattice,
whereupon, not only
was the marriage contract signed, but the taxe
s wer e completely
rem ove d from ail the mer cha nt's goods. And very
soon the Dey took
Leïlah into his hareem to be the light of his eyes
, the joy of his life,
and the brightest star in his heaven.
Getting mar ried is a somewhat complicated bus
iness in Mo slem
countries, but the ease with whi ch a wife may
be divorced leaves
nothing to be desired. All you have to do, 0 hus
bands, is to repeat
thrice, before witnesses, the words ' I divorce you
,' and the deed is
clone. So far so good, but tempers are quick
and something mus t
cur b them. Therefore the law insists that befo
re a man may take
back his divorced wife she mus t have been duly
wed ded to and
p
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divorced by another. A great law indeed, but such as also served
to sharpen men's inventive powers ; for its chief effect was to create
that most quaint of Oriental characters, the professional bridegroom, *
ready, for a consideration, to marry the pearl of anybody's hareem
to-day, and to return her duly divorced to-morrow.
W as Leïlah somewhat of a minx ? W as the Dey unduly overbearing? Certain it is that they quarrelled once, and then again,
till the day when the irate husband called to his presence his Grand
Vizir, his Barber, and the Captain of his Guard, and uttered the
fatal words. Leïlah was no longer his. A couple of seconds had
sufficed to rid him of her, if not for ever, at least for sorne time.
It had all been very simple, and yet he was not satisfied. He began
to think. To get her back would be easy enough, should he wish
to do so. Of course she must first marry someone else-a curse on
the law- but after all, such things happened every day. Soon the
Dey found himself calmly considering the steps that would have to
be taken, for already he wanted Leïlah back, and something told
him that it was not regret alone that had taken the place of anger in
his heart. Whom should she marry ? A professional ? What an
indignity ! The Grand Vizir ! No ! The Cap tain of the Guardgood looking fellow ? A thousand times no ! Everybody seemed
matrimonially suspect. It was a subject on which he could hardly
consult his ministers. What would they think of a Dey who was
unable to choose a husband for his divorced wife? The hour of
siesta brought no rest, and he paced nervously up and down the
darkened rooms. In the palace nothing stirred, but suddenly his
ear caught a sound that rose above the faint hum of the street outside.
Tap, tap, tap ; tap, tap, tap ; then a pause and on again, tap, tap, tap.
The Dey stood still, a frown on his face. What was this most irritating
noise? Who dared thus to disturb his mid-day repose? Whoever it
* Manners and Customs of the Modern Egyptians, byE. W. Lane, chapter vi.
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was should suffer for his daring. He clapped his han
ds, and a negro
gua rd appeared in the doorway. " Y ou hear that
noise ? Brin g
hith er the mak er of it," com man ded the Dey very
quic kly; and
as quickly the doorway was empty.
He resu med his walk, and though the tapping
still continued
as irregularly as ever, it did not annoy him nearly so
muc h. Had the
gua rd hear d it, he won dere d ? And would he find
the culprit ?
The whole affair was rath er ridiculous and lack
ing in dignity.
How Leïlah wou ld have laughed at his fit of temper.
Leïlah [ Wh y,
he had quite forgotten her. Strange that so small
a matter should
banish su ch a great one from his min d. Leïlah !
W ould he never
find a hus ban d for her ? As the thought flashed thro
ugh his min d the
tapping ceased, and a mom ent later came the soun
d of approaching
footsteps. Hur ried ly the Dey sought the great diva
n from whi ch
he was accustomed to give audience ; but he was ill
at ease, though
the reason escaped him , and it was with an almost
apologetic look
that he watched the doorway.
The Gra nd Vizir, the Cha mbe rlain , the Mullah*,
the Captain of
the Gua rd, the Chi ef Tor ture r, each entered in
turn, and with a
deep salaam passed to his accustomed place. But
the Dey hardly
noticed them, for at last the incomprehensible
feeling with in
him was taking shape, and with the appearance
in the doorway
of two guards, he kne w that he had reached the grea
test mom ent of
his life.
Between the guards stood an unk now n and altogether
insignificantlooking young man . He was of med ium height and
seemed thin
in his tattered zaaboott. The folds of a dirty white
turb an framed a
face whi ch mig ht have been saved from ugliness
by a pair of big
brow n eyes, had these not possessed the most irritatin
g of all defects,
an almost imperceptible squint. In one roug h and
bony han d he
*Priest.
P2
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held a smali hammer, and on his feet were the remains of what had
once been a pair of yeliow slippers. At a sign from the guards he
knelt before the divan. There was a pause, but at last the Dey roused
himself. " What is thy name ? " he asked. With an indifference
which caused the Chief Torturer to glanee sharply in his direction,
the young man shuffied to his feet. " May thy greatness be increased,"
he replied, slowly raising his eyes, " 1 am calied Medoun." The
Dey winced ; that squint seemed to penetrate his brain ; never had
he experienced so disagreeable a sensation. " 0 Medoun," he
exclaimed with growing anger," how darest thou disturb my rest?"
" 1 work, 0 protector of the poor." "At what caliing?" " 1 am a
cobbler," replied Medoun, !etting his uncertain gaze flutter for a
moment round the room. The Dey was furious. " Knowest thou
not, son of a burnt mother," he thundered, " that at mid-day 1 rest,
and that those within my hearing must be silent? Knowest thou
not what ali Algiers knows ? " " Hear me, 0 Sidi Achmed Ben
Abdullah, Lord of ali Algiers," cried Medoun, bowing once more
to the ground ; " in silence 1 cannot work ; and if 1 work not, how
will the little slippers ever be ready for the great ladies of thy hareem ?
And how shall 1 eat and live if the work remain unfinished ? "
"My hareem-the ladies of my hareem," murmured the Dey as if
in a dream, and silently his lips formed the word ' Leïlah.' " lt is
even so," continued the cobbler; "at this moment there is a pair
which must be finished quickly. On them 1 was hammering when
thy guards came and brought me hither."
" Hers, perhaps," thought the Dey ; and ali at once the problem
that had been so troublesome solved itself like mist in the sun, and
he heaved a deep sigh of relief. " El H amdulilah," * answered the
courtiers politely, and relapsed into silence. The Dey smiled.
The storm had passed. " Art thou married ? " he asked, and his
• " Praise be to God."
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voice was almost paternal. Med oun shook his head. " Th
en,"
continued the Dey triumphandy, "tho u shalt marr y here and
now.
Such is my will. " A mur mur of astonishment and admiration
broke
from the crowd as it began to understand. Here was wisd
om ;
here was wit. Who but the Dey could have chosen so well
? Only
the prospective bridegroom seemed gready distressed. Pros
trate
once more on the ground, he cried out in protest, " Be merc
iful,
my Lord , force me not to marr y. Why should 1 take a wom an
who
will quarrel and hind er my wor k? Kill me rathe r." Assu ming
his
most judicial air, the Dey lifted his right hand . " 1 have spok
en, 0
Med oun the Cobbler, and thou shalt marr y; but "-an d he
leaned
forward slightly and drop ped his voic e-" thou shalt also divo
rce."
Med oun started. " Whe n ? " he muttered ; " whe n ? " The
Dey
hesitated. It wou ld never do to precipitate matters ; everything
mus t
be clone with propriety. "Wh en the pair of slippers on
whic h
thou workest is read y," he almost whispered, " then divorce
thy
wife and be free once more ." A look of relief came into the
brow n
eyes. In the happiness of their depths the squint was forgo
tten,
and as he stood erect in his tattered clothes Med oun looked
almost
handsome.
Meanwhile, preparations for the wedding were quickly mad
e.
Ther e was muc h giving of orders and runn ing to and fro,
and
officiais assumed the impo rtant air reserved for great occa
sions.
ln the hareem all was bustle and excitement. Old wom en prep
ared
the kohl and the henna, while younger ones sought out rich veils
and
embroideries with whic h to ador n the bride ; and all chattered
like
birds in the early morn ing. Med oun, too, had undergone a
transformation at the hands of the Cour t officiais. A silken kujta
n with
red and green stripes, and a turba n of finest Kash mir repla
ced
the rags of a mom ent ago, and it was indeed a changed
man
who joined the procession that was to escort him home,
there
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to await the coming of his bride. With due solemnity the Dey
presented the gold-embroidered bag containing the dowry.
" Reme mber, " he repeated, "whe n the slippers are finished thou
wilt divorce her." It was absurd how anxious he felt. " By Allah,"
came the reply, " I promi se" ; and with a last deep salaam
Medou n was gone.
Comfortably settled among his cushions, the Dey gave himself
up to visions of the future. To-mo rrow, or at least the day after,
Leïlah would be his once more. The festivities would certainly
surpass in magnificence any of his previous weddings. And there
would be no more quarrelling, for he recognised now that he, and
not Leïlah, had been to biarne. He would load her with presents,
though in truth it was difficult to think of an adequate gift for such
a reunion. And so he pondered, one idea following another, till at
length came the thought of a perfect setting for his love, a palace
for Leïlah among gardens and fountains, with courts and terraces of
gleaming marble and many-coloured tiles, a fairyland where he could
adore his treasure. How blind he had been to her charms, how mad
to put her away even for a mome nt. But she would return ; and
already he pictured himself on the white terrace, with Leïlah by
his side in the moonlight. Looking clown upon the garden below,
they would catch glimpses of white arches ablaze with passion
flowers and roses, and hear faint sounds of clear water splashing in a
basin resplendent with old Arab faïence. The beauty of the dream
gardens must be abiding : green and gold, a brilliance at mid-day,
a patchwork of shimm ering silver and black at night. The palace
must be secluded, remote. In years to come pas sers-b y straying
up from the orange groves and vine-clad slopes, would look
curiously at the doorways half-hidden in the creeper-covered walls
and wonde r what secret lay behind them ; a fairyland, truly, for
Leïlah his love.
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But all at once the soun d of approaching mus ic brok e his
reverie.
Only too well he knew its mea ning -the depa rture of the
brid e for
the bouse of the brid egro om- and above the beating of
drum s and
the plaintive wail of reed pipes, the strange scales and
quivering
trills of the voices rose and fell in praise of Leïlah. Spri
nging to his
fe et, the Dey watched the doorway. On they cam e : the
wild -eyed
tom -tom players stamping to the gradually quickeni
ng rhyt hm;
the singers, their heads thro wn back and their ears covered
with their
bands, their bodies swaying from side to side ; the
negro slaves
carrying silver trays piled high with embroidered line n;
the spri nklers of rose-water and the sprinklers of orange-flower-wa
ter ; the
bearers of great perfuming vessels filled with burn ing
incense ;
and at last, between flaming mech'als or torches, and
beneath a
canopy of rose-coloured silk, the bride, supported
and almost
carried by a group of wom en, ber beauty hidd en
by a thick
golden veil, and with two great jewels of diamonds and
emeralds
flashing on ber forehead. The Dey watched in silence
; etiquette
forbade that he should speak or mak e any sign, but he
thought that
Leïlah turned slightly towards him as she passed. lt all
happened
very quickly, and before he could mak e up his min d, the
procession
bad disappeared. Med oun was gone, and Leïlah was
gone, and
the street outside was filled with the cries of the singers
and the red
glare of the torches ; and above it all he seemed to hear
the tapping
of a ham mer .
The rest of the story needs but little telling. ln the early
mor ning
the Dey sought out the cobbler's bouse and found it
silent and
closely shuttered. Whe n he retu rned next day, Med oun was
working
in the shop. Bowing to the grou nd he silently pointed
to a pair of
unfinished slippers hanging on the wall beside him . The
re was no
need for words. The Dey knew that here at last was
something
greater than ali his power, and that Leïlah would neve
r retu rn to
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him. Medoun had beaten him at his own game ; there was no escape
from the fact. For a moment thoughts of vengeance rose in his mind,
but he dismissed them ; being a Dey he must show generosity, and
being a man he would guard one little ray of hope in his heart. And
so it came about that the fairy palace was finished, and by the Dey's
comman d Medoun and Leïlah went to live there. ln the courtyard
the cobbler worked and the hammer tapped ; and when each day at
sunset a messenger came on a white mule with gorgeous trappings,
led by an ebony slave, to ask in his master's name if a certain pair of
slippers was ready, the answer never varied.
Sometimes at night a shadowy figure would stand by the litde
door in the wall of the hareem garden. lt held the key, but the lock
turned in vain, for on the other side the bolt had been drawn across
for ever. And even now they say that when mid-day is very still, and
heavy with the scent of flowers, one can sometimes hear the faint
tap of a hammer, just as the Dey first heard it ; and when it
ceases there cornes a still fainter ripple of laughter.
There are places in Fez where the buildings almost join high
overhead, blotting out the sky and assuming fantastic proportions.
Each storey juts out beyond the one below, till the street seems
crushed beneath their toppling weight. Foot passengers are not cared
for in Fez, for 1 discovered that the only limit to the narrowness of
its mole runs is that a fully loaded camel shall be able to pass through
them. That may be so, but 1 know alleys where the load would have
to be a very small one, and the passers-b y of unnatural flatness ;
and apparendy what the builders do above the height of the loaded
camel is of no matter. Sometimes it seems as if this narrowness and
squalor were meant to increase the contrast between the luxury
of the rich householders and the world outside. 1 have knocked at
a small nail-studded door at the end of the deepest and most repulsive
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cul-de-sac, and been admitted to sev
eral arcaded courtyards,
adorned wit h ma rbl e fountains and mosaic
and panels of plasterwo rk, and wit h at least three storeys of apa
rtments sur rou ndi ng them.
At night one ma y see the wealthiest me
rch ant emerge fro m the
poorest-looking alley on his way to sor
ne feast or entertainment,
an impassive figure swathed in the vol
uminous folds of a white
djellaba and mo unt ed upo n a white mule.
Ha s he left all well in the
hou se? His living treasures safely gua
rded in the upp er flo ors ?
Th at he shall kno w ano n-a fte r the feas
t.
Lanterns precede him , carried on the hea
ds of negro slaves, the
typical brass lanterns of Fez that play
suc h a great par t in pro cessions and entertainments. Th ese lantern
s are either four-sided or
octagonal, wit h a high, dom e-s hap ed roo
f, decorated, in the case of
the older ones, wit h very beautiful pierce
d wo rk. ln a town devoid
of public lighting they began as a necess
ity, wh ich am ong the rich
and aristocratie Fasis soon gre w into
a cosùy luxury. A ma n's
importance could be judged by his lantern
s, sorne of wh ich stood
nearly three feet hig h and contained as ma
ny as ten candies. Th ey
are still universally used in Fez, and the
yellow lights, flickering
on the wh ite- rob ed cortège as it passes thr
oug h the vaulted streets,
for m one of the city's weirdest scenes.
Th e finest display of lanterns 1 ever saw
was at a reception given
one sum me r night by a Co urt official in
his beautiful house at Fez
Djedid. lt was not only a social function,
but an event of the highest
artistic importance, at wh ich the orches
tras of Fez and Tle mc en
competed for first place in the Moroccan
musical world, and the
choicest dancers displayed their cha rms
to a critical audience. Th e
scene in the great arcaded courtyard was
one of those to wh ich no
description can do justice. ln the blaze of
violenùy contrasted colour,
detail became hopelessly elusive, but
the ensemble attained a
perfection und rea me d of by our greates
t stage-managers, and the
Q
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lanterns of Fez performed a miracle no electrician could ever hope
for. They were placed on the groun d all round the courtyard, great
and small, sorne of brass and sorne even mount ed in silver. A few
stood on the edge of the central fountain, and from the high, open
doorways of the rooms within the cloisters came beams of yellow
light, covering the ranks of white burnou s with a veil of gold.
On one side were seated venerable greybeards whose function it was
to dispense the tea of hospitality to the guests ; for on such occasions
the makin g of tea is no menial office, but is confided to intimate
friends of the host. The tea-trays were of silver, with silver samovars
and teapots, and close by stood silver incense- burner s and longnecked scent-sprinklers. Group ed in either corner, opposite the
tea-makers, the musicians of Fez and Tlemc en waged a hattie of
sound. How should 1 judge of their music ? There were moments of
plaintive wailing, when one would have thought they were trying
to remem ber sorne northe rn folk-s ong; but these calm pools were
short lived. Mad fury followed, cataclysms of sound, shreds of
Strauss and Stravinsky, shadows of Bax, tossing among the classic
scales of Cairo till it seemed impossible that either performers or
audience could bear another note. The audience, however, took a
different view of the matter, for it was not un til late in the evening
that ali was ended and the honou r of Fez secure. Tlemc en, my host
informed me, had imagination, but failed sadly in technique. 1 was
not surprised, and replied truthfully that even 1 had found something wrong with Tlemc en's performance.
If the music was a trial, the instruments were a delight, and the
wonderful dexterity of the musicians explained the difficulty of
judging them. They play and sing at the same time, with head thrown
back and a strange unseeing look in their eyes. 1 have always thought
that the ecstatic state of singers all over the East must be caused by
drugs, and the appearance of these Moors only strengthened that
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opinion. The violins mad e me feel covetous, so won
derful wer e the
designs of mot her- o' -pearl inlaid upo n them ; and
the other stringed
instruments, something like mandolins, but broader,
wer e equally
decorated and equally tempting. On the othe r
han d the drum ,
such an important mem ber of Ara b orchestras, play
ed an almost
insigni:ficant part. " Wh y are there no win d instrum
ents ? " sornebody asked me during a particularly fortissimo pass
age. " Surely
there ought to be sorne." To such an imp rovi den
t question there
could be but one reply. "Th is is not a full orchestr
a," 1 shouted
back.
The dancers sat on cushions by the fountain. The
re wer e seven
of them, unveiled and unattractive except the cent
ral one, who
appeared to be the première danseuse. Perh aps she
had followed
the practice of her Eur ope an sisters and surr oun
ded herself with
mediocrities in orde r to prev ent comparison. Her
s was a wild
beauty ; and the sight of her languorous eyes beneath
the long black
eyebrows, with cheeks of pure vermilion and lines
of blue tattooed
on arm s and forehead, mad e the singer's glanees
wilder and the
greybeards' hands shake as they poured the tea. The
dancing was
a disappointment, consisting of the continuous rhyt
hmi c undulations
accompanied by the tapping of small drum s, to be
seen in any Ara b
town. The re may have been intricacies whi ch esca
ped me, movements that held a hidd en mea ning ; but to my
ignorance they
seemed monotonous, and not even the première
danseuse could
cause a thrill. 1 muc h preferred to watch her
by the fountain,
war min g her tiny dru rn over the smoking brazier,
like a pagan
goddess in a cloud of incense, than standing erec
t and wriggling
her body roun d by inches, a man œuv re whi ch seem
ed to be the
climax of terpsichorean art in Fez.
"A glass of cham pag ne," said a voice in my ear,
and there in
an tnne r room was champagne, waiting in thin -ste
mm ed glasses
Q2
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for the laughing crowd of officers and government officiais, with here
and there the gleam of white shoulders and the glitter of jewels to
remind one of unveiled Paris. The transition was so sudden that
I thought I must be dreaming. I was wrong. This was civilisation,
and in the courtyard outside my dream was fading, impotent against
the popping corks of Europe.
From the earliest days of its existence Fez possessed the complete
machinery of municipal government; the chief power, so far as
commerce was concerned, being vested in the Provost of the
merchants. One of his duties was to control the measurements used
for the sale of elath, and three royal standard measures given by the
Sultans for that purpose are still to be seen. The fust is hidden
away in the back room of a shop in the little market of the henna
merchants, a strange place to find a standard measure, though in
this case it is there with good reason. The market is steeped in
romance, for in Morocco, as indeed in ali Arab countries, henna is
considered a sign and joy and seduction, and plays an important
part in the life of the woman. The henna merchants know ali the
intrigues that surround the society marriages of Fez. When a bride
performs the ceremony of the Grand Henna the day before she
goes to her husband, it is here that the hennayas or henna stainers,
huy the powdered root, and these ladies are notoriously talkative.
The application of henna on this special occasion is a delicate
operation. To stain the hands and feet in the ordinary way is easy
enough, but only the hennayas have the secret of the designs most
seductive to the bridegroom when he sets eyes on his bride for the
fust rime, and the women present her to him with the words,' Behold
her sweet beauty ! Behold she is delicate as the date and fine as
amber 1' The cunning curves and arabesques, displayed on the arros
and legs of the bride, help, no doubt, to make the bridegroom
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forget that he mus t brin g a dowry, while she needs non
e; but on the
othe r hand , he has the righ t to limi t the visits of his mot
her- in-la w,
a clause in the mar riag e contract whi ch mig ht prov
e popular in
non- Mos lem countries. 1 mus t not stray into a descripti
on of the
mar riag e ceremonies of the Fasis. The y are to be foun
d in othe r
wor ks on Morocco, and the shop in the henna mar ket is
our present
objective. Fixe d in the wall of the room at the back of it is
an insc ribe d
mar ble tablet with an incised mar k exactly 46 cent
imetres (18
inches) in length, whi ch served as a stan dard for
the measures
used by the mer chan ts of woollen doth. U ntil a few year
s ago this
room was the office of the Prov ost of merchants, and the
inscription
tells us that the tablet was placed there by the Sultan Abo
u lnan to
encourage honesty and to prev ent fraud. Two othe
r stan dard
measures exist in Fez, one, also due to Abo u lnan ,
conveniently
placed on the wall between two shops of the Souk El Atta
rin, show ing
a length of 46 centimetres, whil e the other, just abov
e a mod ern
letter-box in the souk of cotton mer chan ts, measures 55
centimetres.
This last tablet is not nearly as old as the others, datin
g from the
reign of Sultan Sule iman (1792), and the difference
of 9 centimetres in the leng th is explained by the fact that
one mea sure
served for woollen cloth (46 centimetres), generally a nativ
e prod uct
woven at Fez, and the othe r (55 centimetres) for the
cottons and
silks of Euro pean importation. The merchants certainly
showed a
practical turn of min d in having stan dard measures plac
ed whe re
they could be easily reac hed in case of dispute. ln Eng
land we keep
our yard mea sure in the Hou ses of Parl iame nt, buri ed
in the wall of
the staircase to the Com mitt ee Roo ms, a rath er
inconvenient
position for the clou btin g pur chas er of do th in Ken
sington. On
the othe r band , whil e a mar ble yard placed on the
wall outside
our great stores mig ht prove of interest to future
antiquarians,
there are blocked pavements and the well-kno wn
integrity of
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merchant princes to be taken into present consideration. N either of
these things matter in Fez, so no doubt we have both got what
we deserve.
Fez is a city of magic. Most of its spells are obscure in their
working, but one is apparent to aH-the rushing of water. 1 approach
the subject with hesitation, because it is a theme never absent from
descriptions of the city, a striking feature of its life that ail must
partake of, for preference spiritually. Still, there may be things that
others have left unsaid. Who would think that the peaceful stream,
flowing between green meadows in the plain of the Saïs above the
city, is about to become a hundred rushing torrents a little farther
on ? While within the grounds of the Imperial Palace it manages
to behave with becoming decorum, but already there is wickedness
in it. Somewhere it divides into two, or perhaps three, branches, a
fatal mistake to make. lt is the fust step on the downward path,
and in Fez nature has made that path both easy and rapid. From
its dividing point the river is bewitched beyond recall. 1 know its
channels in the wild lands between the mellah and Bou J eloud
where it runs at the foot of gaunt battlements with nothing but
wild land behind them. There it begins to hurry, passing under
low bridges and through great water-wheels in whose clutches
sorne of it is drawn up and made to start upon other hidden
journeys, while the greater part splashes back into the old stream
and runs on faster and faster.
Somewhere the Oued Fez vanishes beneath the earth. 1 have
tried in vain to find the spot, but the djinns keep changing it in the
most bewildering manner. Water rushes through the gardens of
Bou Jeloud, of that 1 am certain. lt is in the courts of the French
Residency, and sorne of it goes along an almost rurallane outside;
but these are only branches, for the main stream is already underground and invisible. Its pranks have begun, and if it can no longer
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be seen it takes care to be heard. W ould you wal k alon
g sorne deserted
way betw een high, sun -bat hed wal ls? A gurgling
melody goes
with you -ind efin ite, elusive. Wh en the streets stee
pen, diving into
darkness ben eath the bouses, then the water show
s wha t stuff it is
mad e of and shouts a lusty welcome that is also
a warning. It is
there, to righ t and to left and und erne ath, throwin
g gusts of cold
air in you r face, but who can find it ? Onc e, the
water supp ly of
Fez mus t have been almost perfect, for there wer e
special channels
bringing pure wat er to every house, and a separate
drainage system
to carry it away. But alas, such perfection is a thin
g of the past.
The conduits ran alongside each othe r ; leakages wer
e frequent and
repairs rare ; und er new buildings pipes got hopeles
sly mud dled and
lost, till to-d ay it is best to content oneself with
the sym pho ny of
the water if one wou ld escape unscathed. If the rom
ance of fountains
were ev er written, Fez wou ld hold no mea n place
in its pageE , No
two are alike, each having its special char m. One
I kno w that con sists of a sim ple stone trou gh beside an archway. It
is a clark corner,
where the conduit has burs t in the wall, and a trick
le cornes from
beneath the peeling plaster. The edge of the trou
gh is wor n away
and covered with a patc h of green slime, and wha
t water has not
been lost en route falls from a roun d hole in the
wall, with the
impress of a Han d of Fati ma close beside it. No
sunlight can ever
reach the fountain, but at mid -day it just touches
the othe r side of
the archway. The re an old beggar sits eternally.
Wh en the sun
cornes he curis himself in his djellaba and sleeps. Wh
en it has gone
he stretches out his han d and waits motionless.
A loaded came!
passes und er the arch, and its driver, turn ing asid
e to drin k, leans
over the trough with one han d on its edge and the
othe r pressed
over the Han d of Fati ma. The n the beggar awakes.
"Th e blessing
of Mouley Idri s on the giver to the poo r," he mum
bles , moving his
outstretched arm to and fro while the driver drinks
long and deeply.
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At last he turns to look, wiping the drops from his lips. "May
Mouley Idris assist thee, for 1 cannot," he says and runs after his
camel, while the beggar's mumbling gradually ceases, and only the
trickle of water breaks the silence.
There are fountains of marble and fountains of faïence, with panels
of plaster-work and canopies of carved cedar that make them look
like shrines ; fountains in every mosque and medersa ; fountains
by each fondak. The jewel that glitters at the gate of Nejjarin counts
as the show fountain of Fez, but it has a rival that wanderers will no
doubt come upon as unexpectedly as 1 did. Will they share my
opinion, 1 wonder ? If they do it will be that they have watched the
fountain's life, for adornment it has none to recommend it. But in
its oblong trough, with arched end and deep cedar superstructure
crowned by a roof of grass-grown tiles, there is dignity that makes
the other seem almost insignificant. N ejjarin is the plaything of a
rich corporation, a private affair like the great jondak beside it ;
this belongs to the people, a thing for use and not for ornament
in the city's daily life. 1 wish 1 knew what street leads to the tiny
square with this fountain at its corner. It must be an important
thoroughfare, for every tribe seems represented in it. Arabs, Berbers,
and Sudanese jostle each other and crowd against the walls to let
the mules and camels with their rocking loads pass majestically
towards Bab El Gisa, where most of the jondaks are. Vines grow on
trellis-work across the street, and the ripening bunches hang where
the smoke from a cook-shop will add the flavour of spice to the
grapes. One could pick them from mule-back, and make a rare
vintage grown in the streets of Fez, were wine not sinful. lt is
astonishing how few faces can be seen in the crowd. Fez has
enshrouded its people with an air of mystery and draped them like
phantoms, and only the children forget and let their djellabas slip
down on naked shoulders as they play by the fountain. An eye is
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all one sees of the wom en, but like the wate r they come to
fetch,
endless chatter flows from beneath their veils, and the foun
tain
mus t hear a lot of scandai. Even the men seem to delight in
seeing
without being seen, for rarely does more than a wagging bear
d or a
hawk -like nose appear from unde r the hooded burn ous. But
veiled
or unveiled, all are picturesque, moving with that typical East
ern
activity that leads nowhere ; and it is only whe n the mean
ing of
my came ra dawns upon them that there cornes a pause,
cutting
short the choicest gossip of the ladies and warn ing me not to
linger.
The ladies l Two word s to remi nd me that it is time to inva
de
their stronghold, for they have a stronghold wher e no man
may
penetrate save their lord and master. Even he rarely appears
there,
and whe n he does there is tragedy in the air-f or someone.
Let us
invade it all the same, keeping weil unde r cover lest ill befal
l us,
and view the worl d from the wom en's outlook, the terraces
of Fez.
Ther e is a story of two Engl ishm en, arde nt students of all
things
Moroccan, who deter mine d to get a close view of the beau
ties of
a neighbouring 'hareem whe n they should take their airing
on the
terrace. N othing daunted by accounts of the dreadful conseque
nces
were they discovered, they hid themselves before dawn unde
r two
large market-baskets placed in a prom inen t position upon
their
own roof, and prep ared to await events. The hours of burn ing
heat
passed slowly, and yet the watchers dared not mov e for
fear of
discovery or of missing the fair ones of their dreams. Tow
ards
evening, whe n they were almost baked, a tiny door leading
from a
staircase opened and two wom en appeared. Soon they unve
iled.
Alas that the world should contain such ugliness ! From othe
r doors
came other wom en, each olde r and less char ming than the
last,
laughing and pointing mockingly towards the mark et-baskets
on
the only empty terrace. This went on till at last night hid all from
view.
R
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Then the gallants emerged from their hiding- place faint and feverish,
though it was no fever of love that consumed them. They had thought
to be amused, but the laugh was with the ladies, for news travels
only too swiftly on the terraces.
Besicles being a playground where the veil may be thrown aside
and dresses and jewels displayed and compared, the terraces serve
as a private way for the exchange of visits between neighbours, and
even more distant bouses are reached by climbing up and clown to
the different roof levels and crossing the streets on the numerous
archways. 'The Moors' women are jealously guarded,' say the
old chronicles, and I looked at the low dividing walls and wondered
at the blindness of man in general and of the man who wrote that
in particular. The tale remains the same ali the world over, but
perhaps of ail its settings a terrace in the heart of Old Fez is the most
perfect ; for beneath an appearance of sullenness, the city hides a
surprisingly amorous heart, that beats quickly when the moon has
just been born and the breath of the snowy Atlas cornes to cool the
summer nights.
Then the tiny staircase door opens, and Leïlah or Ayesha or Lalla
Meimouna- whichever lovely name is hers-cornes on to the terrace.
Her flowing robe is white, embroidered with much gold ; she has
golden bracelets on her arms, and golden ornaments beneath her
hantouz with its flowing veils. Slowly she moves forward and leans
on the parapet, listening to the sound of music in the distant house
where her lord and master has been hidden to a feast. Insh' Allah,
may it last the night ! An ancient negress emerges from the staircase
and squats beside it. The henna merchants know her, though her
business in the market has not been with them alone. Many men
lingered before the shops, and among them one who loves her
mistress. A quickly whispered message, and now he is moving
like a shadow across the roofs. At the dividing wall he hesitates,
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and with the faint tinkle of silver anklets his love
goes towa rd
him. . . .
From the dark ness of the staircase a voice counsels care
, for, alas,
time cannot stan d still, and the moo n, high above the hill
of Zalagh,
adds the warn ing of its rays. The distant house is silen
t now ; the
mas ter may retu rn at any mom ent. 0 romantic terra
ces of Fez,
mus t you also have you r trag edie s? " Qui ck," cornes
the cry, " he
is below " ; and yet the clasped figures refuse to move.
Wil l Allah
not cover the moo n, put out the stars ? . . .
From the min aret a man looks clown upon the city.
His is the
only terrace in Fez untr odde n by a wom an's foot.
The wor ldly
terraces lie bene ath him , a thousand whi te-ri mm ed patc
hes of grey.
How often have they teem ed with the life that he alon
e can watch
unchallenged, but now they are deserted save for thes
e two. The
mueddin raises his arm s and turns towards the
east. "All ahu
Akba r," rings out the cry; "All ahu Akbar, God is
greater." . . .
The re is y et time to pray.
The mueddin has disappeared with in his tower, and
the figures
have gone from the terrace. In the absolute silence a
stork on the
high ram part s of Fez Djed id changes from one long leg
to the other,
snapping his beak with the soun d of a breaking bow-stri
ng. Sud denl y
a scre am rises shril l and frantic from the depths of the
city ; then
anot her- fain t this tim e-an d all is still again. Y et the
silence is not
quite complete, for in the cool breeze from the Atlas
one seems to
hear the voices of Isold e and Des dem ona, and of Melisan
de.
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CHAPTER

VIII

A VIEW AND SIDI HARAZEM
O the north of Fez ris es a mountain known as the Zalagh,
from which one gets the most satisfying view of the
city. Beyond the ponderous Bab Mahrouk-towards
evening when the shadows begin to slant-the hillside
spreads its olive-covered ravines and its uplands of reddish earth
clothed with cactus. It is a desolate scene. One feels that outside the
ramparts is not a safe place in Morocco. In the old days the people
who lived 'in the country' needed the grim line of heads set on
spikes above the gate to remind them that rebellion was wrong and
that the Sultan was lord of ali the land and not of the towns alone.
Even now, only foreigners and the dead have their dwellings on the
hills round Fez. In the former we have no interest, but in the tombs
of holy men and sages and Emirs that stand beside those of the
rank and file of the people lies ali the city's story. Sidi this and Sidi
that, little white koubbas among the olives ; and as one mounts
higher more cemeteries become visible, away on the other side of
Fez, filled with much more important koubbas. Sorne of the most
famous professors from Karouiyin are buried over there, and their
monuments have quite an academie pretentiousness, a few even
a:ffecting the form of the shrine of Mouley Idris. But the Zalagh also
has its famous dead, and with the tombs of the Merinide Emirs on
its flank it can smile complacently at any cemetery within sight.
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The re is a mot or-r oad roun d Fez, but for the evening view
1 counsel
Shanks's mar e, or in very extreme cases a mule, as mea
ns of transport. Outs ide Bab Mah rouk a path turns to the right.
Tak e it, and
wan der clown the ravine and up the hill, with the ram
parts that
hide the mas ques and shrines and medersas of Fez on one
side, and
on the other, high against the sky-line, the tombs of the
men who
mad e those great and beautiful things. The Merinide tom
bs ! One
conjures up visions of gold and carving and mar ble; of
inscriptions
full of high -sou ndin g phra ses- Our Mas ter; the Pon tifi;
the Orn amen t of our Tim e ; Soldier of W ar in the Path of Allah
; May Allah
mak e his Emp ire continue ; and man y othe rs-a mon g
the flowers
and arabesques of the tombstones. ln reality there is noth
ing of ail
this, for the tombs are but imm ense ruins with no sign
of former
splendour. Y et if' May Allah mak e his Emp ire cont inue
' was ever
carved on the mar ble, that pray er at !east has been answ
ered. One
has only to turn one's back on the departed Emi rs to see
Fez spread
out in the valley, still livin g and still splendid.
How weil the Moors had grasped the art of choosing
a site for
their cities ! Not even the Rom ans could show bette
r tas te. One
might mention num bers of splendidly situated Moorish
towns, but
Fez suffices. Blot out a few, a very few, buildings in the
old tow n;
remove the new er constructions of Fez Dje did; and the
scene mus t
be muc h the same as our young friend Abo u Inan Farés
looked upon
wh en he rode out to take the air in the cool of the evening,
surrounded
by his courtiers and the oulema of his beloved medersa.
Wit h ail his
faults he was a great rule r ; and to die as he did, strangled
in his old age
by his most trusted courtiers, seems an unjust end for the
creator of so
muc h beauty. 1 won der if his grave is und er one of the ruin
ed koubbas?
The minaret of the Bouananiya is plainly visible on
the right,
just whe re the descent from Fez Djedid begins. ln
the centre,
unmistakable even to the merest infidel, Mouley Idris
rears its
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pointed green-tiled roof and tall minaret above the crowded houses.
Beside it the plain grey minaret of Karouiyin seems a poor thing
for so famous a seat of learning, while still farther east the gateway
of El Andalous throws the great shadow of its arch, like the entrance
to a gigantic tunnel in the hillside. In the other direction the twentieth
century is hardly more apparent, though one knows that somewhere
beyond the cypresses and minarets of the Dar El Makhzen there is
a camp and a railway-station and the beginnings of yet a newer
Fez. The eye roams over the picture in its frame of high ramparts
and olive-groves and cemeteries, recognising known landmarks,
seeking new ones, but instinctively returning to that pointed, green
roof, that centre of gravity from which nothing in Fez can stray far
or for long. The tomb of its founder is not only the glory of Fez, but
the longed for goal of every traveller who approaches the city. At
the first sight of the sanctuary the devout Moroccan will invoke the
intercession of Mouley Idris on his behalf. He would probably do
so if it were only a poor grave in the desert, but here nothing has been
neglected to increase his devotion. It is extraordinary how religion
nearly always manages to be effective architecturally. The lay architect
may have genius in him, but the designer of cathedrals possesses more
than genius, both in actual building and in choice of site. He has a devotional judgment which is apparent in all coun tries and in ali creeds.
Beyond the Merinide tombs the path leads clown to Bab El Gisa,
with its imposing arch and its story-teller among the tombs. This
part of Fez is very ancient, and according to tradition, neither walls
nor gateway have been touched since they were built eight hundred
years ago. Sorne of the high, crumbling towers look even older than
that, but what does age matter when the story-teller's tales remain
as young as when there were no walls round Fez ? They give a
gaiety to the cemetery, keep it in touch with life so to speak, and no
doubt many departed spirits listen among the audience. Nobody
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tells stories at the royal koubbas up above. That may be the punis hment reserved for Emirs , but with so many beautiful things to their
credit it seems a hard one.
There are two Sidi Haraz ems. One was a sage who taught under
the arches of Karou iyin and is burie d outside Bab Fetou h. The
other was also a sage, and beyond that fact little is know n about him.
He has his zaouia at a tiny Berbe r village just off the road to Taza,
about eight miles from Fez, and the day I spent there is a delightful
memo ry. Not that Sidi Haraz em has anything very wonderful or
very beautiful to offer. Far from it. The only building it possesses
is the tomb of the Saint, a mode st affair of brick and plaster that seems
superb beside the surrou nding huts of mud and palm leaves. There
you have it. Palm leaves form half the secret of Sidi Haraz em, the
other half is storks. Strictly speaking Sidi Haraz em has no business
at all in this part of Morocco, and if the storks have a reason for
invading Sidi Haraz em, it is not apparent. The whole thing is
delightful but wrong, and that, I suppose, is the reason why I enjoyed
it. From Bab Fetou h clown into the valley of the Sebou the landscape is truly Moroccan, with olive-groves and barren hillsides and
sorne cultivated land by the river ; but when the track enters the deep
gorge leading to Sidi Haraz em, the miracle happens. Morocco
disappears and an oasis straight from the Sahara takes its place.
The effect is surprising. Here is a grove of splendid palms, and yet
Fez with its Europ ean vegetation is only a couple of hours distant.
It is like leaving Calais in the afternoon and finding one's self on the
Rivie ra next morning. Sidi Haraz em is not only a pleasant change,
it is also a bit of the South, a remin der that a part of Morocco exists
where sand and date palms are the rule, not the exception. Furth ermore it is the headquarters of the storks, the metropolis of these
ungainly visitors from Europ e that seem out of place anywhere in
Morocco, but are absolutely ridiculous in an oasis of date-palms.
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dateW ere a novelist to write of ' the storks flapping among the
Ouida
palm s,' he or she would be dubb ed a Mun chau sen ; only
zem,
dared to mak e statements of such unlikelihood. Y et, at Sidi Hara
great
the storks do flap among the palms. Each hut has its nest of
panibirds on the roof, and the snap ping of their beaks is the accom
they
men t of ali other sounds in the oasis. The natives declare that
they
only rema in from Janu ary till May, but my visit was in July and
s, Sidi
showed no signs of departing. Besicles date -palm s and stork
spring,
Hara zem possesses a third attraction, in the shape of a hot
usly
which probably explains the presence of the other two. Curio
expect
enough there are no signs of the Rom an rema ins one would
worth
in such a place. lt was too far from the line of garrisons to be
had an
holding against the wild Berbers, and the Rom ans already
of the
excellent hot spring, fitted with a bathing pool, in the gorge
a bath
Oue d Faraoun. Sidi Hara zem is not envious. Bathing without
er
is the orde r of the day, as the phot ogra ph shows. 1 am not sure wheth
tions
it is mixed bathing or not, but in any case there are no restric
as to costume, and the storks look on with evident approval.
Bab
lt was evening whe n 1 got back to Fez, and passed from
on the
Fetouh along the hillside whe re a great fort guards the city
the
south. The view was perhaps even more won derfu l than from
the
north. Not only did the Oue d Fez com e rush ing clown from
es
invisible plain of the Saïs, but a cascade of innumerable terrac
ravine
covered the whole hillside, losing itself at my feet in the deep
Fez El
filled with gardens and arch ards . ln the eup of the valley,
grew
Bali was already in shadow. Gradually, mosq ues and minarets
out,
blurr ed and indistinct, till only one pointed, green roof stood
ned
still vivid in the sea of grey. For a mom ent the darkness remai
ey
stationary, as if hesitating to engulf the sanctuary. Then even Moul
d
Idris disappeared, and only the blac k crest of Zalagh loome
against the sky.

CH APT ER

IX

TH E DR EA M OF MA RR AK ES H
O me, Mar rake sh is a place apart, outside Morocco,
the
prel ude to a fairy country hidd en away som ewh
ere
in the furnace of the desert, or amid the glittering whit
eness of the snows. From wha t strange countries have
they come, these men one meets in Mar rake sh ? From
wha t hard
existence do they seek the joys of the city ? Pleasure corn
es first in
Marrakesh. Is not the great mar ket- squa re know n as the
Asse mbl y
of Marvels ? And are not the palms of the oasis high
er and the
orange-groves thicker than anywhere in the wor ld ? From
the purely
artistic standpoint the southern capital should be visited
last, because
of its great contrast to the rest of the country. It complete
s a series
of impressions; the furtive mystery of Fez, the desolation of
Mequinez,
the char m of Rabat. Casablanca conveys no impressio
n. It is a
necessary nightmare to be forgotten as soon as may
be. So the
traveller turns south amo ng barr en bills, and reaches at
last the gap
whe re he looks clown upon Marrakesh, the Morocco
City of old,
balf hidd en behi nd its curtain of palms, like a desert brid
e, fearful
of ber nort hern master. In spite of a few green-tiled roofs
and the
towering Koutoubia, the scene is the familiar East of
our dreams,
a jum ble of sand and palms, colour and odour, beauty
and misery.
I do not think that any detailed description of Marrake
sh can be
satisfying. It should rather rem ain a dream, in whic h
each mus t
s
12$
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treasure that most
seek wha t reality he will, and carr y away the
wed to keep sorne
appeals to him ; for of every dre am we are allo
rightly.
par t that will be a joy for ever if we have chosen
lines of towering
In the mid st of a sea of palms and olives rise the
Mequinez, but this
ramparts that we have already seen at Fez and
n setting has transtime they rise wit h a difference. The ir sou ther
riable accompaniformed them. Again the ' wall feeling,' that inva
form. Thi s time we
men t of approach, is present, but in a mil der
dre am goes on, with
are not oppressed, but only soothed, and the
ruins that have been
vistas of open spaces amo ng the palm s, and
h European houses
something long ago. A bro ad avenue line d wit
them red ? They
leads towards the walls. Wh y do the Mo ors cali
crimson beneath the
are bro wn, save at sunset, whe n they glo w
pur ple and white of the distant snows.
ble-angled gate,
The way passes und er the walls by a great dou
founder of the city.
doubtless the wor k of Youssef Ben Tachfine,
! Did not the Moslem
Wh at volumes mig ht be wri tten abo ut gateways
d arch of the kasbah,
fugitives from Spain brin g wit h the m the sple ndi
niard could follow ?
and reb uild it, stone by stone, whe re no Spa
n-tiled roofs tell of
No w it guards the great enclosure, who se gree
forest of palms and
imperial state in emp ty mec hou ars, and who se
and there cypresses
olives stretches towards the mou ntai ns, wit h here
. Y es, Marrakesh
rising like black pillars above the green and grey
, full of the charm of
is a pleasant place in whi ch to dre am and idle
and the South. Even
Morocco wit h the add ed magic of the desert
and who can biarne
the excellent hotel is not out of the picture,
room with pretty
the enterprising spirits who have started a teaa cups, with milk, a
things for sale ? The re they serve tea in chin
goes on a journey.
strange lux ury that the infidel dem and s whe n he
the mint-scented
Ma rrak esh ignores suc h things. lt will offer you
El Fna, when the
tea of Morocco in the mar ket- squ are of Dja maa
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drum s beat at sunset and the crow d sways between jugglers
and
snake-charrners. Ther e you may sip the golden beverage,
and
watch lean men swallow impossible things in the sight of all,
while
the dancers turn and undulate and the story-tellers weave a chan
ting
spell over their audience.
Incidents these, gaily coloured pieces of the puzzle that grad
ually
find their places and are lost in the picture. I have said that of
every
drearn we may carry away sornething that cannot fade. Of Marr
akes h
three things live in my rnernory, a tower, a palace, and a
tornb,
different in all respects save in the tale they tell. And there is
sornething else, sornething that no longer exists, yet dorninates them
all
by the sheer force of its vanished splendour. Its place is last,
for it
is the true drearn of Marrakesh.
A few years before the Norm an Conquest, in 1059 to be exac
t,
the Saharan tribe of Alrnoravids crossed the Atlas and occu
pied
the city of Aghrnat, whose traces may still be seen at a short dista
nce
from Marrakesh. Fort une srniled upon the venture, but with grow
ing
power carne the desire for a new capital, coupled with that inevi
table
hatred of the work of their predecessors to whic h I have
already
referred in another chapter. Thu s it came about that Youssef
Ben
Tach fine founded Marr akes h in 1062. The prosperity of the
city
quickly increased, reaching its climax towards the end of the
twelfth
century, unde r the Alrnohade Sultans, when Abo u Youssef Yako
ub
El Man sour orde red the construction of the Kou toub ia mosque
with
its farnous tower, certainly the finest existing specimen of the Moo
rish
mmaret.
The reason why the slender minarets of the East failed
to
penetrate Wes tern Islam is not clear. Climate and the forrn
of
Euro pean buildings mus t certainly have influenced the desig
ns of
Moorish architects in Spain, and consequenùy in Morocco,
against
the lighter and newe r form, though that explanation could
hardly
S2
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apply to Tunisi a, where the square minar et already predominates.
Possibly the idea may have come from the interior of Africa,
where square, tower-like kasbahs were comm on. Detractors of
the form complain that it has an architectural monotony which
places it after the masterpieces of Cairo and Constantinople, but on
the other hand, its large surfaces are capable of receiving very effective decoration, and the favourite raised trellis- work pattern of
coloured tiles has the e:ffect of adding to its height. ln the older
minarets these coloured tiles were seldom employed, ornate windows
and galleries, surrou nded by scroll- work carved in the stone, taking
their place ; but the true secret of beauty lay in a graduai narrowing
of the edifice from base to summ it, which gave an appearance of
lightness and elegance in spite of very massive construction. The
Koutoubia dominates Marra kesh. Know ing no rival, its power is
unique. The mosqu e may have the same arcaded aisles, the same
courtyard, and the same grey-green roofs as its brethr en throughout the
land, but there is a certain kindliness about the tower, as if the winds
of the desert had softened its lines with their caresses, and begged
religion to be tolerant in the city of pleasure. So the cries of the snakecharmers and the beating of drums mingle with the rhythmic stamp
of the dancers' feet, and rise about the Kouto ubia in the evening air,
while the mueddin leans for a mome nt from his high balcony, listening to the call of the world below ere he chants the call to prayer.
Of the three identical towers built by Youssef Yakoub El Mansour
only the Kouto ubia remains to-day in its original perfection. The
tower of Hassa n at Rabat was never finished. As for the splendid
minaret of the great mosqu e of Seville, now the Giralda of the
Cathedral, one can only plead for extenuating circumstances in any
judgm ent passed upon it as a Moori sh monum ent. Additions and
restorations have completely changed its character, and make
comparison impossible.
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I used to gaze up at the Kouto ubia and wish that I could join the
priest and share with him the view over city and plain to the mountains that, cham eleon -like, change their colour every hour of the
day. Away beyon d gardens and walls, the green-roofed sanctuary
of Sidi Bel Abba s, Patro n Saint of Marrakesh, rises from the verdure.
They say that a colony of blind men lives round the shrine, a strange
band of faithful who feel the sanctity they cannot see, and wait
for the Saint to recom pense their faith. It may be so, but there
were blind men enoug h in the town, and I did not seek them
further.
A palace lives second in my memo ries of Marra kesh. How many
palaces have I already attempted to descr ibe? They seem legion.
Not being an imper ial residence, the Bahia has no green roofs
peeping from behin d high, battlemented walls. It is not even old,
having been built but twenty-five years ago for Ba Achm ed, Prime
Minister of the Sultan Abd El Aziz, and in its essentially mode rn
atmosphere one would hardly expect to find the romantic, far less
any lasting impre ssion of art. Y et for me the Bahia held both of these
things. I often wond er what Easte rn spell keeps me from tiring of
places that are often so much alike; what it is that gives charm to
each marbl e fountain, encha ntmen t to each garde n of cypresses and
palms. The spell must be very potent, for it lasts till a new paradise
ousts the old one. In the Bahia there are marbl e courts and gardens
galore, with deep arcades hiding shadowy rooms, contrasts in light
and darkness, toned and mello wed by the magic of the South. The
master of such a palace must surely have been a great artist ; and one
pictures the famous Vizir, dignified and somewhat weary, seeking
respite among poets and philosophers from the cares of State. But
Ba Achm ed is the greatest surpri se of the Bahia. Son of a negro and
a Jewess, a rare union, even in Morocco, he was fat and astonishingly ugly, but had inherited from his mothe r intelligence and
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cunning, and a certain artistic strain of whic h the Bahia is the
outcome.
Strange details were told me concerning this extraordinary man,
who ruled the young Sultan Abd El Aziz with a rod of iron, keeping
the whole government in his own hand s. Whe n the palace was only
partly finished he insisted upon living in it, eating and sleeping and
transacting business in one room , while work men mingled with
Ministers of State, and plaster show ered upon Caïds and Governors.
Neve r was so difficult a master as Ba Achm ed. He was old, and his
health was failing. He must have felt that time was short if he would
see the Bahia completed. Every orde r-an d sorne were passing
stran ge-w as scrupulously carried out, but nothing satisfied him,
and the game of setting up and pulli ng clown and adding and changing went on till one day he himself ended it by dying.
Ther e is an Oriental touch, wort hy of the Arabian Nights, about
the death of Ba Achm ed. Up to the last days of the Vizir's illness
the work men had continued their task of beautifying the courtyards
and high-ceilinged rooms. Masons chip ped; carpenters sawed;
mosaic workers filled the air with their tappi ng; and because the
work of painters and gilders and plaster-cutters was silent work,
they sang in the heat-scented afternoons the songs that make the
colours blend and the gold glitter and the arabesques throw out a
thousand branches. Ba Achm ed's doctors thought themselves very
wise, and order ed ali noise to cease while he slept. But the dying
man awoke, furious at the sudd en silence aroun d him. " They think
1 am already dead ," he cried. " Let them work, 1 say, till this
palace resembles Parad ise." So the masons chipped once more,
and the carpenters took up their saws, and every workman
work ed and sang, till amid the din he loved so well Ba Achmed
passed away.
For years the Bahia rema ined closed. Deat h had made a gap in
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its existence. Now it lives again as the Fren ch Residency, and in its
renaissance one scene amon g all others woul d have made the joy
of its creator. On a certain evening in Janua ry 1914 it becam e a true
palace of the Arabian Nights, with courts and gardens fantastically
illuminated by a thous and lanterns placed on the groun d in Moro ccan fashion. Thei r beam s of red and purpl e made great pools of
colour on the white marb le, and flashed on the ebony faces of the
soldiers stand ing motionless in the angles of the galleries. In this
fairyland Mars hal (th en Gene ral) Lyautey received the great Caïds
of Southern Morocco in solem n audience, and it woul d be hard
to imagine a finer setting for the display of native splen dour by the
chiefs, and of West ern strength as represented by the famous Mars hal
of France.* Who could have foretold in Janua ry 1914 the cataclysm
that was to burst upon the worl d seven months later ? Perha ps all
unwittingly the beauty of the Bahia played its part in the Great War,
and Ba Achm ed may have saved his country when he cried, " Let
them work l "
A tomb follows the palace. It is the most impressive mem ory of
ali, for besicles being a matchless work of art, it broug ht home to
me the fact that, however great our knowledge of Moor ish civilisation
in Euro pe may be, we are very ignorant of that same civilisation in
Morocco. The coun try is gradually losing its ' savage ' reputation
,
but few are the casual visitors who realise that it possesses a complicated history of changing dynasties, lean years and times of plenty,
plots and counter-plots, comedies and tragedies ; and that great
kings have reign ed over it, whos e story may even now be traced
in the monu ment s they built. At the time of my first journey to
Morocco I was as ignorant as most, and knew none of these things.
Even now my ignorance has not been totally dispelled, but a very
* The visit to Marrakesh of General Lyautey, in Januar y 1914, did much to assure for

France the loyalty, during the war, of the great southern Caïds.
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one
slight acquaintance with the country soon mad e apparent
and
impo rtant fact, namely, that, from the earliest Carthaginian
known
Rom an times clown to the present Sultans, Morocco has
man y masters.
e
Sorne came from afar, such as the Ome iad dynasty, whose sourc
Berber
of power and man date was Dam ascu s. Othe rs, such as the
their
and Toua reg rulers, refused bornage to any overlord, and
Arab
revoit was in reality as muc h against Islam as against their
of the
masters. Ali had their day of pow er, and the tangled branches
sultan
Moroccan tree of history spread dow nwar ds to the Alaouit
whose
of the present day, His Impe rial Majesty Mou ley Youssef,
after
ancestors mou nted the throne in 1650, that is to say, just a year
as the
the death of Charles I, and whose predecessors were known
Saadians.
r,
History proves that when ever new dynasties rose to powe
s, they
whet her by popu lar will or by the grace of tutelary deitie
those
strove by every mean s in their pow er to obliterate ali record of
who preceded them.
a
Born of fear and kept alive by hatred, their action embodied
but
sense of self-preservation whic h was at first a dire necessity,
ps
whic h in course of time lost muc h of its brutality, while perha
to any
increasing its mora l sting. The process was not confined
polis
particular country or race. On the barre n platform of Perse
ed
each fallen colu mn tells its tale of vengeance, even as the defac
ss
cartouches to be found on various Egyptian mon ume nts bear witne
of the
to the fears of man y a Phar aoh. Nor are examples wanting
after
later method. Louis XVI II of Fran ce, on his retur n from exile
and
the downfall of Napoleon, orde red ali men tion of Austerlitz
dated
Wag ram to be removed from the official his tory books, and
.'
his correspondence 'in the twenty-second year of Our Reign
ty,
It is not therefore surp risin g that in Morocco the Alaouit dynas
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following the Saadians, lost no opportunity of removing the visible
traces of their imme diate predecessors.
To this end they possessed means more far-reaching than any at
the Frenc h king's disposai. For whereas Louis, after the signature
of the treaty of Paris, would have caused a serious outbu rst of public
protest had he attempted to destroy one of the imper ial residences,
the Alaouit Sultan, as we shall see, was faced with no such difficulties. An Opposition Press was unkno wn in Morocco, and he could
act accordingly.
At Marra kesh the Saadians possessed a palace, a marvel of strength
and beauty worth y of their emperors. Beside it they had built themselves tombs, whose splen dour should bear witness for all time to
their earthly glory. There came a day when both palace and tombs
disappeared. Of the house of the living only a few vague foundations
remained, soon to be hidde n by the sand. As for the restingplace of the dead, thoug h religious scruples opposed its actual
destruction, they could not prevent it from being so built round
that its existence was soon forgotten, and the curtain descended on
the Saadian dynasty.
Thou gh the extermination had been too complete for any hope
of a return to power, a few memb ers of the ex-royal clan still remained. Being shereej, or descendants of the Proph et, they enjoyed
a certain reputation of sanctity, and their great poverty rende red
them powerless and resigned to their fate. They were therefore
spare d-and forgotten. Thus it came about that a faithful remna nt
of the fallen great continued to visit the tombs of their fathers.
Throu gh the mosq ue that had been built before its only entrance
they passed stealthily to the tiny piece of groun d that still was theirs,
to dig their modest graves near the imperial sepulchres. And every
Frida y a few Saadian wome n came to weep beside the broke n
columns.
T
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On a certain evening 1 was the guest of a great Caïd of Southern
Morocco, one of those grands seigneurs who still combine the feudal
power of a baron of King John with the delicate taste and artistic
ambition of Cosimo di Medici or Stanislas of Poland. lt was an
evil hour for the reigning house of Morocco. Sultans, too closely
related for safety, had succeeded each other on the throne of Fez,
and among the great vassals of the South there were sorne perhaps
who remembered that the Alaouits had not always reigned, and that
a day might come when they too would disappear. Be that as it
may, on the evening in question my host seemed strangely anxious
to discuss the former rulers of his land, those vanished sultans who
had so often sprung from the ranks of their powerful subjects. 1
would have sought the safer ground of art and literature, but he
always brought me back to the subject that was so clearly near his
heart.
" There was also," he insisted, " a line of Saadian emperors-"
And when 1 remained silent : " For you who love what is beautiful,
and who know the respect and reverence due to our Faith, 1 could
reveal the splendours of a glory that is gone. Time has spared them,
but now, without help, they must surely fall to ruin." There was a
long pause, and then, as if debating the gravity of the offer, he added,
" Will you look upon them, 0 my friend ? "
He rose, and 1 followed him into the darkness of the night, to see
what are now well known in ali Morocco as the Saadian tombs.
At that time the only entrance was by a narrow doorway leading
from the adjoining mosque, and therefore for a Christian its passage
was an undertaking of no small difficulty. F ortunately for me, my
guide was a very great Moroccan chief indeed, one of the few for
whom even religious laws may sometimes be modified, and with
him 1 was able to enter the mosque unobserved and pass through
the doorway that led into the unknown. After a series of narrow
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passages, so clark that one lost ali sense of distance and
direction, we
emerged in an enclosure, open to the sky and overgrow
n with nettles
and weeds, thro ugh whi ch peep ed out the whit e mar
ble of tom bstones. Beyond, two koubbas or chapels rose pale and
ghostlike in
the darkness, and it was there, beneath these roofs that
seemed so
strangely Flor entin e, that the last resting-place of a vani
shed dynasty
was revealed to me.
At first the sobe r sple ndeu r of this tom b, certainly the mos
t mag nificent in Morocco, struc k me dum b with admiration.
Later, one
could realise the mass of detail that gradually appeared like
the image
of a photographie plat e-th e perfection of the dornes ; the
won drou s
cedarwood ceilings with their deep honeycombed carv
ing, ali gilt
like the cover of sorne ancient Kor an ; the colouring of
the mosaic ;
and, above ali, the grace of the twelve mar ble colu mns
whose bases
the pious kisses of the faithful had polished. But in that
first mom ent
it was only the faultless majesty of the whole that touched
my senses.
As I stood half -stun ned by the suddenness of this
revelation of
beauty, the Caïd cam e forward, and taking my hand, led
me among
the tombstones to the farther end of the weed-covered
space, whe re
a high battlemented wall separated it from the oute r wor
ld.
" Beyond that wall ," he said, " stood the Badiya pala
ce of the
Saadian emp eror s. It was destroyed by the Alaouit sulta
ns. Noth ing
rem ains .''
Al Bad iya! To anyone who knew the history of the grea
t days of
Marrakesh, these wor ds, mea ning in Arab ie ' The
W onderful,'
evoked something fabulous that had been, but now lived
only in
legend, something of whi ch very old men loved to tell
in the cool
evening hours, and add at each telling to the list of its marv
els. Was
it only the drea m of Mar rake sh ? Had anyone ever reall
y set eyes
upon it ? 1 had noticed the traces of massive foundatio a
s som ewh ere
beyond this very wall, of rectangular spaces filled in with
earth and
T2
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sand which seemed to show that once sorne great building had stood
there ; and by sorne strange chance a single giant palm still lived
where ali other life had disappeared, wavin g its tattered leaves as
if in mourn ing for the hidden ruins. W as this the site of that
Saadian palace, that maze of courts and fountains, with its countless
columns and its rooms that equalled in numb er the days of the solar
year?
I looked at the Caïd and he, divining my thoughts, inclined his
head in dignified assent. Then I remem bered having seen in many
parts of the country, but especially at Mequi nez, columns of ltalian
marble and classic form, whose origin had greatly puzzled me, and
1 understood at last that in this very waste- land lay the answer to
the riddle.
Not even the quarries of Carrar a had been too distant for the Master
of Marrakesh. At his comm and they had added their snow-white
marble to the glories of an imperi al Court. Distance had meant
nothing, labour had been of no account. Even Italy had paid the
tribute of her art. At once the name of the man who had clone these
things flashed throug h my mind, towering above ail others of his
race like the cypress above the fruit trees of the orchard ; Abou
Achm ed El Manso ur the Saadian, known to his tory as ' Bd Dehhi'
or' the Golde n,' lord of ali Morocco, conqu eror of Touat and Gourara,
whose armies had march ed victorious throug h the Sahara and
entered Timbu ktu, carrying the frontiers of his empire to the Niger,
and to whose will even the turbul ent population of Fez had at last
surrendered. He it was who had come in triump h to Marrakesh
to build the Badiya palace.
If one can believe the historian El Oufran i, * it was ' the most
splendid edifice existing in any Mosle m country, surpassing in
*Histoire de la dynastie Saadienne au Maroc de I5II à I67o, par El Oufrani, traduite
par
Fagnau. (Paris, I889.)
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beauty the marvels of Cordova,' weil worthy of the flattering verses
inscribed on its principal pavilion, the Khamsiniya* whose stately
column s rose to a height of no less than fifty feet from the ground.
' In this monum ent,' ran the inscription, ' the signs of beauty are
truly manifest, and exercise their fascination even as the pupil of a
beautiful eye ; and within this realm of beauty lives the guide of ali
peoples of the earth, be they far or near.' How easily the half-forgotten legends, stored away in the dustiest corners of my memor y,
seemed to awake and rebuild the dwelling of that' Golden ' empero r,
the monum ent to his power that was to have been eternal. In the
flickering light of the lanterns held by the Card's black slaves, the
vanished palace seemed to grow out of the darkness, and take its
place beside the tombs that had outlived it. Once more the great
koubbas and pavilions reared their high roofs against the violet sky,
filling the mysterious African night with the glitter of gilded ceilings
and the pale gleam of marble columns, tall and gracefu llike those of
the tombs around me, and like them, ranged in groups of three.
Between the pavilions, each of which was almost a palace in itself,
stretched long white pergolas, their arches mirrore d in the water;
and across the marble -rimme d pools ran raised pathways of mosaic,
making the buildings above them seem like a resplendent mirage
hovering between earth and sky.
W e are told that when the Badiya was finished in every detail,
El Mansou r prepare d a feast of great splendo ur to which ali the great
chiefs of the country were invited. Dishes of rare delicacy and endless
variety were served, and every guest received a rich present. Never
had such magnificence been known. Now, among the crowd was
a certain half-witted shepher d whose mental deficiency had gained
him a reputation of holiness. "Tell me, 0 my friend," asked El
Mansou r jokingly, "what thinkest thou of this great palace ?"
* Khamsin, in Arabie, fifty.
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" I think ," replied the shepherd, " that when it is destroyed
it will
form a great rubb ish heap ." Thu s did the Saadian emperor
learn
the strange destiny that was to blot out for ever his palace and
his
race, with ali their splendour and pow er. The palace did
indeed
survive the dynasty, but not for long. Mou ley Ismaïl, the
most
powerful sovereign of the succeeding Alaouits, hated its streng
th
and its beauty, and saw in its vast proportions the eternal remin
der
of a reign as great as, if not greater than, his. Its creator was
gone,
but his work rema ined ; menacing, reproachful, insistent. Not
that
Mouley Isma ïl had failed to show himself a great builder.
At his
com man d the Cyclopean palaces and kasbahs of Mequinez
had
risen out of the earth. He had created lakes and terraces and garde
ns
that even Louis XIV migh t have envied, and whic h actually
came
to be know n as the 'Ver saill es of Mor occo .' But perhaps
he felt
that, in spite of ali these things, no work of his could hope
for the
perfection achieved by El Manso ur, and that the fame of Marr
akesh
wou ld outlive that of Mequinez. The fact rema ins that, in the
year
1119 of the Regi ra (A.D . 1710), Mou lcy Isma ïl ordered the
complete and utter destruction of the Badiya palace.
The order was carried out to the letter, each building being
systematically destroyed until not one stone was left standing
upon
another. Inestimable treasures of art were mutilated and dispe
rsed,
and whe n ali was finished there rema ined only great moun
ds,
uncultivated and forlorn, a meeting-place of jackals, a haunt of
grey
owls that fly before the moo n-th e 'rub bish heap 'of the proph
ecy.
Long before the vengeance of Mou ley Ismaïl, the seed of destru
ction had been sown with in the Badiya's halls and courtyards
. lts
beauty was too brilliant to be lasting, too wonderful to be augh
t but
fragile, and with the dea th of El Manso ur, the ' Light of the Mosl
em
W orld, ' whose splendours surpassed even those of Damascus
, had
already begu n to :flicker and grow feeble.
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The scene is set and the last act of the dram a begins. In the gath
ering darkness the palace stands, gaunt and tragic, a dying
flame
roun d whic h a few faithful clans still rally, while El Man
sour 's
immediate successor strives to defend his tottering throne
against
the attacks of his brothers. Behi nd the high, rose-coloured
walls
terror reigns supreme. Trea son and murd er stalk hand in
hand
throu gh the gardens and beneath the colonnades, till one day
clark
stains appear on the floor of an inne r chamber. Abd El Male
k is
assassinated, and then El Oualid, and Achm ed El Abbas,
last
Sultan of his race. The fountains of the Badiya run with the
blood
of its rulers, and with the last red drops in the marb le basin
s their
trickle ceases for ever. It is the end of the Saadian dynasty.
Although the fall of the Saadians was in itself an event of pure
ly
Moroccan interest, the tragedies accompanying it bear a strik
ing
similarity to certain episodes in contemporary Euro pean histo
ry,
and are therefore of wide r interest than would at first sight
appear.
Not alone in Marr akes h did murder and treason daim their
victims
amo ng the great. The Badiya was but one of the man y stage
s upon
whic h, almost at the same hour , the great dram a of the Rena
issance
was being acted in tumu lt and in trium ph. From Italy its fame
had
sprea d through Europe, wher e its actors had appealed, not alone
to
princely patrons of the Arts, but to the people, rousing them
from
the slum ber of medirevalism to the reality of a revival in whic
h they
too had a part to play. No barri er could stay its progress, and
with
the last Moslems to be driven from Spain by its Christian kings
, the
turmoil of revolution and roma nce flowed into Africa, carrying
with
it what was no longer a thirst for refinement and elegance,
but a
violence of action and thought, eager for fresh conquests.
As in
Fran ce the Hou se of Valois had perished in the ruins of the
old
order, with Charles IX a fleeting shadow in the glow of mass
acre,
and Hen ri III falling beneath an assassin's dagger, both victi
ms of
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that Renaissance which had made their mother an orphan and then
brough t her to France ; and as in Englan d the scaffolds of Fotheringay
and Whiteh all had marked , each in its turn, the downfall of a luckless race; so, with the destruction of the Badiya palace, did a Moroccan dynasty and its emperors vanish for ever beneath the sands of
the desert.
The Badiya was completed in 1594 and destroyed in 1711. It
existed for exactly one hundre d and seventeen years, and by a curious
coïncidence one hundre d and seventeen is the total numerical value
of the Arabie letters composing its name. * The Arab saying that
' Life, Eternity, and Power belong to God alone ' may weil stand
as its epitaph.
*Al Bad(iy)a, 'The Wonderful.' Numerical values : A= I, L = 30, B =2, D =4, (IY) or
Y= 10, the guttural terminal" ain " (which I am obliged to give as anA sound) -Jo-total =II7.
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impression of ruin ; of colour too, and beauty, and
movem ent ; but above ali and over ali of ruin, endless
and overwhelming, forcing one to wonde r and question
and wonde r again, unsatisfied. ln Mequi nez the past
submerges the present, and though the town of to-day is decidedly
picturesque, each bastion is but a remind er of vanished glories,
each gateway a page of history. Nor is its interest localised in the
remna nt of one particular palace or fortress. The country for miles
outside is a ruin, the vast enclosed spaces mergin g so gradually
in the untouc hed land that one cannot tell their beginning or their
ending.
From a distance, Mequi nez has the appearance of a city of palaces,
resting upon deep foundations of reddis h brown , with tali, square
minarets toned to their surrou ndings by the lattice- work of coloured
tiles that covers them. As one approaches, the mirage fades, and it
is only the warm colour of the walis and gateways, with their
superb designs in mosaic of softest blues and greens, that gives charm
and majesty to what are but ruins crumb ling in the sun. The town
stands on the ridge of a smali hill, along whose northe rn flank a
modes t stream flows through gardens and orchards dotted with
pavilions and white, cube-l ike houses. On the north are the barracks
and other buildings of a great moder n camp. To the south stretches
u
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the undulating plain, infinitely vast, infinitely sad, that holds the
vanished glory of Mequinez.
One of those tiny bouses in the gardens sheltered me for a few of
the many days 1 passed in Morocco. It was a retreat well hidden
among fig-trees and poplars. ln front, a small open space seemed to
invite the aljresco evening meal and its accom panim ent of tea-making,
at which, since my experience at Moule y Idris, 1 had become an
expert. The stream ran close behind the house, in a deep and narrow
bed, gathering force and swiftness for the mill-w heel that creaked
and groaned a little farther clown the valley. Beyond the stream the
ramparts, with their waving robe of many- colour ed wild flowers,
rose to the jumble d terraces of the town; but to go there one had to
make a long detour throug h gardens and waste land, crossing the
stream by a low, stone bridge, and passing up the hill to the labyrinth
of red bastions and empty spaces that is Mequi nez. After the tortuous
lanes of Fez the streets seemed broad and straight, and the mosques
with their immen se minarets stood majestic and lonely against the
endless walls that face them on cvery side. Oh, these walls of
Mequinez ! One must distort a famous phrase, and say ' les murs
derrière lesquels il s'est passée quelquechose,' in order adequately
to describe their sinister perspective. What did happen behind
them ? What lies on their farther side ? At the top of the hill the way
broadens into a vast deserted esplanade. On the right the town
slopes downwards towards the valley. On the left the sheer, blank
wall, fifty feet high at least, stretches away in the distance. But it is
not really blank. Hidde n behind an out-jutting bastion of the kasbah,
and invisible till one is within a stone's throw of it, is a gateway so
gigantic and so imposing that one stands amazed. Between two
great marble columns its arch looms black against the sunlight, like
a mouth of Hades waiting to engulf the unwary, or a fantastic jewel
enshrined in a frame of glittering mosaic.
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It is Bab Mansour El Aleuj, the most beautiful of the nine gates
which once led to the imperial fortress and palace. Mansour was a
renegade Christian, but whether he built the gate, or why it should
be named after him, I do not know. Besicles its visible splendour
Bab Mansour has a strange and invisible power. Only at a certain
point can the light of day be seen on the other side of its doubleangled vault, and if one looks long enough from the magic spot,
not only do the grass-grown courtyards and crumbling towers of
the kasbah rise from the surrounding darkness, but also a clear
though distant vista of time, a vision of history, like sorne old miniature in a black frame-the secret behind the walls.
The word Mequinez is the Spanish form of the Arabie Miknasa,
the name of the Berber tribe which inhabited the region in the early
days of Morocco. The geographer Edrissi, writing in A.D. 1100,
calls the place Takarart, an ordinary citadel from which a village
had gradually developed. From that time its importance steadily
increased, and the next record gives the foundation of the palace in
1634, towards the end of the Saadian dynasty. Sultans then began
to use it as a residence, but the greatest days of Mequinez were still
to come, and it was left to Mouley Ismaïl to make it his capital and
to crown its glories with the brilliance of his reign and the vastness
of his constructions. W e have already made the acquaintance of
this Sultan in the preceding chapter, a fleeting acquaintance, where
he appears more as the vengeful successor to a luckless race than the
great ruler of a country at the zenith of its power. It is, perhaps, an
unjust picture, for after ali, the destruction of the Badiya palace was
merely an episode typical of the times, and necessary from Mouley
Ismaïl's point of view. Third Sultan of the Alaouit dynasty, which
still rules Morocco, he mounted the throne in 1672, and died in
1727 after a reign of fifty-:five years, in itself something of an achievement, considering the dangers against which he had to contend. At
U2
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the outset the chief trouble came, in a manner typical of most royal
families of the time, from his own relatives, in this case a brother and
a nephew, who revolted against his power. ln addition, a certain
Spanish Moor named Ghilan had overrun a great part of Northern
Morocco at the head of a strong band of Turks, and it was only after
crushing these rebels that the Sultan could turn his attention to the
affairs of his country. Mouley lsmaïl had a great dislike of Fez,
whose inhabitants were famous for their turbulence. It was in Fez
that Ghilan had been finally surround ed and killed, and in consequence a heavy fine had been imposed upon the town. So the
hatred was mutual, and the fact that during his long reign not a single
monume nt was constructed at Fez in his name is eloquent of the
Sultan's attitude towards the city.* Of Marrake sh with its Badiya
and its memories of Saadian grandeur there could be no question
as a place of imperial residence, while at Rabat on the Atlantic
coast the risk of foreign attack was too great. No other town of
importance existed, and therefore, for a time, Mequinez became
the capital of Morocco.
Little can the builders of the fust palace and citadel have dreamed
of the colossal additions, the courtyards and gardens and lakes,
surround ed by endless walls and monume ntal gateways, that were
to become famous as the ' V ers ailles of Mo rocco.' Besicles the
description of native contemporary writers, an English traveller,
John Windus, in his Journey to Mequinez, published in 1721,
gives an interesting account of the palace, a few years before the
death of Mouley Ismaïl. According to him, it was ' about four miles
in circumference, the whole building exceeding massy and the
walls in every part very thick, the outer one about a mile long
and twenty-five feet thick. The interior is composed of oblong
* A few years before his death he enlarged the Zaou.ia of M:ouley Idris at Fez, but this cannot
be counted as a new construction .
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courtyards surro unde d by buildings and arcades. Thes e build
ings
are more or less square, with pyramidal roofs orna men ted with
green
glazed tiles outside, and inside with richly carved and painted
woo dwork .' Of ali these things muc h remains to-day. The walls are
still
there, secure in their twenty-five feet of thickness for man y centu
ries
to come. The pyra mida l roofs, with their green glazed tiles,
still
cover great buildings in the weed -gro wn courtyards, and
to both
walls and roofs time has adde d a wealth of flowers, white and
yellow
anemones, with here and there bunches of pink poppies, that
seem
to spring from every crevice, and hang like garlands from the
batdements. Such is the old Dar El Mak hzen of Mequinez, half
palace,
half fortress, a city with in a city. Wha t of its imperial mas ter? Mou
ley
Isma ïl is certainly a great figure in Moroccan history, and
his life
forms one of its brilliant pages. In the Alaouit dynasty he
holds a
place, if one may judge by the work he accomplished, no less impo
rtant than that of El Man sour amo ng the Saadians. Fear ed and
hated
in the early part of his long reign, he ende d it, unlike his contempo
rary
Louis XIV , in an apotheosis of popularity, caused principally
by his
success in driving the foreigners from the various coast town
s they
had occupied. The evacuation of Tang ier by the English
was a
special cause of joy to the Moslems. It was considered as Mou
ley
Isma ïl's greatest victory, in whic h the imperial forces were
repre sented as having driven us to our ships, an entirely fictitious
story
that served its purp ose none the less. Prob ably few people are
aware
that for twenty-two years Tang ier was a British possession.
It was
an interesting episode. Previous to 1662 the port had belon
ged
successively to Spain and to Portugal, but on the marriage
of
Catherine of Braganza to Charles II, it came to Engl and as
part
of her dowry, whic h, by the way, also included Bombay. Duri
ng
the following years the fort and mole were completed, and
man y
other work s undertaken. A garr ison -the 2nd Quee n's
Royal
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Regiment*-w as sent there and remained till 1684, when parliament decided to abandon the city and port to the Moors. Now,
in most books of reference the abandonment of Tangier is stated
to have been due to the great expense it involved, but as a matter
of fact, money was only a secondary reason for the action of the
House of Commons. The place had always been a source of
trouble. To begin with, its appearance in Queen Catherine's dowry
is explained by the fact that the Portuguese were heartily tired of
its cost, especially as they had very few ships passing through the
Straits of Gibraltar. Therefore it came to England, and during
twenty-two years considerable sums were laid out upon its upkeep.
ln the end, Parliament certainly refused to sanction further supplies,
but for the reason that the money voted was not used in the manner
intended. ln 1729 Captain Braithwaite writes from Tangier that
'What made the Parliament at last tired of it was because the
money they gave was frequently misapplied. 1 do not believe the
English would ever have parted with that place in any but in such
another Reign as was that of King Charles II, after such a vast
expense upon it.'
What then had King Charles II been doing ? 1 have before me
the address of the House of Commons to His Majesty, in answer
to His Majesty's message relating to Tangier, presented upon
Monday, 29th November, 1680, a document which gives a pretty
clear answer to the question. The King's message says,' His Majesty
did desire the Advice and Assistance of His Parliament, in relation
to Tangier. The condition and Importance of the Place obliges
His Majesty to put this House in mind again that he relies upon
them for the support of it, without which it cannot be much longer
Preserved.'
The reply is direct and to the point. ' The Commons m
* The History of the Second Queen's Royal Regiment, vol. i. By J. Davis, London, r887 .
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Parlia ment assembled, having taken into consideration Your Majesties late Message relating to Tangier, cannot but account the present
condition of it, as your Majesty is pleased to represent it in Your
said Message (after so vast a Treas ure expended to make it useful),
not only as one Infelicity more added to the affiicted Estate of your
Majesties faithful and Loyal Subjects, but as one result also of the
same Councels and Designs which have broug ht your Majesties
Person, Crow n, and Kingd oms into those great and immi nent
Dangers, with which at this day they are surrou nded ; and we are
the less surprised to hear of the Exigencies of Tangi er, when we
remem ber that since it becam e part of Your Majesties Dominions,
it hath severa! times been under the comm and of Popis h Governors
(particularly for sorne time under the Comm and of a Lord Impeached, and now a Prison er in the Towe r for the Execrable and
Horri d Popis h Plot), * that the Supplies sent thither have been in
great part made up of Popis h Officers and Soldiers, and that the
Irish Papists amongst the Soldiers of that Garri son have been the
Persons most Coun tenan ced and Encouraged.'
So the Popis h plot was at the bottom of the matter. The last paragraph of the address seems determined to leave no doubt in the
King' s mind as to the attitude of his faithful Comm ons, 'that while
we shall give a supply to Tangi er, we may be assured we do not
augment the strength of our Popis h Adversaries, nor increase our
own Dangers.' Of course this passage at arms took place three years
before the actual evacuation, but it is none the less significant for
that. One thing we need not regret. Mouley Ismaï l remai ned ignorant
of the true reason of our departure. Had he know n that religious
differences among the infidels had caused his most cherished seaport to be abandoned by them, the victory of Islam would have been
magnified a thousandfold in his estimation.
• Lord Shaftesbury.
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As my ship passed out towards the last red glimmer beyond Cap
Sparte!, leaving Tangier behind in the purple haze of night, I had
often thought of these things, and wondered, if there had been no
Popish plot, and if Mouley Ismaïl had never driven us to our shipsIF in capital letters, as Lord Dunsany would put it-what would
Tangier have been like to-day. That question no man may answer,
and we must be content with Tangier as it is, a crowning paradox
in the land of paradox. What other word can describe a place where
two ex-Sultans live on terms of friendship, where people were
(no longer are, alas !) kidnapped one day and ransomed the next,
where a man goes to sleep a brigand and wakes up Pacha of the city,
and where even diplomats may remain in peace, provided they never
agree on any question ? Such things sound like tales from Arabian
Nights, but until quite lately they were the daily bread of Tangier.
For the moment the place is very mu ch in the public eye. Its proximity
to the seat of war in Spanish Morocco is the cause of much anxiety
to the European powers concerned. Complications of the most
undesirable nature may arise, as they have arisen so often in the
past, at the very moment when the future looks its rosiest. In that
respect i have little hope of Tangier. It is too habituai an offender
ever to be reformed. There is an evil spirit in it, and the shade of
the old Sultan at Mequinez may stilllaugh last in the matter.
Mouley Ismaïl died on the 22nd March, 1727, at the age of
eighty. One can imagine the wave of fear, of exultation, and perhapswho knows-of sorrow, that spread like wild-fire through the vast
palace when the news became known. According to popular belief,
the Sultan possessed a hareem rivalling that of Solomon, and had
528 sons and an equal number of daughters. What wailing must
have risen from the tribe of mothers ! What beating of breasts and
throwing of dust upon dishevelled heads ! What symphony of woe
from the mouths of the thousand and fifty-six imperial offspring 1
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If there were any real sorrow, it came from these high
-walled
courtyards, for on the death of the sovereign the fate of
the inmates
of his hareem was often no enviable one. For them the
past held
everything, the future nothing. Not only wou ld othe
r wom en
supplant them, but the new rule r mig ht choose another
residence,
leaving them hidd en and forgotten behi nd the abandone
d palace
walls, fortunate if they did not starve. On the othe r hand
there were
man y people to who m the death of Mouley Isma ïl mus t have
brou ght
a ray of hope. 1 mean the thousands of Christian captives
, employed
upon the immense constructions of every description whi
ch he had
never ceased to undertake. Of the hard lives of these men
the walls
and towers of Mequinez are eloquent, especially as Mos
lem hatred
of the infidel was then at its height, and the buil ding
man ia of an
imperial master had to be hum oure d. lt may have been
his employmen t of these captives that gained for Mouley Isma ïl the
reputation
of cruelty so often quoted against him , though he was
probably no
mor e cruel than any other rule r of his time, either in
Africa or in
Europe. One is inclined to forget that wha t reads to-day
like sheer
barbarity was looked upo n in the eighteenth century
as a quite
normal state of affairs.
The case of the Christian captives was certainly bad, but
not nearly
so bad as represented, and always better than that of the
renegadoes,
as the Christians who became Moh amm edan s were calle
d. The y
were despised and distrusted by the Moors, and were
rarely able
to earn a living unless they joined the Emp eror 's army. The
captives,
on the other hand, possessed a kind of internai governm
ent of their
own, with certain rights and prerogatives whic h seem to
have been
respected. Tho ugh the Emp eror kept mos t of them at wor
k on his
buildings, the labour was no greater than that of a wor
kma n in
Europe. Sorne were actually perm itted to keep taverns for
their own
countrymen, and ali received a daily allowance of bread.
Masters of
w
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ships were never obliged to work, and apparently a small bribe to
the alcaide, or governor-who was always a Christian-was sufficient
to secure a day off for anyone. The special building, known as the
canute, that housed the captives, was infinitely better than our
comn1on prisons of that time. In it each nation had its distinct
apartments, and the governor a specially comfortable one. There
was even a market for ali kinds of provisions. According to Captain
Braithwaite's diary, to which I owe these details, sorne captives
became quite wealthy, keeping their own mules and servants.
' Y et,' he conclu des, ' this is called insupportable slavery among
the Moors. But we founn it, like many other things in the country,
strangely misrepresented. No doubt there have been examples
of the Emperor's barbarity and cruelty, but often the captives
themselves gave occasion for it. I am not willing to entertain
the least good opinion of the Moors, but yet what is Truth is
Truth.'
It is comforting to find that there has been exaggeration of the
hardships of those days. Nobody could accuse the above-mentioned
traveller of prejudice in favour of the Moors. In many cases his
judgments are merciless, but as he remarks, Truth is Truth, and
the truth about Mouley Ismaïl was bad enough to allow of an
occasional word in his favour. At the same time, it is significant
that in 1729, two years after the Emperor's death, there were only
two English captives found at Mequinez.
How Mr. Russel, envoy of George II to Achmed Ed Dehbi,
Mouley Ismaïl's successor, worked for the release, not only of the
British, but also of foreigners, is simply and dramatically told in
the same volume. At the time of his visit there remained alive in
Mequinez, besicles the two Englishmen, four J ews, two Dutchmen
with their wives and four children, and two Portuguese. It is
impossible here to give an account of the delays, intrigues, and
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bribes which accompanied the negociations, but eventuall
y Mr.
Russel succeeded in freeing all except the Dutc h. Thei r case
was
curious. 'The Emp eror dem ande d a prodigious Rans om for
them
to satisfy the J ews that had boug ht them. . . . I do not know
a
more moving Spectacle than that of the Dutc h people. Thes
e poor
Creatures had depended upon their Libe rty ever since we came
into
the Country, and their Joy was the more increased whe n they
bear d
that Money had actually been taken for them ; yet in the mids
t of
all these Assurances they were left behi nd.' Wha t seems incre
dible
is that the Jews should have boug ht Chri s tians, but su ch
to all
intents and purposes was the case. A J ew nam ed Ben Zeki
had
supplied the Emp eror with pow der and arms from Cadi z,
and in
payment had been given pow er to dispose of the Dutc h capti
ves
to the num ber of eighty-six. Accordingly, Ben Zeki had proc
ured
credential letters for his broth er and another J ew to go to Holl
and
as ambassadors from the Emp eror to treat for the rans om
of the
Dutch, and they hope d to be considerable gainers by this ncgo
tiation ! As only eight Dutc h, including child ren, rema
ined in
Mequinez on the arrivai of Mr. Russ el one mus t conclude that
the
Brothers Zeki & Co. had inde ed been successful in their diplo
matie
career. Thei r unwillingness to let the remn ant go for noth
ing is
comprehensible, for after all, business was business, even
in a
question of captives at the Cou rt of Mouley Isma ïl.
As regards the vast extent of the kasbah and palace of Mequine
z,
one must reme mbe r the size of the population they shelt
ered.
Besicles the Emp eror and his household there were the mini
sters
and their servants, the hareem, the eunuchs, the negro guar
ds,
the priests, slaves of every description, and hang ers-o n by hund
reds .
No wonder that poor Mr. Russ el was nearly suffocated in the
crow d
on his way to an audience. But there was also a hur.1.1.orous
touch
about that adventure. After bribi ng the officiais at each succe
ssive
W2
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door and gateway, there came an unaccountably long wait in the
royal antechamber. lt turned out that a very important personage had
been forgotten, namely, 'a great fat mulatto Court Lady of about 50,
of great authority, who acted as a sort of Gentlewoman-Usher to
his drunken Majesty (the Sultan was hardly ever sober), no one
having admittance to him but through her means.' That apparently
was the last straw, and one can understand the ambassador when
he says that ' neither Treaties, Bribes, Oaths, Promises, or anything
else can be depended upon. . . . 1 cannot tell which are the worst
set of People at this Court, wh ether J ews, Renegades, Chris tians,
N egroes, or Moors ; but 1 verily think, if there is any Difference, or
that one is better than another, it is on the side of the Moors,' an
uncomplimentary judgment, but no doubt a true one.
It is hard to tear oneself away from Bab Mansour and the magic
of its past, but there is so much to see in Mequinez-the souks,
the mellah and the famous Aguedal of Mouley Ismaïl, the existence
of which among all these ruins seems more and more improbable.
Even the faithful Ibrahim fails to convince me, though he keeps
repeating " Al Aguedal ! Al Aguedal ! " like an incantation, and
points along the endless line of walls that John Windus called
'massy and very thick.' After Fez, the souks of Mequinez seem
small and empty. The sensation of ruin penetrates even to the
covered alleys that seek vainly to bide an all-pervading indifference
beneath their false air of animation. Nobody seems in the least
anxious to sell anything, and the merchants sit in the darkest corners
of their cupboard-like shops with the immobility and disdain of
surfeited spiders, to whom the inquisitive :fly is no longer an attraction. 1 often wonder what is passing through the mind hidden under
such an impassive exterior, during the long hours when there is
nothing to break its reverie. Is it the picture of a tiny bouse, huddled
against the towering wall of Mouley Ismaïl, where the merchant's
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pearl beyon d priee awaits her lord's return ? Or the thought that it
is better to sleep now, for the ' brightest star in heave n' is old and
garrulous, and the night will not be peaceful ? Do the merits of an
ancient carpet :fill the brain of sorne Hassa n of Mequinez, as he
contemplates the pile of worthless goods beneath which it is
cunningly hidden ? Mosle m brains are as tightly closed to the infidel
as the gates of Moham med's paradise, but 1 think that most likely
it is the picture of a garden that rises like a mirage on the wall of the
shop, a simple garden clown in the valley, where the merch ant
will pass the cool evening hours after the shutters have been secured
with their heavy bolts and padlocks, a garden of roses and sweetscented oleanders, with wild geraniums mirror ed red in the flowing
water, and tall, black cypresses standing like sentinels against the
orange sky.
Day dreams of the souk 1 Alas that the infidel should come to
dispel them, and remin d the dreamers that they have goods to sell!
Gradually, strange treasures make their furtive appea ranceburnous of fine white wool ; worke d leather bindings for Koran s
and other religious books, like those in the street of the bookbinders
at Fez, though not so beauti ful; buckles and stirrups, inlaid with
silver and gold, that remin d one of Damas cus ; earthenware
incense- burner s of intricate design. Farthe r on is the street of the
silversmiths and jewellers, full of quaint and unexpected things heavy bracelets for wrists and ankles, centuries old perhaps, with
their hidden tales of love and jealousy that we shall never know ;
chased silver holders for Koran s, rubbed and polished by generations of pious hands ; pierce d-wor k buckles to fasten the hantouz,
or girdle, of the wome n ; botties with long, thin necks for sprinkling
scent. The same things as in Tunis or Cairo one might say, but one
would be wrong. As yet no imitators from Birmin gham or Germa ny
have found their way to the squalid half-empty tunnels that are
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mom ent the
the souks of Mequinez. Tha t will come, but for the
of the silverwor k that lies scattered upon the wor m-e aten shelves
smiths is the wor k of Morocco.
has come
" Al Aguedal," mur mur s a voice in my ear. Ibra him
as if in an
to rem ind me, and 1 pass on towards the unk now n
souk, and
enchantment. A mosque rears its high walls beside the
mysterious
through its gate there is a glimpse of pillars and arches in
h quarter,
perspective. Another gateway opens on the mellah, or Jewis
ld outside is
a wor ld as animated and crow ded as the Ara b wor
long black
empty and silent. The men , dressed in skull-caps and
ness typical
gowns always too tight for them , carr y the air of busi
ringlets,
of their race, and their waxlike faces, fram ed by straggling
women go
seem even longer than those of the Jew s of Fez. The
ur than the
unveiled, and are often handsome, with a healthier colo
end. Strange
men ; and of children and smells and filth ther e is no
and always
places these ghettoes of Morocco, always teem ing with life
e of a people
clinging to the walls of sorne imp eria l palace, the hom
rs that they
hated and yet protected, a thor n in the side of the rule
clare not pluc k out.
is impera" Al Aguedal ! " Above the noise of the mellah the call
playground
tive, the call of those famous gardens that were once the
walls from
of an emp eror . The way still follows the inte rmin able
spaces, past
whic h there is no escape, thro ugh imm ense open
other walls,
wall ed-u p gateways, flower-grown courtyards, and yet
waving
enclosing buildings whose green-tiled roofs, with their
battleme1ts.
crow n of weeds and grasses, are just visible above the
time counts
The n suddenly, like every climax in this land whe re
ond it is a
not, a gateway, open this time, appears in the wall. Bey
nd gateway
sort of enclosed meadow, and at its farther end a seco
an Mouley
leads to the strangest ruins of ali, the stables of the Sult
Ismaïl.
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Row upon row of massive arches, thick with wild poppies
and anemones, stretch infinitely far in parallel aisles. How far ?
1 wonder. To calculate distance wher e everything is colossal
seems almost an impertinence. The people of Mequ inez say that
the length of the building is a quart er of a mile, and even more
when their enthusiasm is aroused. lts arches are roofless, and
look as if they had never been covered in. Did the Sultan die before
they were finished ? Or did his love of building make him leave
them for something still more enormous that was never to be
realised ? Ibrah im assures me that they could hold a thousand
horses, and that the Sultan had a carved and gilded room at one
end, where he woul d come and smok e his pipe and watch his
cavalry. Anywhere else the stables of Mouley lsma ïl woul d rank
as a ruin of importance. Here they are but a detail, a piece of the
puzzle, an item on the bewildering progr amm e. After the stables
1 am to see the gardens. Ibrah im announces with decision that
the great mom ent has arrived, but still 1 doub t him. Wha t gardens
can there be amon g this desolation ? Y et, for the build er of the
stables and the kasbahs and the walls, who had 2,500 Christian
captives and 3,000 criminals to carry out his comm ands, a mere
garden would be easy anywhere. Beneath a last gateway lbrahin1
awaits me. 1 join him, and gaze at last upon the Aguedal. Oh, land
of paradox l If this be his garden, then Moul ey lsma ïl must have
needed ali Morocco for his park. lt is the very desolation of distance,
an almost treeless prairie, rolling away in waves of flower-strewn
grass to the inexorable walls that twist like a red serpe nt on the
horizon. Not a hu man being in sight. The only signs of life are
sorne horses moving lazily throu gh the high grass. 1 had been told
of herds of ostriches, but none are visible. Perha ps they are miles
away in sorne other part of the ' garde n.'
Melancholy broods over this Aguedal, its emptiness depresses
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time when
in spite of the breeze and the flowers. Y et there was a
s stand at
it was neither melancholy nor empty. Thr ee building
with their
intervals against the wall, breaking its grey monotony
ses, and
green-tiled roofs. Once they were imperial summer-hou
from the
even now the graceful colonnades, whi ch seem to grow
days when
wild flowers beneath them, rem ain as char min g as in the
er Mouley
weeds had not covered the mosaic of their steps. Und
women,
Ismaïl, the Aguedal was the playground of his countless
ter import
but the pavilions must have witnessed scenes of grea
been from
than the diversions of the hareem. It may well have
assembled
beneath these colonnades that the Sultan announced to the
umental
architects and courtiers his will to buil d another mon
behind the
gateway or yet another line of ramparts, while from
Perhaps
wall came the cracking of whips and the cries of captives.
himself to
before these very steps a panting messenger prostrated
ed so long,
deliver the great tidings for whi ch the aged rule r had wait
had driven
that the armies of the glorious Sultan Mouley lsma ïl
of all 1 like
the infidels with great slaughter from Tan gier . But most
s with the ·
to imagine a procession moving slowly across the gras
the world.
grave mien of those who have seen muc h and who kno w
ce, to tell
Travellers these, returned from the distant land of Fran
of the great
the mas ter of Morocco of the glories of V ers ailles and
ers of the
Fren ch king who also builds palaces. Amo ng the flow
Court of
Aguedal is unfolded the tale of the splendours of the
ens with
France, of the great halls and gilded corridors, of the gard
re no lake
their canals and fountains, and of the lake created whe
arch whose
had been, to make the landscape perfect for the mon
silence, his
title was 'Th e Sun.' The white-robed Sultan listens in
he speaks.
emotion hidden beneath a sphinx-like exterior. At last
can do 1,
" These things are great indeed, but wha t the Fran ks
l be a lake,
Mouley lsmaïl, can also do. Wit hin this garden there shal
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like to the Fre nch king's in ail things but one, that
it shall be vaster."
The lake exists to-day. lt mu st be at least three
hun dre d yards long,
and about the same breadth, surr oun ded on three
sides by immensely
high walls, while on the fourth a great ope n
space leads towards
the palace. lt is said that Mouley Ism aïl used
it as a bathing-place
for the ladies of his hareem. To- day a few
negresses was h the
do thes of other royal favourites in its clear
water, their chatter
mingling with the chorus of frogs amo ng the
reeds.
The sum mer afternoon is nearing its end, and
the lines of high
ramparts thro w long, blue avenues of shadow
, in whi ch it is
pleasant to ride back to Mequinez. Ibra him has
found a different way
for our return, thro ugh gates and enclosures whi
ch 1 no longer try
to count. At one place we enter a courtyard
of Mouley lsm aïl's
palace, an oblong place surr oun ded by the buil
dings and arcades
that Joh n Wi ndus described, but now a sea of
grass and flowers,
with here and there a fig-tree growing close aga
inst the wall as if to
seek support in its loneliness. A great hall, so clar
k that one can only
guess its size, is at one end of the courtyard,
and from it passages
lead to yet other courts and arcades and dusty, bathau nted chambers.
Green roofs rise everywhere above the och re-r ed
walls, and uncouth
storks, on the highest pinnacles, flap lazily
against the sapphire
sky before setùing for the night. Mo re than ever
the spirit of the great
Sultan seems to bro od over the maze of ruin
s that was once his
dwelling. Outside the abandoned courtyard,
a wall- seemingly
higher than any of the others- looms in the swi
ftly falling African
dusk. A sud den turning, and light shows faintly
through a vaulted
arch. Bab Ma nso ur once more, and beyond it lies
the great esplanade
where 1 stood and won der ed hours ago, still
awaiting my retu rn
from the past of ruins and mem orie s to the pres
ent that only looks
ahead.
Of the man y episodes in Mouley Ismaïl's reig
n for whi ch the
x
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stately arch of Bab Mansour must have served as a background,
one stands out with special clearness. The Sultan's love of grandeur
was not confined to buildings alone, for at the zenith of his glory
he conceived the idea of marrying no less a personage than the
Princesse de Conti, daughter of Louis XIV and Louise de la
Vallière. How his choice came to fall upon that particular lady we
are not told, but certain it is that a letter was written demanding the
hand of the princess, and an ambassador, Ben Aïssa by name,
chosen to carry it to the Court of Versailles. Out of Bab Mansour
passed the cortège, negro guards and eunuchs, musicians with
strange instruments, slaves leading riderless horses, and last of all
the Sultan, robed in pure white, beneath the imperial umbrella.
Slowly he moved forward, surround ed by grave dignitaries, sorne
with their hands upon his bridie, others holding his stirrups,
while beside him, with appropriately humble mien, walked Ben
Aïssa.
One is not surprised to hear of the failure of the mission, which
probably caused no little merrime nt among the French courtiers.
But though Louis XIV refused to entertain the proposai, he gilded
the pill by sending the Baron de St. Amand to carry his reply to
Morocco. There can be no doubt, however, that the Sultan's pride
was sorely wounded, and as in these cases unsuccessful ambassadors
generally had to suffer, it is significant that no further mention is
made of Ben Aïssa. Imagination must fill the gap, and we can picture
his return, a jaded figure in the midst of a group of frightened
servants, plodding between lines of silent horseme n towards the
shadow of the gateway. Perhaps there are jests from the rabbie of
Mequinez, but it is best not to speculate. The chronicles are dumb
concerning Ben Aïssa's fate, so one can only hope that it was a happy
one.
1 was about to turn away from Bab Mansour when something
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caught my eye, moving in the twilight above the ribbo n of black
lettering that still glittered against its yellow background. A !izard,
very big and very gree n-a strange lizard to be out at such an hour was making its way slowly and knowingly along the flat surface
above the archway. Ever y now and then it paused and looked
clown with its head on one side, as if pondering over the words
beneath it that said, ' Built to the glory of God and of Moh amm ed
His Prophet, by the glorious Sultan Mouley Isma ïl (may he be
exalted among the blessed) the eminent, brave among the brave,
sage and modest, redoubtable for his enemies, humb le before
Allah.' And having come to the end of the inscription, the lizard
disappeared through a hole in the flower-crowned battlements.
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CHAPTER Xl

THE PIRATES' NEST
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1

T

HE Pirates' nest 1 There is something vivifying in the

words, a gaiety of salt air and rolling breakers and adven~ure.
There will be history of course clown there on the Atlantic
coast, and ruins of the wonderful Moroccan past; but
one feels that even the ancient things will be different. With the
dwindling minarets of Mequinez cornes relief from the oppression
of its greatness and emptiness. Not only Mequinez, but, away
beyond the eastern horizon, Fez, the clark city of djinns and magic,
is waning in power. At last one can look back with pleasure upon
things which at close quarters were almost too strange to be
understood. Masques and medersas, shrines and docks and
magicians, begin to stand out with the grace of miniatures. Even
the towering walls seem a fitting background, now that distance
has robbed them of their gloom.
The road to the coast curves back and forward across ravines
and along little valleys, leading ever downwards among the rocks
and dwarf palms. Now and then an opening reveals the plain that
marks the western edge of Africa, spread out in the haze below ;
but such views are rare, and the drop of 1,400 feet from Mequinez
to Rabat has nothing spectacular to offer. After the hills the country
undergoes a change. The soil is deeper and richer, forming a sort of
steppe, where black-tented nomads grow crops and breed stock
r6o
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as their uncertain spirit of labou r moves them . It is like a bit of
Russia, but this steppe has no time to grow monotonous, for soon
its place is taken by a forest extending for over thirty miles, almost
to the coast. Forests in this part of Morocco are rare, and their
rarity makes them doub ly attractive. One has to have travelied for
days through treeless lands in order to appreciate, not a simple oasis
that cornes and is gone like the mirages aroun d it, but the lasting
shade and coolness of mile upon mile of woodland. That is why the
cork-forest of Mam oura counts as a beauty spot throu gh whic h
travellers are recom mend ed to pass, especialiy in springtime, when
its glades have a specialloveliness and its open spaces are covered
with wild flowers.
In the past the reputation of Mam oura was a very evil one. The
fiercest brigands infested the tracks passing along its edges, and
none but the most adventurous travellers woul d have dared to
penetrate its depths. But in time this unfortunate state of affairs
brought the only natural sequel in a land of paradox, namely, the
arrivai of holy men and wond er-wo rkers to counteract the evil
of the forest, and to prove that world ly gain was after ali but a poor
affair compared with the powe r of religion. In this respect Mam oura
differed not at ali from its Euro pean neighbours. Wha t self-respecting
forest of our Midd le Ages but boasted of its herm it as weli as its
ogre, its good fairy as weli as its dragon ? N ow, amon g the saints
who came to Mam oura was a wom an, and naturaliy the legend that
has come clown to us is careful to prove her vast superiority over
her male colieagues. It happ ened that a friendly contest in miracleworking between two of the holy men not only became somewhat
heated, but threatened to cause irreparable calamity. After performing several mino r marvels, one sage had thought to close the proceedings by dipping his hand into the sea and withdrawing it covered
with fishes, each haïr having been miraculously turned into a hook.

t
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His rival thought for a moment, then beckoned to the waves and
started to walk inland followed by the whole ocean. " By Allah 1
What would you do?" cried the fust miracle-worker. " Behold,"
replied the other, " 1 take the waves with me, that the beautiful
maidens of Fez may wash their hands in them. Come, if you would
not drown." Soon they were met by the holy woman, who upbraided
them for their folly and bade the leader of the ocean desist from his
purpose. "How can I desist?" he protested, " 1 have sworn that
the maidens of Fez shall wash their hands in this water, and my oath
is sacred." "Fool," cried the woman, "who but a man could be so
stupid 1" And with a wave of her wand, all the beautiful maidens
were transported from Fez, and washed their hands in the ocean,
which then retired to its former position.
Along the northern border of the forest flows the river Sebou,
with the town of Knitra on its bank. Twelve years ago Knitra was
nothing but a group of mud huts and black, nomad tents. To-day
it bids fair to become the centre of an important agricultural district.
At one moment a still more brilliant destiny seemed possible, for
when the site for a future commercial port was being chosen, Knitra,
as opposed to Casablanca, had many partisans. lt is only six miles
from the sea, on a river which is navigable for vessels of moderate
draught, and could have been made so for large tonnage with no
greater ouùay than has been expended on Casablanca. As likely as
not a steamer lies at the quay, looking strangely big and modern
between the plain and the forest. At the sight one's thoughts fly
inland to the imperial motor-boat rotting in its tank up there in Fez.
lt, too, once made a triumphal journey up this very river, to the
fear and wonder of all beholders. That was yesterday. To-day, what
men of Knitra would be impressed by a simple motor-boat?
Things move apace on the Aùantic coast.
A little beyond Knitra the last groups of trees give way to stretches
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of waste land. Th e minarets of ' Sallee the
Wh ite, ' and the fortcrowned promontory of its twi n sister,
Rabat, appear in the
distance, with between the m a line of bre
akers ma rkin g the bar
of the Bou Regreg. Lig ht and air and breaki
ng sur f-it is the end of
Africa.
Sallee appears in the early records as Sla, a
dependency of Sheila,
whose ruins stand on the opposite ban k of the
river, but a settlement
already existed in the days of Ok ba, the firs
t Mo slem conqueror to
reach the Atlantic coast. He it was wh o rod
e his horse into the sea
with the cry ," Lor d, did these waves not pre
vent me, I would go to
the uttermost ends of the earth to combat
for thy religion." It is
evident that in Ok ba's time there wer e not
yet miracle-workers in
the forest of Ma mo ura , or the difficulty of
the ocean wo uld have
been easily overcome. A variant of the story
is that Ok ba cried out,
"A nd greeting unto you, 0 peo ple ." "T
o wh om do you give
gre etin g?" asked his companions. "T o
the people of Jon as,"
replied Ok ba. "T hey welcomed me , and I retu
rne d their salutation.
If it were not for the waves I wo uld show you
this people." Th e
reference to the Old Tes tam ent wo uld be
surprising but for the
fact that not only were Moslems generally
conversant wit h J ewish
history, but the Berbers themselves are said
to have originated in
Palestine, being descended from no less a per
sonage than the giant
Goliath. After their kin g had bee n killed by
Dav id they emigrated
to the west and continued their nom ad exis
tence, leaving the towns
and villages to other tribes. Such is the trad
itio n-p ictu res que , as
they ali are, and no less credible than most.
I have no serious confirmation of it, but the curious fact remain
s that even to-day the
Berbers of the Atlantic coast ma ke sacrifices
to the divinities of the
ocean.
In 1132 the Alm oha de Em ir, Ab d El Moum
en, took possession
of Sallee, and a hun dre d years later the fus
t Merinide, Yakoub El
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Mansour, marked an epoch in its history by building a bridge across
the river to connect it with Rabat. No traces remain of this bridge,
but unless the size of the Bou Regreg has dwindled considerably,
it must have been an important engineering feat. It formed a much
needed connecting link, and for several centuries enabled the two
towns to run, so to speak, in double harness. ln the early Middle
Ages Sallee had become the most important commercial port on
the Atlantic coast of 1\{orocco, and the tolerance of Islam towards
unbelievers being at that time very great, many traders and merchants
from the principal European countries visited the town, and sorne
actually took up their residence there. It soon grew into an international market, where native skins, wool, wax, and honey were
exchanged for the merchandise of Genoa and V enice, and where
Flemish and English rubbed shoulders with Spaniards and Portuguese. For a time ali went well, but such prosperity was bound to
arouse the avidity of the rulers of the land, and in the thirteenth
century a period of strife set in which only ended three hundred
years later with the complete ruin of the famous pirates' nest.
Now the independence and tranquillity of Sallee in those early
days are proved by the fact that it possessed no fortifications. ln
consequence, the Spaniards were able to enter and sack the town in
1260, carrying away an immense booty. This invasion made defence
imperative, but it was only in 1335 that the Sultan Abou El Hassan
Ali, the unfortunate father of our friend Abou lnan Farés, began to
build, not only the necessary walls, but gateways, masques and
aqueducts, that were beautiful as well as useful. Abou El Hassan
Ali was gifted to the fullest extent with the artistic sense and judg·
ment distinctive of his race, so it is hardly necessary to add that his
pièce de résistance took the form of a medersa. A Merinide town
without one would be unthinkable. lt stands close to the great
mosque, with the usual carved-stone, canopied gateway reached by
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severa! steps from the street. If the traveller cornes from Fez,
a very
legitimate fear of anticlimax after the marvels of the capital is
likely
to predominate at the sight of yet another medersa, but fortu
nately
such fear is not justified. The courtyard cannot pretend to the
glories
of El Attarin or El Bouananiya. It is very small, only about twen
tyfour feet by eighteen, but the remn ants of its decoration are not
want ing in personality, and the sensation of tranquil aloofness
is as
strongly present as in its more famous brethren. At Sallee the
central
fountain, that most impo rtant feature of ali medersas, takes the
form
of a simple jet without ador nme nt of any kind . lt looks as if
something more ornate mus t once have filled its place, such simp
licity
being hard ly in keeping with Merinide standards, but 1
could
find no evidence to supp ort the idea. Two points of inter
est
the medersa of Sallee does possess. One is the stalactite, ceda
rwood
carving over the entrance to the chap el-a particularly simp
le and
graceful desi gn-t he other the inlaid cylindrical pillars of the
courtyard. They are decorated with unsightly mosaic patterns, arran
gcd
in cubes and lozenges. Apa rt from the design, the pillars them
selves
are out of harm ony with their surroundings, and dose r inspe
ction
only serves to increase the impression. The thick shafts fall from
the
broadest part of the stone capitals, and end without any sign
of a
plinth at their base. Can this be Merinide work , and if not,
whose
is it ? As a matter of fact, 1 think we may exonerate the Meri
nide
builders from such a lapse from good taste. Two explanations
appear
possible. One is that slender marb le columns, like those
of El
Attarin and the Karo uiyin fountain pavilions at Fez, origi
nally
surrounded the courtyard, and that, in view of the excessive
weight
of the superstructure, they were strengthened by the addit
ion of
cylinders of cement. It will be reme mbe red that the square supp
orts
of Attarin are probably due to the same miscalculation on the
part
of the builders. The othe r-in my opinion the more probable,
and
y
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certainly the more Moroccan explanat ion-is that when the medersa
was already falling into disuse, sorne high official of the Habous*
removed the marble columns for his own profit, replacing them by
stone and mosaic. In that case the ugliness of the substitute is not
surprising. It prevented the medersa from falling, and that was all
that mattered.
Sallee reached the height of its prosperity during the seventeenth
century, when it feil into the bands of an Emir who not only extended
his power as far as Fez, but also captured the rival town of Rabat.
As the headquarters of pirates whose daring surpassed even that
of the Algerian corsairs, it became unpleasantly famous in more
than one Europea n country, and its name must have struck terror
in the heart of many an embarki ng passenger. What a time of
adventure that must have been ! At first the English and Flemish
were supposed to be exempt from the attentions of the pirate galleys,
and their merchants continued to trade peacefully with the pirates ;
but soon this ideal state of affairs came to an end, and ali ships,
irrespective of nationality, became fair quarry. Attacks were by no
means limited to the trade routes along the Barbary coast, for the
redoubtable rovers even raided the ports of Cornwal l, and on several
occasions brought merchan tmen plying between England and New
York in triumph to Sallee, where they lay during the protracted
negotiations that followed. Even when the ships were released the
cargoes and passengers often remained in the hands of the Moors,
the former probably for good and ali, the latter against ransom of a
very pretentious nature. Und er Mouley Ismaïl it became necessary
to send special envoys to the Morocca n Court with the demands and
protests of the British Governm ent. I have hinted elsewhere at the
difficulties attending these missions, which generally obtained nothing more than a polite and evasive reply after months of waiting
* Department of Ecclesiastical Property.
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amid the studied insults of the Moors. Such a state of things could
not be suffered indefinitely, and durin g the seventeenth century
both Franc e and Engl and sent men of war to reason with the inhabitants of Sallee and Rabat. It was a step in the right direction, but the
expeditions do not seem to have had much effect, and in the end
Moroccan piracy received its death blow from withi n and not from
without. Duri ng over a century of lawlessness the twin cities had
been quite indep ende nt of Fez and Mequinez. Sultans had eyed
with growing jealousy the prosperity of the pirates' nest. To a man
like Mouley Isma ïl this indep ende nce was an insult, and he put an
end toit with the same energy that characterised all his undertakings.
How could he tolerate what was practically a repub lic within the
imperial dominions, when every other coast town was in his hands,
and even the Engl ish had been forced to aban don Tang ier ? Mouley
Ismaïl's meth od was typical. He dispatched an impo rtant force of
his negro troops to the coast, and Rabat, know ing their reputation
for lawlessness, lost no time in maki ng its submission. A few years
later the last shreds of indep ende nce disappeared from Sallee also,
and with liberty, both opulence and daring rapidly declined. From
time to time attempts were made to revive the glories of other days,
but the spirit of the rovers was gone. The attitude of Euro pean
countries too had changed, and they no longer subm itted tamely to
the capture of their merc hantm en. Reprisais in the shape of blockade
and bomb ardm ent followed each aggression, and with the appearance
in their mids t of foreign consuls, the pirate cities sank into an oblivion
which only ended in 1913. Even now one is inclined to ignore
Sallee. The brilliant destiny of Raba t has eclipsed the peacefullittle
town among the yellow sands on the other side of the Bou Regreg.
Yet Sallee has an attractiveness of its own, all the more delightful
because not too apparent. It is a summ ary in miniature of things
Moro ccan -ram parts , souks, a medersa, and even a mella h-wit hout
Y2
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the fatigue of the stupendous, and with the added charm of breaking
waves at its gates.
Across the river, the Kasbah of the Oudaia rears its verdurecovered cliffs and deep red batdements. From this side Rabat is
quite the most striking town of the Atlantic coast, and I will even
venture to assert that it is the most interesting. To find its past one
has only to look at the walled groves of Shella, the tower of Hassan,
the terraced Kasbah on its sea-girt rock. The present needs no
interpreter, for the modern avenues sloping gently upwards behind
the old town tell their own tale. As to the future, anyone who knew
Rabat twelve years ago will agree that what has been clone since then
is only the first step in a great career. I was told that I ought to have
written first about Rabat and Casablanca, because, after Fez,
Mequinez, and Marrakesh, the coast towns would appear too modern
to be interesting. If that opinion is correct, then my judgment has
been sadly at fault. I admit that the hall of the Hôtel de la Tour
Hassan does not exactly err on the side of antiquarian interest, but
one has only to take a glanee outside to be confronted by the glorious
relie of the past from which it takes its name. Modern coast towns
indeed ! Roll back the years-a good eight hundred of them-and
we are at the beginning of Rabat among the empty waste lands.
About the middle of the twelfth century the Almohade Sultan Abd
El Moumen Ali founded the Ribat El Fath, or Citadel of Victory,
otherwise known as the Kasbah of the Oudaia. The fortress was
intended to commemorate Moslem victories over the Christians in
Andalusia, and to serve as a base for stores and troops destined for
Spain. It took over fifty years to complete, and in all probability
the traveller who to-day stands within the high, batdemented walls
sees it very much as it appeared in the brilliant days of its youth.
In form the Kasbah resembled the numerous Moslem fortresses
built in Spain during the Middle Ages. Behind its walls a whole
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village found shelter from attack, and besicles a central dungeon it
possessed a mosque, a house for the governor, and buildings for
the garrison. The fust troops to be stationed there -if one may use
the expre ssion -belo nged to the Ouda ia tribe, and the place has
been know n by their name ever since. Ali the original buildings
have disappeared, but the monu menta l gateway leading to the
enclosure remains. The importance attached to gateways by the
Moors is apparent to everyone, but to the close observer their success
in giving individuality to each separate work must always be a
source of wonder. lt is not only that their choice of site never seems
to be at fault, but behin d site and decoration lies the uncanny gift
of crushing the behol der beneath the dignity of the monu ment.
Is there something magical lurkin g in the Moorish arch ? 1 may be
alone in my opinion, but never has the most impressive gateway
of another style of architecture exercised a like fascination. The
customary bayonet entrance with its double turn may be responsible
to a certain extent for this sensation, but there is something more
than that, and 1 can only leave it to others to bear me out orto condemn me as a dream er. Arabesques of rather subdu ed sculpture
decorate the ochre -red gateway of the Kasbah of the Oudaia, and a
deep-cut inscription in Cu:fic lettering frames it with words of praise
and thanksgiving to the Lord of Battles and the Giver of Victories,
words often shouted from a thousand throats as the victorious
Moorish troops poure d in procession through the arch. For sorne
reason which 1 could not ascertain the gateway was built up when the
power of Rabat came to an end, and remained in that condition till
1915, when it was reope ned by M. Tranc hant de Lunel.
But the gateway is not the only restoration the Kasbah owes to
that indefatigable Director of Fine Arts. There is still better close
beside it.
W e have seen in other Moroccan towns that among the Moors
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the love of learning was as strong as the love of war, and therefore
it is not surprising to find a medersa forming part of the citadel.
Though it has long been in disuse, there is much still remaining to
indicate its original purpose, and the patio now shelters a museum
enjoying the rare advantage of an artistic setting. The necessary
changes have been made with a sparing hand. Preservation, and not
restoration, was the watchword, and the result is admirable. Many
things of interest fill the little rooms, but the medersa can boast of
something more than a museum. lt has a garden, a beauty spot
created where ali had been allowed to fall to ruin. No fan tasy has
shared in the planning of this garden, and its quaint formality is its
greatest charm. The high, red, crenellated walls surround it as if
guarding a treasure in their bosom, and storks look down upon its
loveliness in wonder, but without envy. "Why trouble about a
garden when there are towers from which to view the world ? "
they seem to as k. W ell, let the storks criticise. The garden does not
care. Orange trees and oleanders stand among its rose-covered
pergolas and rose-filled beds, and wide borders of rosemary make
a scented barrier to protect them. Jasmine runs riot on the columns
of the pergolas, and the ochre walls blaze with the pink of wild
geraniums, whose daring has even reached to the storks' nests on
the battlements. ln a corner an ancient water-wheel creaks out a
chant of other days as the earthen pitchers empty their contents to
give life to the garden. Three notes repeat themselves unceasingly
in the creaking. " 1 knew the Almohades," they murmur. "ln
their time the garden was beautiful, but not so beautiful as the
infidels have made it. Alas 1 Alas 1" Moorish women come to the
garden on a day set apart for them, and wander like happy souls
in the Elysian fields. Nothing could be stranger than these groups
of veiled figures among the flowers, ln the sunlight they look like
processions of belated ghosts, and it needs the chatter of an invisible
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mouth or the spar kle of an eye thro ugh the tiny ope
ning in the folds
of the hazk to convince one of thei r reality.
Hith er and thither mov e the shapeless white bun
dles, meeting
and parting ami d laughter and gossip, and forming
ever-changing
pictures to whi ch no pho togr aph could do justice.
As luck would
have it the djinns had taken possession of my cam era
on the mor ning
I spent with the ladies of Rab at, and in conseque
nce most of my
efforts to use it end ed in failure. Perh aps it was beca
use I had no
business there at ali, or perh aps an Evil Eye laug
hed at me from
behind yards of veiling. Any how my pictures wer
e bewitched, and
we kno w that the ladies are adepts in the art of mag
ic.
Tow ards the river, a little arch ed doorway in the
high, red wall
leads to a grou p of one -roo med houses clinging to the
hillside amo ng
fig-trees and cactus, and in front of them an ope n terra
ce looks clown
into the green wat er of the rive r's mou th, and acro
ss to the yellow
sands of Sallee. A Moo rish café has found a plac
e on the terrace,
with settees in the shad e of the vines, and little gree
n tables for the
glasses of min t-sc ente d tea. It is a place of tranql.li
l beauty, for the
ladies have gone, and the only sou nd is the soft thud
of breakers on
the river bar. As a prom ena de for the townsfolk
the terrace has
proved a great success, for not only does it offer
the delights of a
garden and a view, but it possesses that contemplat
ive atmosphere
so dear to the Moorish heart. Before leaving the
med ersa and its
garden, there is a phase in its existence I had alm
ost forgotten to
mention, I mea n the time whe n it served as a scho
ol of navigation
for the pirates of Rab at and Sallee. U ntil the first year
s of the seventeenth century no buildings existed outside the Kasb
ah of the Oudaia.
In 1608 the Saadian Sultan Zid an founded a seuleme
nt on the site
of the present town, with several thousands of Moo
rish exiles from
Andalusia, descendants of the war rior s who wen
t forth from the
Kasbah to conquer Spain nearly five hun dred year
s before. The
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and a great knowledge
refugees had acquired an advanced civilisation
founding a school of
of nautical matters, and they lost no time in
ir brethren. It was a
pilotage to aid the unlawful schemes of the
ugh they were, knew
necessary education, for the pirates, brave tho
ural enough, but it is
very little of navigation. Th e school was nat
building, containing if
surprising to find the me der sa- a sacred
suc h a purpose. Any
not a ma squ e at least a cha pel -se rvi ng for
that a medersa was the
means to an end, was the pirates' motto, and
p the end, made no
means, and the capture of a Christian shi
difference.
completed towards
Th e building of the Kasbah of the Ou dai a was
nificent of Almohade
the end of the twelfth century by that mo st mag
at also owed its Great
Sultans, Yakoub El Mansour, and to him Rab
Tow er of Hassan. It
Masque and the minaret kno wn to-day as the
t Dje ber , a Moslem of
was an age of towers, for wh en the architec
rrak esh and the Giralda
Seville, began his work, the Koutoubia at Ma
the latter was the fust
at Seville were also building. I believe that
dre w inspiration from
to be completed, so it is probable that Dje ber
that power of attrachis native town. Th e Tow er of Has san shares
to ruin ed towers. lt
tion common to ali towers, and especially
tes Marrakesh. The
dominates Rab at as the Koutoubia domina
y account for a French
fact that its top storey was never finished ma
r not because of its
writer remarking that ' it amazes the travelle
earance, but because of
proportions, which have a rather heavy app
and simple decoration.
its size, its solidity, and the beauty of its grand
asty wh ich left its work
Th e tower is a symbol of that Almohade dyn
glory has nevertheless
of social organisation unfinished, but whose
foot of the tower must
remained ineffaceable.' Th e ma squ e at the
avations made by M.
have been a splendid building. Fro m the exc
an imm ens e rectangle,
Dieulafoy, it appears to have consisted of
rds, entered through
600 feet by 350, with no less than three courtya
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twelve gates. The roof of the hall of prayer, or liwa
n, was supported
on its southern side by forty columns of white
mar ble twenty feet
high, and by a hun dre d and seventy of half that
height in its other
parts. At the death of Yak oub El Mansour, neit
her the mosque nor
the tower had bee n completed, and they were
opened for worship
in an unfinished state. After suffering serious dam
age by fire in the
fourteenth century, the mos que is supposed to hav
e been completely
destroyed by the great Lis bon earthquake in 175
5. A shock of such
magnitude wou ld doubtless be felt on the coa
st of Morocco, but
nature is too often saddled wit h the delinquencies
of man , and in my
opinion mu ch of the shaking that brought dow n
the forest of columns
was clone by hum an agency. Dam age by fire to
the mos que reminds
me of the amusing story of a man who used to dip
his cloak in spirits
of wine and set fire to it in the mos que without
suffering ill effects.
Thi s feat so astonished the beholders that the man
soon came to be
looked upo n as a saint, and was sent for to Cou
rt, whe re he grew
great and wealthy. N ow the saint had learned the
trick from a J ew,
who also provided the spirits of wine, and who m
he naturally refused
to pay. Entreaties wer e vain, but in the end the
J ew got even with
his debtor. He told the secret to the Em per or, who
put His Holiness
to the test of a mo re substantial fire, whi ch con
sum ed not only his
mande, but his sacred person as weil.
An inclined plane leads up the interior of the tow
er, and one day
1 made the ascent and gazed upo n the wor ld from
the top of a minaret,
a coign of vantage that had always seemed una
ttainable. Ma ny a
time I had envied the mue ddi ns of Cairo and
Constantinople their
inspiring outlook, and longed to join them on thei
r giddy balconies.
Mouley Idris and Ma rrak esh had only increase
d the longing, and
now my desire was fulfilled and I was standing
on the unfinished
terrace of the Tow er of Hassan. I tried to picture
it seven hun dre d
years ago, whe n priests dozed in its cool sha
dow till the sundial
z
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pointed to the hour of prayer, or listened to the drip of the waterclock in one of its windowless rooms. That past is distant, but its
spirit lingers still.
Height is inspiring, and I believe that residence in a lofty tower
would prove a cure for many of our ills, both physical and social.
Long ago, sages and magicians always lived at the top of endless
stairs, and princesses were invariably shut up at a sufficient height
from the ground to exercise an elevating influence upon their lovers,
and make both hair and girdle serve a useful purpose. N either
princesses nor magicians inhabit the Tower of Hassan, but the view
from its terrace tries to compensate for their absence. N orthwards
stretches a vague coast-line. The river cuts the picture in half, with
the high-perch ed Kasbah of the Oudaia facing Sallee across the
wind-flecked water. Rabat clusters beside the Kasbah and at
one's feet lie the broken pillars of the mosque that was once so
glorious. Inland the walls of Sheila are just visible, with a minaret
peeping from among the foliage, an impression of grey and yellow,
ending in the dark line of forest on the horizon. That is the past.
But in this view it is the present that holds the centre of the stage and
gives most furiously to think. It has surrounded old Rabat, pressing
it closely at every point left undefende d by nature. Streets and
avenues have sprung up along the ocean. Villas and palaces, barracks
and government offices, dot the landscape. The new is taking its
place beside the old, and the experimen t bids fair to be a notable
success in town-planning and architectural adaptability.
In Oriental countries the task of the European architect is always
an arduous one. Besicles the difficulty of suiting his buildings to
their purpose and also to the climate, he is handicapped by custom
and the very natural desire for a resemblance to things left at home.
In the case of a government architect the difficulties are still greater,
for red tape and dislike of innovation have proved to be almost
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unconquerable. Of military build
ers it is useless to speak. W hy
barracks an d ca nto nm en ts- in
any an d every co un try -sh ou ld
necessarily be ugly buildings, is a
question 1 cannot answer. Bu t that
they are ugly there is no do ub t. An
y architect wh o is mo re than a
machine, any sightseer wi th a sen
se of observation, anybody in fact
except the mo st soulless bureaucr
at, mu st feel that, in the East an d
in the tropics, pu bli c buildings ere
cted by Europeans are generally
of regrettable appearance. Pri va te
bouses an d bungalows follow in
the footsteps of their mo re im po rta
nt neighbours, an d wh en there
is money to bu rn, size an d uglin
ess increase at the same rate.
European architecture in Eg yp t is
clearly illustrated by a tra m ride
from Alexandria to San Stephano
, an d perhaps those wh o have
gazed up on the pu bli c buildings
of lnd ia will grasp my meaning.
Ha d the pseudo-T aj- Ma ha l-l ike
building at We mb ley been replaced by a replica of the railway
station at Bombay, the imperial
lesson would have been less agr
eeable bu t perhaps mo re architecturally useful.
No w the Fre nc h bro ug ht to Mo
rocco ali the above prejudices.
Th eir ideas of colonial architecture
were no better tha n they should
be. Th ey were wo rse tha n ours,
because a Louis XV château is
even less suited to the jungle tha n
a Victorian villa residence, and
because the Fre nc h insisted up on
ma kin g the inside of their bouses
uncomfortable as weil as the outsi
de. ln Casablanca one sees mu ch
of a particularly unfortunate type.
Streets wi th no mo re character
than the Ru e Bab Az ou n at Algie
rs, or the Avenue de France at
Tunis, were hastily erected by the
fus t arrivais. Faithful copies of
Marseilles apartment-houses spr an
g up in a country wh ich mi gh t
have been spared suc h things for all
time. Bu t these mistakes served a
good purpose. Th ey we re the awful
examples necessary to prevent
further damage, an d for that reason
we ma y look up on the m kindly.
Fro m the beginning a few de ter mi
ne d spirits recognised that the
Z2
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old types need not be copied eternally, and that European buildings
might be made pleasing to the eye and appropriate to the climate
without losing their usefulness. Fortunately for Morocco, Marshal
Lyautey was among the revolutionaries, and to him and to his
Director of Fine Arts is due what Sir Martin Conway has aptly
termed Franco-Moorish architecture. Rabat is lucky. It has profited
by the mistakes of Casablanca. It is like a modern stained-glass
window in an ancient cathedral. The glass is good and the colours
will soon blend with their surroundings, but when 1 first knew it
the choice between artistic novelty and the classic horrors of untravelled architects still hung in the balance. The struggle that
ensued reminded me of Wagner's Die Meistersinger. Here, too,
were Walther and Beckmesser, represented by the new and old
architects ; Hans Sachs, by the sound judgment of the Resident
General ; and a charming Eva, in the shape of the future style of
building. ln the opera, we know beforehand that Walther will
marry Eva, but the Moroccan version was not so sure of a happy
ending. Only too often the comedy threatened to turn to tragedy, and
had Beckmesser won the day, the hideous outskirts of Lyons and
Marseilles would have been the fate of Rabat instead of FrancoMoorish architecture.
That such terrible things did not happen is at once apparent in
the French quarters built beside ali Moroccan cities, but especially
at Rabat. There the new style has been triumphant and, as might
be expected in such conditions, the small buildings are even more
remarkable than the great. The magnificent new Residency, for
instance, forces admiration on account of its successful exhibition
of every Moroccan craft. Marble, mosaic, stucco, carved cedarwood,
have ali played their typical part in the decoration of its halls and
courtyards. But though the ensemble is imposing it leaves one cold.
As a setting for official receptions it has been planned with taste
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and admirably carried out, but it cannot ran
k as a masterpiece.
One seeks in vain the dignity of the Bahia at
Marrakesh or the
grace of Bou Jelo ud at Fez. On the other han
d, the government
offices and other houses grouped rou nd the
mai n building are
delightfully conceived and in every respect suit
able to the country,
and the same may be said of mos t of the villa
s dotting the plain.
ln them differences of detail and form, wit hin
the definite limits of
the adopted style, have not only been permitte
d, but encouraged.
Variety is everywhere, and the elements employe
d are those familiar
to the traveller in Morocco. Pillared arcades
surr oun d the courtyards or form porches in front of the houses. Mo
saic !ines the lower
walls. Stucco panels of traditional design find a
place in man y of the
rooms. The larger entrance archways are fram
ed with coloured
tiles, and -mo st striking feature of ail- the pen
t-roofs of ancient
gateways have served as models for the decoration
of upp er windows.
Her e is a triu mp h for the mon ume nts of old
Morocco that their
builders never dre ame d of. Almohades, Merini
des, and Saadians
have taught the twentieth cen tury to use, and
not to flout their
crumbling beauty, and the lesson has bee n wei
l learnt. So, whe n
one looks down from the Tow er of Has san at the
new city growing
up beside it, there is not the sense of desecration
generally associated
with mod ern buildings in an Eas tern land. Fra
nco -Mo oris h style
is an invention upo n whi ch bot h Morocco and
France may be
congratulated.
Beyond the Tow er of Hassan, beyond the infant
avenues and the
buildings of yesterday, beyond the Residen
cy and the ancient
ramparts, lie the ruin s of Sheila, a settlement
that flourished long
before Ballee or Rab at wer e thought of. The plac
e is supposed to
have been of Phœ nici an origin, and was certainl
y a Rom an colony.
lt passed through the han ds of various con que
rors -inc lud ing the
great Mouley Idr is-t ill the Almoravids transfer
red their affections

,
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to Sallee in 1154. For a time Sheila was abandoned, but not for
long. In the fourteenth century its sheltered ground, sloping gently
towards the marshes of the river, its trees and verdure, and its
springs of limpid water, did not fail to attract the attention of those
lovers of the beautiful, the Merinide Sultans. With their unerring
judgment they chose the site as a royal burying-ground, and the
ruins date from their day. Within the walls are the crumbling
remnants of a mosque, whose minaret still rises triumphant from
the tangle of wild creepers at its feet. lt is a very beautiful minaret,
gay with delicately coloured tiles, and on its chimney-like cupola
lives the inevitable family of storks. How long do storks live, 1
wonder ? Merinide storks would be wonderfully attractive. W ere
1 to question Ibrahim, he would no doubt insist that there are still
sorne in existence, but many days in Morocco have taught me to
avoid questions of age, even the age of storks, and 1 hold my counsel.
In the mosque are the remains of a curious mihrab, surrounded by
a semicircular passage. According to tradition, the Prophet Mohammed once prayed there, and for a long time afterwards it
was only necessary to walk seven times round the mihrab in order
to gain the title of Hadj, given to those having made the pilgrimage
to Mecca. When the holy influence ceased to act 1 do not know, but
gone it is, and to-day no amount of circling will produce the right
to a green turban. At the lowest point of the enclosure is a spring,
now used to supply Rabat with water. N ear it stands a koubba of
deep-red stone, soberly carved beneath its stalactite pent-roof, the
only royal mausoleum at Sheila. The koubba shelters the tombs of
the Merinide Sultan Abou El Hassan Ali and his wife. No need for
them to envy the gaunt ruins of others of their race on the flank of
Zalagh, overlooking Fez, for here nature has made a far more lovely
resting-place. Something of Abou El Hassan Ali, and his defeat
and disaster at the hands of his son Abou Inan, has been told in
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these pages. His unh appy life ende d in exile from his
capital, but
one great joy has rem aine d with him among the roses
and clematis
of Sheila. Beside the Sultan's tombstone is another, sma
ller, marble
slab, that of Shems Ed Dou ha, ' The Sunshine of the Mor
n,' lovely
name of a lovely wom an. Her rom ance contains no trage
dy. It is
simply an epie of devotion. A Christian slave in the hous
ehold of
the Sultan, she reno unce d her faith in orde r to become
his wife,
and after nearly six centuries her body stilllies in the plac
e of honour.
ln the early mor ning a few water-sellers fill their goat
-skins at
the fountain. Sometimes pilgrims sit by the koubbas of
holy men
on the hillside, or hurr ying tourists wan der for a mom
ent among
the ruins ; but as a rule Sheila is very tranquil, and the
lovers in the
royal tomb have it ali to themselves. Not long ago 1 hear
d the only
music that could brea k that stillness and yet convey
its meaning,
the sensation of moving on and on eternally, of hovering
without
beginning and without ending. lt was the second mov
eme nt of
Brahms' quartette in G min or. lt will never be played in
the glades
of Sheila, but if it were, Abo u El Has san Ali and Sun
shine of the
Morn would surely und erst and -and forgive.

CHAPTER

XII

ENVOI
Y last day in Morocco had come, and like most last days,
it was :filled with aimless wanderings that only served
to make its emptiness more apparent. Which particular
spot should receive the visit of adieu ? To-morrow night
they would ali be out of reach, and 1 would be passing up the coast,
perhaps within sight of the lights of Rabat, but separated from them
by the realm of that invisible people of Jonas who greeted Sidi
Okba long ago. Already the familiar pageant of Moroccan life
seemed to be growing dim, flowing past me like a dream in which
1 had no part. Can any European have a part in it ? How often had
1 heard the question asked, only to be answered by an emphatic
negative ? lt may be that those who have dug deepest, who have
probed most carefully beneath the surface, imagine that they possess
a glimmer of comprehension. But even with them the light does
not last. Something always happens to upset their theories and prove
their ignorance. Disillusion is inevitable, and in the restlessness of
the last day it is apt to come with brutal candour.
1 know that with me it was so. Viewed retrospectively, the varied
experiences of my Moroccan days and weeks and months seemed
to have led to no real understanding. 1 had steeped myself in the
atmosphere of mosques and medersas, of Emirs and Calds, of
students and saints and magicians ; 1 had tried to see things from the
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people's point of vie w; and yet a bar rie r-in
tan gib le but ins upe rab lestood between the m and me . Let the
re be no dou bt about the
matter. In Morocco any atte mp t to und
ers tan d is fascinating but
hopeless. Th e towering walls of its cities
ma y fi.ll the traveller wit h
awe, but diligent search wil l always reveal
a gateway to their inner
secrets. No t so the Moroccan min d. Again
st its passive strength we
beat in vain, like pigmies at the foot of a
wa ll that has no opening.
So it is the fate of every traveller wo rthy
of the nam e to depart unsatisfied, hun gry after mo re knowledge
; and in recompense he
carries away wit h him two treasures that
are one, the hope of retu rn
and the spell of Morocco.
No wonder, then, that on my last afterno
on there was mo re appeal
in the cal m solitude of Sheila tha n in the
animated souks of Rab at
or Sallee. Wi th the picture of Sheila upp
erm ost in my min d, retu rn
to Morocco wo uld be certain sorne day.
Silendy I passed through
the gateway. Fro m the grove cam e the sou
nd of music, merchants
of Rab at no doubt, com e to spe nd the coo
l of the evening and dri nk
tea among the per fum e of oranges. Th e
Mo sle m custom of using
the neighbourhood of a tom bas a meetin
g-place for tranquil enjoyment is a very hum an one. Wi th the m
pleasure among the dead
conveys no disrespect, and a cemetery is
not necessarily a place of
woe and weeping. As a bur yin g-p lac e She
ila approaches the ideal,
but as a city of the living it mu st have bee
n wonderful. Carthaginians
and Ro ma ns, Vandals and Byzantines, suc
ceeded each other on its
slopes, building and destroying as for
tune sm iled upo n them.
Jup iter and V enus, Wo tan and the god
s of Walhalla, had their
temples by the Bou Re gre g ; fire and wa
ter, sun and moon, their
worshippers. Eve n the Ch rist ian faith too
k root at Sheila, for we are
told that somewhere wit hin its walls the
favourite disciple of Ch rist
lies buried, a tradition pro bab ly me ani ng
that a chapel to St. Joh n
once stood among the temples and shrine
s. Th e wealth of Sheila
AA
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was fabulous. Its dornes were covered with lead so brilliant that it
shone like silver. Gold was so common that it served to make chains
for the dogs. The days and nights passed in feasting and music, and
luxury and laziness grew hand in hand, till at last the people forgot
to till the fields by the river. But they remembered their riches, and
when at last famine came, and with it the pangs of hunger, they
ground rubies and emeralds to powder and died in a splendid agony
of jewelled eating. 1 asked Ibrahim what he thought of the story.
"No truth could be plainer," came the ready answer. Ibrahim is
ever loyal to the traditions of his country. " But," he added, "the
people of Sheila did not eat ali their jewels. Great quantities were
buried beneath the city." 1 looked at the clamp earth round the
Merinide tomb, with a murmured " May it bring them enjoyment "
to counteract the covetousness of that last glanee. Not that Sheila
need fear for its treasures. W e may look upon them, but they can
never be ours. The grove will keep its secret.
The last day affected Ibrahim even more than it did me. To him
my departure was simply a proof of his shortcomings as a guide.
" What would you show me at the end of our journey ? " 1 asked
in a reassuring tone. " What last remembrance of the Maghreb*
shall I carry away to my own land ? " Ibrahim did not hesitate.
His trump card was ready. " Let us return to the town," he replied.
" This evening the Sultan cornes from Marrakesh. If Allah wills,
we shall see him." The Sultan 1 What more fitting end could 1
desire for my Moroccan days ? As we made our way past the buildings of the new Residency and the native cavalry barracks, 1 recalled former occasions on which 1 had seen His Shereefian Majesty.
Most impressive had been a scene in which Europe had no part, a
slowly moving pageant beneath towering ramparts, a cavalcade of
riderless horses, a jumble of native soldiery, with vizirs and slaves
*Land of the West, the Sunset.
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and waving scarves in a cloud of yellow dust. And in their midst
had ridden a single white-robed figure, gloriously impressive, like
sorne pagan god beneath the imperial umbr ella-t he master of
them ali.
Again the scene had been acted, but now Europe held the chief
rôle, with the mode rn buildings of Rabat as a background, against
which serried ranks of Frenc h troops presented arms while the
imperial cortège passed by. What was it this time, round which
slaves and court dignitaries and negro guards crowded so closely ?
In vain my eyes sought the white arab with its orange trappings and
white-robed rider. A European carriage had taken its place, a
brougham of antiquated form and rococo tende ncy-s aid to have
been a present from Quee n Victoria to Mouley Hass an-in which
someone wrapp ed in voluminous white robes was vaguely visible.
The brougham stopped, and the Sultan alighted and slowly mounted
the steps leading to his gorgeous tent. From its silken depths he
watched while the troops defiled in the sunlight. No tribal horsemen
these, dashing in wild fantasia. Moroccan spahis and Senegalese
tirailleurs moved with the assurance and precision of European
training. Frenc h artillery and colonial infantry followed, as if to
show the model from which the others were copied ; and
at the head of them ali, surro unded by a brilliant staff, rode the
representative of France, the man who had made Frenc h Moro ccoLyautey.
I am glad to have seen that Review of the 14th July-t he French
National Fête- with Lyautey in command of African troops, in
Africa. For the moment, the occupant of the imperial tent held but
a minor place in the picture. Even the most loyal Moorish eyes were
fascinated by the new order of things and its creator. Morocco owes
a deep debt of gratitude to Marshal Lyautey. France has reason to
be proud of him. He might weil be known as Lyautey the African,
AA2
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for, with the exception perhaps of Laper rine, no Frenc h soldier has
steeped himself in the atmosphere of Africa, and understood its
spirit as he has clone. One anecdote will suffice. 1 cannot remember
where 1 read it, but it is typical of the man. He was reviewing an
African battalion whose comm andin g officer had parad ed his men
in full Europ ean marching order . Lyautey looked at them and said,
"Too much weight on these men. No boots. Sandals. 1 want them
African." The officer applied for a trans fer-an d got it ; but Lyautey
got his troops ' African.'
With these memories passing throu gh my mind , we reached the
mosq ue of Es Sounna, where every week the Sultan goes in pomp
to Frida y prayers. Suddenly Ibrah im stopped, painti ng a triumphant
finger clown the avenue that led to Rabat . In the distance something
was moving towards us, an indistinct mass from which burst
occasional flashes of light. Gradu ally it took the form of men and
horses, and once more 1 watched the appro ach of the ruler of Morocco
and realised as 1 had never clone before that even here the change
had come -the change that is inevitable, everywhere. Gone the led
horses with their gay trappings. Gone the struggling crowd of
soldiery. Gone the arab charg er and the Victorian broug ham. An
escort of Moroccan cavalry, precise and workm anlike in their smart
uniforms, trotted slowly along the road, their drawn swords glinting
in the sunlight. And in their midst , with engines purrin g softly above
the clatter of hooves, two open touring cars bore the Sultan and his
suite towards the green-roofed palace. In the stillness that followed
their passage 1 seemed to hear the rustle of a collapsing house of
cards. Was this Morocco, the Morocco of medersas and magicians,
in which I had passed so many strange days ? Whic h of the white swathed figures was the Sultan, 1 wond ered ? How could one tell,
with neither umbr ella nor broug ham to distinguish him ? ln the
old days people used to kiss his stirru p. What could they kiss, now
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that he rode in a mot or-c ar? lt was certainly a
beautiful car Citroën pro bab ly-w ith graceful lines and enormo
us bonnet ; but
what did it mat ter ? My drea m was ended, my illus
ions gone, and
lbra him -sou lles s Mo or-h ad bee n the means
of my undoing.
The mom ent was one of railing, unjust, and 1 am glad
to say, shortlived. Fro m Ibra him 1 had learned the true lesson
of my Moroccan
days. He was righ t to sho w me his Sultan, not as 1
had kno wn him
before, but as he is to-d ay; and it was just that my
parting thoughts
in his country shou ld be of its pres ent rather than of
its past.
And the future ? Wh at of the future ? 1 hear the
crowd calling
upo n ignorance to prophesy, as is only right in the
land of paradox.
The future of Morocco is in no way uncertain. Onl
y the surface will
change. To those who raise their eyebrows in surp
rise 1 wou ld say
this : as the horse has led to the brou gha m and the
brou gha m to the
motor-car, so the mot or-c ar is now leading rapidly
to the unk now n
marvels of the future. But , beneath the surface, the
still waters of
Isla m will continue to flow as deeply and mysteriously
as in the days
of Idris. The Fren ch kno w this, and wou ld not have
it otherwise.
The ir met hod in Mo roc co- and it has been strikingl
y succ essf ulis to move the surface with out stirring the depths,
to 'apprivoiser,'
or tame by kindness and mut ual consent, and- mos
t important of
all- to learn, as wel l as to teach.
Tha t is why the lover of the Moroccan past may
take the mar ch
of Wes tern progress with equanimity. No nee d for
him to lament
because the railway from Tan gier to Fez is at last
nearing completion. No need to weep because Casablanca has beco
me a mod ern
port, replete with every mod ern convenience, from dock
s to slaughterhouse, or because it has bee n indulging in a crisis
of overbuilding.
The beautiful things he seeks are still to be found,
their cha rm unchanged, though the approach to them may no long
er be as romantic
as it once was.
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MANY DAYS IN MOROCCO

I write these lines where there is nothing to remind me of Morocco.
My many days are ended and many others have dawned, in cold
and darkness and fog, with the roar of the great city that has neither
medersas nor mosques, for their accompaniment. Y et, at moments,
the noises around me are not the noises of London. Beneath the
rumble of the traffic there sometimes cornes a sound of rushing
water, laughing and elusive, that takes me back to the narrow streets
of Fez. And sometimes, very faintly, with that monotonous repetition
that is at once their power and their charm, I seem to hear the words,
Mouley Idris . . . Mouley Idris . . . Mouley Idris.

LIST OF THE MOROC CAN SOVER EIGNS MENTI ONED
IN THIS VOLUM E, WITH THEIR DYNAS TIES, AND THE
PRINCI PAL MONUM ENTS BUILT BY THEM
(Taken from the Table of Moroccan Dynasties, By
P. Ricard, Conservator of the Museum of Fez)
IDRISIT ES
Idris 1. 788 (A.H. 172). Established at Oulili.
Idris II. 808 (A.H. 193). Foundation of Fez El Bali, northern
capital.
ALMOR AVIDS
Youssef Ben Tachfine. 1062 (A.H. 454). Foundation of Marrakesh,
southern capital.
The Empire of Morocco reaches its greatest extent.
ALMOH ADES
Abou Yakoub Youssef. 1163 (A.H. 558). Foundation of Rabat.
(The Ribat El Fath, or Kasbah of the Oudaia).
Abou Youssef Yakoub El Mansour. 1184 (A.H. 580). Tower of
Hassan at Rabat. Mosque and minaret of the Koutoubia
at Marrakesh, and the Giralda at Seville.
MERIN IDES
Abou Youssef Yakoub El Mansour. 1258 (A.H. 657). Foundation
of Fez Djedid. Built the medersa Es Seffarin at Fez.
Abou Saïd Otman. 1321 (A.H. 721). Built the medersas El Attarin
El Mesbahiya, and Es Sahridj at Fez.
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LIST OF MOR OCC AN SOV ERE IGN S

MER INID ES-c ontd .
Abou El Hassan Ali. 1331 (A.H . 732). Built the medersa at Sallee.
Abou Inan Farés. 1349 (A.H . 750). Built the medersa Bouananiya,
and the dock belonging toit, at Fez.
SAA DIA NS
Abou El Manso ur Ed Dehbi. 1588 (A.H . 997). Built the Badiya
palace at Marrakesh.
Abd El Malek } Last Sultans of the dynasty. { 1618 (A.H . 1081).
El Oualid
1634 (A.H . 1044).
Ahmed El Abbas. 1654 (A.H . 1065). Reigned only over Marrakesh.
ALA OUI TS
Mouley Er Rachid. 1670 (A.H . 1080). Built the medersa Es
Cheratin, at Fez.
Mouley Ismaïl. 1672 (A.H . 1082). Construction of various palaces
and fortifications at Mequinez. Reconstruction of the Zaouia
of Mouley Idris Zerhoun. Destruction of the Badiya palace
at Marrakesh. Evacuation of Tangier by the English.
Sidi Mohammed Ben Abdullah. 1757 (A.H . 1171). Construction
of the medersa Bab El Gisa at Fez.
Mouley Suleiman. 1792 (A.H . 1206). Construction of the medersa
El Oued at Fez.
Mouley Abd Er Rahman. 1822 (A.H . 1238). Last restoration of
the Zaouia of Mouley Idris at Fez.
Mouley El Hassan. 1876 (A.H . 1293).
Abd El Aziz. 1895 (A.H . 1313). Construction of the Bahia palace
at Marrakesh by Ba Achmed.
Mouley Youssef. 1913 (A.H . 1331). Present Sultan of Morocco.
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